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Special Holiday Offer 
For SOF Readers - .:· •• •• •• •• •• •• •• •• • 

Check the "Special Holiday Offer" box on the order form below, and deduct $10.00 from 
any order over $40.00! Or, if you wish to preserve the cover of this issue, print your order 
on a separate piece of paper. These savings are available only to our SOF customers, so 
be sure to write at the top of your order "SOF Holiday Discount". ORDER NOW in t ime 
for Christmas. Offer expires January 15, 1979. 

Quick Or Dead 
by William L. Cassidy 

The most importani book on combat 
hahdgunning of the decade! Learn all 
the secrets of close-quarters shooting 
from such masters of the handgun as 
Fairbairn , Applegate, Cooper, Askins, 
Jordan, and more. Hardcover. $10.95 

.SllENCERs FOR 
HAND FIREARMS 

rm 
Silencers For 

Hand Firearms 
by Siegfried F. Huebner 

.. Comprehensive 
techniques. draw
ings and pho to
g raphs compiled 
from secret 
sources 

$9.95 

The Basic Manual 
of Kni i e Fighting 
by Will iam L. Cassip y, 

Cassid y's easy-to-read sty le is com
bined wi th detail ed illustrations to 
acquaint th e kn ife fighting enthusiast 
wit h the meth ods used by experts at 
thi s deadly art. 

Sof t cove r $4 .00 

Black Bag Owner's Manual 
Part One 

"Spookcentre" 

Published for the first time, the inside 
sto ry of the deadly business of inter
nat ional espionage! Includes all the 
sordid detail s onl y a special agent 
could know. Softcover $6 .00 

Black Medicine 
by N. Mashiro, Ph.D. 

.. A thorough ana ly
sis of the human 
body 's vit al poin ts. 
and how to use 
them .·· Illus tra ted. 

Softcover $8.00 

How Terrorists Kill N fE,.\Jll 
by J , David Truby 

The most complete study of terrorist
employed ordnance ever attempted. 
First-hand interviews with many guer
rilla soldiers . Over 80 photos. 

LIMITED wtlR'. 
S.NIPING. 

Softcover $6.00 

Limited War 
Sniping 

By Peter R. Senich 

.. The firs t de tailed 
his tory o f mode rn 
.sn ip ing techniques 
and weaponry. ·· 

Cloihbound $15.95 

How To Kill 
by John Minnery 

Th is revea ling two volume set stands 
alone as th e def init ive study of modern 
assassination techniques. "The most 
controversial books of th e yea r ." 
VIOLENT WORLD MAGAZINE. 
Volume I: $4.00 Volum e II : $4.00 

Both Volum es: $8.00 

War Story 
by Jim Morris 

The rea l story of the Vie!nam War, told 
by an ex-Green Beret. A gripping tale 
of ca marad erie and bravery, of devas
tation and death , that the news media 
cou ld not report. Hardcover $12.95 
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Home Workshop 
Guns for Defense 
and Resistance, 

Vol. 1, The 
Submachine Gun 

by Bill Holmes 

.. Step by step pro 
cedure. complete ly 
illus trated ... $6.00 

Alive ih the Desert 1o..I e.VJ 
by Joseph kraus I' 

Presents the survival techniques im
perative to the health and safety of ttie 
modern desert traveller, whether hiker, 
four-wheeler, or motorist . .. complete 
and up-to-date. Over fifty photos and 
illustrations. Softcover $5 .95 

1979 Paladin 
Catalog 

The most fascin
ating catalog of its 
kind available any
where! Free with 
any order. $2.00 

OTHER TITLES r~--~-----~----~-~-~, 

I liilJ PALADIN PRESS f$f_:;!_1 I 
PO Box 1307 ii 

: Boulder, co. 80302 - -- , : 

Silencers, Snipers, and Assassins .. . ... .. . . . ... $15.!!5 
Deal the First Deadly Blow . . . . .. . .... . ........ $ 9.95 
Assassination , Theory and Practice . . .. ... • .... $ 6.00 

I D Specia l Holiday Offer I 
I Please Rush me the following titles: I 
I I 

The Complete Book of Knife Fighting .. . .. ... . . $10.95 
Kili or Get Killed . . . . .. ... . .. . ........... . . . . .. $15.95 
Ranger Handbook .. . ......... . . .. ... ... . . . . . . $ 5.00 
Financial and Physical Survival . . . . . ... . .. . . . . . $ 9.95 
Spe<:ial Forces Handbook . . . .. . ... . . • .. . ...... $ 5.00 I I 

I I 
I Please inc lude $2.00 for postage and handling. I 
I NAME I 

Mechanics of Subversion ..... .. . . . . .. ... . . .... $10.00 
Get Tough .... . . . . . .. . . . . . . .. .. .. . . . .... . . . . . $ 9.95 
Anti-terrorist Operatjons in Malaysia .... . .. . .. . $10.00 
Handboqk on Anti-Mau Mau Operations . . . . ... $ 8.00 

I ADDRESS 
CITY _______ _ __ ST AT ZIP I 
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Soldier of Fortune's 
Automatic Weapons Editor Says ... 

YOU CAN 
BET YOUR 
LIFE OM 
TQl·Flo~" 

As a former U.S. Army Company Commander in 
South V ietnam and a Class 3 gun dealer, Chuck 
Taylor knows what it means to depend on a 
weapon . 
. Thafs why he depends on TRl -FLON to deliver 
unequalled performance . and reliabi lity from 
firearms of all kinds. 

TRl-FLON coats the bore and other surfaces with 
a long-lasting film of microscopic Teflon' "bqll 
bearings." Chuck's own exhaustive tests proved: 

D TRl-FLON cleans 100% of contaminants, i[lclud
ing primer salts 

D TRl-FLON reduces leading and fouling 
D TRl-FLON cuts friction and increases efficiency 

of all moving parts-even on automatic wea
pons with cyclic rates over 1200 rpm 

D TRl-FLON protects agqinst rust and corrosion 
D TRl-FLON makes cleaning easier and. extends 

weapon life. 

Chuck Taylor says, "TRl-FLON cleans qnd lubri
cates better than conventional oi ls or LSA. Ifs the 
very best product of its type now in existence." 

IF YOU DEPEND ON IT, SHOOT IT 
... with TQl·FlO~ - . 

TRl-FLON isn't just for guns. It delivers the same superior lubrication in hundreds of other 
applications including auto parts, motorcycle chains, fishing reels, povver and hand tools, 
lawn and garden equipment, locks, hinges and household appliances. 

For anything you depend on . .. r---------------~--~--, 
SHOOT IT ... with 

TQl·FlO~ .... 
The future of 
lubrication 

·Registered trademark of E.I. Dupont de Nemours & Co. [Inc .) 
© 1978 The Tri-Flon™ Company. Costa Mesa. CA 92626 
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TRl-FLON CO. 
3180 Pullman St .. Costa Mesa. CA 92626 

I O Enclosed is S2 .95 plus 500 handling for a trial 90-gram 
I . spray can. 
I O I wou ld like to buy TRl-FLON locally from 
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Name -------------
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City. State. Zip _____ _______ _ 
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Edibrblg 
Rhodesia - Hypocrisy 8r Terrorism 

by R±xzrt K BDwn 
The clock is running out for Rhodesia. On 1 January 

1979, the reins of government, hopefully, will be as
sumed by black moderate leaders to be chosen in elec
tions in December 1918. Rhodesia, henceforth, will be 
known as Zimbabwe. 

There is no doubt that the country's nanie will 
change; there is, however, considerable doubt as to 
whether black moderates will be able to maintain 
themselves in power-if elections are held. Especially 
in face of the determined effort on the part of Carter 
and Young and the muddled minds in the State Depart
ment to force the present black/white transitional 
leaders to accept the communist-supported terrorists 
into the goverilmentj obstensibly "to eliminate the 
possibility of a civil war." 

That sounds remarkably similar to the fawning 
garbage used to justify the appeasement of the fascist 
powers in the 1930s. Would Young and Carter be 
equally enthusiastic about "preventing war" if they 
were dealing with a 1978 version of Adolph Hitler? 

But then the world's attitude, and especially that of 
the U.S. and the rest of the western democracies, 
toward Rhodesia has been characterized by blatant 
hypocrisy, double standards, and moral selectivity, 
ever since Rhodesia had the audacity to tell the 
English to "stick it" in 1965 when they declared 
independence unilaterally from the English govern
ment. 

England, ilnder the leadership of Harold Wilson, 
decided to bring Rhodesia to her knees "in a few 
weeks" for refusing to immediately implement a "one 
man, one vote" majority-rule form of government. 

To do so, the U.N. and the U.S., led by England, 
imposed a trade embargo on Rhodesia. 

Of course, neither Young nor Carter can explain 
why we should have refused to trade with Rhodesia 
for failing to implement majority rule when we have no 
qualms about trading with some of the most oppres
sive, totalitarian countries in the history of the world. 

And what about majority rule in black Africa? Where 
does it exist? How many viable, functional democracies 
exist on the dark continent? One, maybe two? Why 
do we fail to embargo Uganda and the other black 
satrapies run by ruthless minorities and savage dic
tators? Because of Carter and Young's hypocritical, 
split-level ethics. 

The Ian Smith regime was condemned not because 
it represented an ethnic minority but only because its 
base was predominantly white in an overwhelmingly 
black country. And no matter that the blacks in Rho
desia have a higher standard of living and more free
dom than any other country in Africa. 

And now even more thinking people are having 
difficulty in understanding why the Carter-Young 
cabal continues to insist that the terrorists, who would 
seize power by the gun and brutal intimidation, must 

be taken into the new government when a democratic, 
orderly transition to majority rule is already underway 
in Rhodesia. 

It at>pears the reason, as illogicai and irrational as 
it is, is that these sanctimonious, double-standard 
liberals believe that the coior of a man's skin has 
some intrinsic relationship to basic human rights and 
the ability to operate a responsible, modern govern
ment. 

they ignore the fact that blacks are just as capable 
of perpetrating atrocities as were the Viet Cong or the 
Adolph Eichmans. And so, we have Young suggesting 
that the terroristS are not responsible for the brutalities 
that have been inflicted on both black and white 
Rhodesians but in fact have been carried out by mem
bers of Smith's elite security forces. Young and Carter 
raise no protest on behalf of the victims of terrorism, 
but let the Rhodesian government execute a terrorist 
duly convicted of murder and the ostrichlike liberals 
scream in protest. 

And now a few remarks on terrorism. The trendy 
remark, bantered about by self-styled specialists on 
terrorism, "One man's terrorist is another man's 
freedom fighter," is a quaint, glib phrase that needs 
further definition. And it's relatively simple. Anyone 
resorting to indiscriminate terror to include arson, 
rape, murder, and mutilation targeted against un
armed men, women, and children is a terrorist no 
matter what his skin color is, no matter what his 
political objectives are. The opponents to Ian Smith 
and the black moderates have used such indiscriminate 
terror for over six years-mostly against their fellow 
blacks. They are not "freedom fighters" (How can 
anyone that supports a Marxist type regime call him
self a "freedom fighter"?), nor do they even deserve 
being labeled "guerrillas." 

Have Young and Carter considered precisely why the 
Russians and Communist-bl~ nations are so enthusi
astic in their support of the Rhodesian terrorists? 
Do they believe the Russians and their allies are work
ing to establish a one-man, one-vote majority rule 
government in Rhodesia? When they themselves rule 
by an oppressive tyranny? Hardly. Their motives are 
clear; to deny the west strategic raw materials; to 
completely surround Zaire and Zambia with pro
Russian Marxist dictatorships in their effort to expand 
their control throughout the world. 

What to do? Some of the valiant have gone to fight 
terrorists in Rhodesia with bullets and guns. Others 
can fight here by writing their Congressmen and 
Senators, asking them to explain their support of this 
hypocrisy; by questioning these same legislators in 
public and exposing their duplicity. It might even 
help defeat some of them at the polls. Though it inay 
be too late, a strong fight for a good cause is always 
worthwhile. 
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SUBSCRIBE I 

Why We're UNIQUE 

•The independent 
monthly 

defense 

•Covering timely issues, and 
issµes that are timc:less 

•Writtc:n for senior leaders of 
the Armed Forces, defense in
dustry, and decision-makers in 
Congress and the private sector; · 

•A magazine which is as likely 
to pf9d its friends in Defense 
and the Services as to pat therri 
on the pack, because 
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I if not completely satisfied . we .,,ill refund your money I 
I MAIL YOUR ORDER-DO IT TODA y : 

1- - - - - - - - - - - - -
I PLEASE PLACE MY ORDER FOR: : 
I S 12 .00, I-yr. su~scripcion 
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FLAK 
WRONG PICTURE ID •• • 
De~r Sirs: 

With reference to your article, " SOF 
Interviews Robin Moore" (September 
1978), yqu state in a caption beneath 
a photograph that the interviewee is 
with "America11 Major Mike Williams, 
deputy commander of famed, mounted 
Grey Scouts. " If, however, one ' looks 
closely at the photograph, one can see 
that the cap badge is that qf the Selous 
Scouts and thaf the shoulder insignia 
is that of a "Lt. Col. " To be precise, the 
person in question is Lt. Col. Reid-Daly, 
commanding officer of the Selous Scouts 

·and former ·member of 22nd Special Air 
Service Regiment. 

You further state that all the "soldiers 
in the background " arl'.! American , 
whereas in fact the only common de
nominator amqng the men there is that 
they are all foreigners: Germans, mem
bers of the Commonwealth, and Ameri
cans .... 

Sincerely yours , 
David Xavier 
United Kingdom 

You 're absolutely right-thanks for 
catching our error. - The Eds. 

WANTS TO FIND ... 
Dear Colonel Brown: 

I wish to ·contact Spec. 5 Ruben 
Bustamante or Spec. 4 Dennis Spock, 
who served with the U.S. Army's 37 
Sigpal Battalion at Danang, South 
Vietnam, APO SF 96337, in 1967-8. 
These fellows' civilian addresses were 
last known as Redondo Beach, Lawndale 
(Torrance) or Oxnard, California. . . . 
Keep up the good work !ind keep your 
magazine tops in the field . 

Sinc'erely yours, 
Thomas F. Mayer 
452 Arth4r 
Ponti?-C, MI 48053 

SOF AND THE NEWS .•• 
Dear Colonel Brown: 

It 's time for me to write SOF. . .. 
On the ABC evening news at 5:30 Texas 
time, Frank Reynolds informed us of a 
case of colossal gall. The news stated 
that a group of Americans has set up a 

' . 

network to expose CIA operatives world
wide and undoubtedly this will assist in 
their demise. Secondly, they seek to 
force Carter to drop the trade embargo 
on Cuba, and thirdly to show justification 
for Uncle Fidel 's colonizing in Africa. 
They are headed by former CIA case 
officer turned author commie, Philip 
Agee. 

·rd like to point out that a few years ago 
a group of Americans exposed a few 
operatives in Greece which ultimateiy 
caused their deaths. 

In closing, I would like to suggest that 
all SOFers send in articles to you, Col. 
Brown, as it has been my experience 
since Vietnam that America's news
papers are not uniform in their reporting, 
thereby depriving some of .us of news 
about Africa and the world that we feel 
is important .. .. 

Sincerely, 
Jack Conley 
San Antonio, Texas 

AK-47 vs. M-16 ... 
Dear Sir: 

As a hospital corpsman and surgical 
technician I am, at best , a semi-combat 
veteran, but I have seen a tremendous 
nµmber of combat casualties . I have 
probably seen more combat wounds than 
90 percent of the combat veterans 
around , and I have seen these wounds 
in a much more intimate manner than 
any combat veteran. In Vietnam I saw 
thousands of our troops shot with the 
7.62x39mm AK round and thousands of 
their troops wounded by S.56mm M-16 
rounds. There is hardly any comparison 
between wounds delivered by these 
rounds. Under all circumstances I en
countered in ' Nam, the AK round in
flicted much more significant injuries 
than the .M-16 round. I had the job of 
taking medical histories from most of 
the injured men I worked on, so I also 
gained. a great deal of background in
formation on how they got wounded. 
Over 50 percent of the U.S. troops that 
I treated had received their wounds from 
a Cong or NV A who had already been 
shot one or more times by an M-16. 

David Bartlett 's comment in the Sep
tember SOF FLAK really set me off. He 

soumm 011 11on·ruNE 



NOW AVAILABLE! 
BRAND NEW 

ORIGINAL G.I. M-65 
FIELD JACKETS 
·These are the 
latest G.I. Issue 

Nylon/ Cotton construction 
with exclusive 

government Quarpel water repellent. Com
plete with hide-away zipper hood. Sizes: S, 
M. L. XL. 0.0. GREEN - $34.95 
*We have a limited number of G.I. type 
Camouflage U.S. M-65 Jackets, $37.95 
(Add $1.50 per jacket for shipping/ handling!) 

ORIGINAL G.I. M-65 COLD S M L XL 
WEATHER FIELD JACKET LINERS_ $

0

15 _'95' ppd. 

QJP=J;:; I :NucKLE KNIFE 
Exact reproduction brass handle 6" blade. 
Truly a collector's item. Check local laws 
before ordering . $14.95 plus $1 .50 shipping. 

You must be over 21 years of age to order' 

BRITISH COMMANDO /.::A.. 
BATTLE JACKET ~, 

This attractive jacket is brand ~ 
new British government surplus ........_ 
A lightweight, rugged, ,{( . ~ 
all -purpose jacket made A,..;., ' 
of O.D. color, heavy- ,-
duty denim. May never be . · y · 

available again! Sizes: S, M, L. 
Only $9.95 plus $1.50 shipping . • ;:i J/ 

Please send height , chest -and waist 
·measurements for an exact fit. 

VIETNAM JUNGLE HAT 
The soft, collapsible hat made famous by 

our troops in Vietnam. Very ' 
comfortable.Sizes: S. M, L, XL. '·i':' . 
0.0. Green - $3.95 . k/ 
CAMOUFLAGE - $4.95 . 1 
(Add 75¢ per hat for shipping ~ '<=-

BRAND NEW, FACTORY FRESH, 
COMBAT & TARGET MAGAZINES 

German Luger 9mm, Standard ... $8 .95 
AR-15 /M-1 6 30-sllot G.I. ..... $6.95 
Ruger Mini-14 30-shot , .223 .... $9 .95 
Walther P-38, 9mm. . . . $12.00 
Smith & Wesson Mod. 39, 9mm .. $7.50 
Col t .45 Auto, all models, 7-shot. . $4.50 
Col t .45 Auto, all model~ . 15-sh $15.00 
Colt .38 Super Auto, all models .. $7.50 

Browning High-Power, 9mm, 13-shot. $12.00 
Browning High-Power, 9mni, 22-rd . . . $20.00 
(Add 75c per magazine for shipping/handling!) 

. . : . .,;~. :tl'fu.- ~ew\ Rare\ 

Quick-Release Vietnam Issue Pistol Belt. 
$4.95 plus 75c: shipping. 

"THE LITTLE 
BLACK BOX" 

W11rning! This 
device is not to be used for 
surveillance! Automatically siarts recorder 
when telephone is picked up. Records entire 
conversation Then automatically stops 
recorder when phone is hung up! Can be 
attached anywhere along the line. - p1ugs 
into ANY recorder and causes absoltjtely 
no interference or noise on the phone. 

Extremely useful around the home or 
ottice for making ACCURATE and PERMA
NENT records of all incoming and outgoing 
calls. M!Nlf\ TURE! Only 1" x 2" x 3" . 

Now only $29.95 plus $1 .00 shipping . 

NEW WATS LINE - (800) ·323-323.3 
Now you can order 10LL-FREE for Visa/Bankamericard 

Mastercharge, and C.O.D.'s. Dial our Toll-Free Watts Ll~e 
Number - 800-323-3233 anywhere in the U.S.A. 

(except Alaska, Hawaii and Illinois.) ORDERS ONLY, PLEASE! 
$10.00 MINIMUM PHONE ORDER! SATISFACTION GUARANTEED! 

,r.,t-Y BRAND NEW! ~s-t._ Y MILITARY EQUIPMENT! -~ NEW PARATROOPER 
1. U.S.A.F. MA-1 Nylon Flyer's Jacket, fully FOLDING STOCKS 

reversible , O.D. and International for the M-1 Carbine and the Ruger 10/221 
Orange. Sizes: S, M, L, XL .... .. . $34.95 Walnut with blued ordnance steel, ready to 

2. G.I. O.D. " T" Shirts, S, M, L, XL. 6 of install. Fits all G.I. and commercial Carbines 
· f (Speci.ty mfg.) $39.95 plus $2.00 shipping: 

same size or . ... • • ...........•. $12.00 (S ty M c 
3. G.I. Plastic Canteen, O.D ........ . $1.50 peci -1 arbine or Ruger 10/ 22 
4. G.I. Current Issue Canteen Cover. $2.95 BRAND NEW M-1 CARBINE ACCESSORIES 
5. Orig ina l G.I. Flashlight O.D .. . .. . . $4.95 
6 . G.I. Pineapple Grenade w/ detachable 

lever & pin de-activated, type . ... $6.95 
7. Mil itary Police Nightstick, 22" long $4.95 
8. Military Police PeerlessHandcl!Jffs$14.95 
9. Military Police Handcuff Case .... $5.95 

1 0. G.I. Jungle 1st Aid Kit, all emergency 
items in O.D. case that fits on belt $3.95 

11. G.I. Rifle Grease, new, 1 lb can . . $1.95 
12. Orig inal G.I. Bore Cleaner, 1 qt. · ... $1.95 
13. G.I. LSA Weapons Oil , 4 oz. plastic 

bottles, $1.50 each - Ten for $10.00 
14. M-17 Gas ~ask w/fl lters and bag $39.95 
15. M-16/ AR-15 Magazine Pouch wlth /3 -

30-rd. Mags .. ..... ........ ..... $19.95 
16. M-1 Carbine Magazine Pouch with 2-15-

rd. magazines ............. .. .. . . $4.00 
17 .. 45 Auto Clip Pouch w/ 2 G.I. .45 auto 

magazines ..... . . ... .... ... . .. .. $9.95 
18. Vietnam Jungle Boots, Genuine G.I. 

Issue, NOT Korean imports. Regular or 
wide, full sizes only, 6 thru 14 . . $29.95 

19. U.S. G.I. .45 Auto Belt Holster ... $ 9.95 
20. U.S. G.I. M-7 shoulder holster ... $14.95 
21 . G.I. Water Purification Tablets, 

(one bottle) .. . . ......... . . ..... S 1.00 
22. G.I. Vietnam Combat Pack , used .$ 3.95 
23. Original G.I. M-1949 Mountain Sleeping 

25. 

26. 

27. 
28. 
29. 

30. 
31. 
32. 
33. 

34. 

Bags ............ . ... . . . . . ..... $49.95 

Late Issue U.S. Government C-Rations 
12 mixed meals, case .. $31 .95 ppd~ 
Genuine G.I. O.D. Boxer Shorts, Sizes: 
34, 36, 38, 40, 42, 44 - 6 for . $12.00 
G.I. Sleeping Bag Covers, Used . $ 7.95 
O.D. Original G.I. Wool Blankets . $12.95 
U.S.M.C. Garno Ponchos, .... .. $17.95 

MILITARY KNIVES 
Genuine British Commando Knife $14.95 
U.S.A.F. Pilot 's Survival Knife .. $ 9.95 
U.S.M.C. Combat Knife, 7" blade $10.95 
U.S. Army Machete, 18" blade .. S 7.95 
(*All of the above knives & machete 
come complete with sheaths!) 
U.S. Army Stainless Steel Pocket Knife 

....... . . .. $ 4.95 

Do not confuse these genuine items with 
cheap . inferior imports offered elsewhere . 
(Add $1 .00 shipping & handling for 1st item. for additional 
items add 50c) 

MILITARY MANUALS 
AR-15, M-16, and M-16E1 Rifles .. 
Browning Hi-Power Pistol 
Colt .45 Automatic Pistol . . 
Walther P-38 Pistol . . . ......... . 
M1, M1A1 , M2 .......... ... . . 
AK-47 Assault Rifles .......... ... . 
Hand to Hand Combat, U.S.M.C. 
U.S. Air Force Survival, FM64-5 
Firearm Silencers, Vol. 1, U.S. . ........ . 
Ranger Training , FM 21-50 .... .. . 
U.S. Marine Corps Sniping , FM 1-38 
Criminal Investigations ..... . .. . 
M3 & M3A 1 Greaseguns . .45 Cal. U.S. 

$5.95 
$2.95 
$2.95 
$3.95 
$5.95 
$3.95 
$2.50 
$5.00 
$5.95 
$3.95 
$6.95 
$4.00 
$3.95 

(Add 75 cents per book ordered for shipping .) 

5-Shot Magazine .. .. ... .... .. ....... $2.00 
1 5-Shot Magazine .... ... .. . . ... .. . .. $2.00 
30-Shot Magazine .. . .......... .... . . $3.50 
60-Rd. Jungle Clip -

(Clips 2 30-rd . mags. together) . .. $2.95 
Sling & Oiler ..... . ..... . .... ... . .. .. $2.95 
Mag Pouch - holds 2 15-rd. mags . .. .. $1.50 
Mag pouch - holds 2 30-rd. mags ..... $4.95 
Flash Hider. . . . ............. . .... $9.95 
Muzzle Brake. . . . .... ... . . .. $9.95 
Ventilated Steel Handguard . . . ... .. $3.95 
Piston Nut Wrench - (Double-ended) .. $2.95 
Scope Base, no drilling or tapping .... $9.95 
Carbines, Cal. 30 Technical Manual ... $5.95 

(Please add 50¢ per item for shipping .) 

8 SHOT TEAR GAS REVOLVER 
With crime on the rise, this is a must fdr 

everyone! Fires 8 - .22 cal. tear gas 
cartridges or blanks in seconds. Heavy-duty 
metal construction with one-slep ejection. 
Checkered grips. 
BLUE-Reg. $11 .95 ~ 

Now Only - $6 . ~5 ' '°' 
CHROME - Reg. $12.95 

Now Only - $7.95 • 
Hip Holster ... $1 .50 .... . ..... .... . -
Tear Gas Cartridges-(10 per pack) ... $1 .50 
Extra-Loud Blanks-(100 per pack) ... $2.50 

(Add $1 .00 per order for shipping.) 

I 
,~ Youmustbeover21 

Rtrnr~"PA~~~~~~~.~r! 
TEAR GAS WEAPON 

The most powerful CS* Military Tear Gas 
available . You simply point the "Paralyzer" at 
the attacker and press the fire button. A 
heavy shotgun spray of tear gas shoots out 
to a range up to 18 feet, completely disabling 
the assailant for 10-15 minutes. Causes a 
tremendous burning sensation to the eyes, 
nose and throat and skin. "Paralyzer" will 
slop even a 300 lb. man. You mustbeover21 
POCKET MODEL - $4.95 - $36.00 dozen 
POLICE MODEL - $6.95 - $48.00 dozen 

PLEASE NO fE We usually ship qs of our orrJc rs w 1tn1n 10 aays 
Money orders and cen checks shinned lir st personal checks neld 3.4 
wk~ But because al the uruaue service we provu:le and ine new law re 
Qu11mg us to s1a1e soec1hc delivery !Imes wt11 ch 111 some cases we 
c.irmot do we can only accent o rde1s w1Th lhe buyers unde1s
t;mdmg o f an ur1s11ecd1ed delivery d.11e and the buye1s wai ver 01 an ex · 
ac t delivery no1d1ca11on We will advise you on any backordered items 
and w ill refund you 1mmed1a1ely uoon your reauest Thank You Add5 :),· 
' o rder 101 insurance 10 avoid postal lhetts Ill 1es add 5 · ,sales 1a:., 

OROER TODAY! y COPYRIGHT 1978, 

• :z~ =131111 =E«li•l ;J =-
Dept. SOF·6, P.O. Box F . 

Chicago Ridge, Ill. 60415 
- Phone (312) 598-4466 

FOR YOUR CONVENIENCE 
To order by mail, send check or money order or 
fill in the credit card information below. 
Please charge to my Visa/BankAmericard No. O 
Master Charge No. 0 Exp. Date 
card NO.-------------

Signa ture 



commented, "Those 20 rounds delivered 
approximately 25,000 ft. pounds of force 
to the enemy's chest." 

J!ull! That much force may have been 
generated at the muzzle, but it was not 
delivered. At ranges over 100 yards, 
significant amounts of energy have been 
used just getting the bullet that far, and 
the longer ·the range, the worse it gets. 
At ranges under 100 yards, where most 
(not all but most) of the fighting was done 
while I was in 'Nam, the 5.56 bullet has 
too much penetration. It usµally goes 
straight through the target body, deliver
ing only a small fraction of its energy on 
the target and the rest is spent carrying 
the round uselessly down range. The 7.62 
round has a much superior percentage of 
delivered force at all ranges and especial
ly at close range. Chuck Taylor is entirely 
correct that the nervous system tends to 
shut down after the trauma of the first 
hit. Of the 25,000 foot-pounds of energy 
generated by those 20 rounds, the enemy 
likely only felt the effect of 300 or l~ss, 
about the same as a .38 Speciai pistol. 

Ask any policeman for a horror story 
about someone who has continued to 
fight after being hit with a .38. If his 
grasp of elementary ballistics is any indi
cation, Bartlett has less claim on the title 
of combat vet than I do. The M-16 is 
a useless pipsqueak. The Marines I 
knew called it the " Mighty Martell" 

BRITISH COMMANDO SWEATERS. 

because it is about as effective as a cap 
gun. My business is patching people up, 
not blowing them away, but I consider it 
a part of preventative medicine to send 
the troops on my side out armed with a 
weapon that will get the job done. The 
M-16 doesn't measure up . Send my 
troops out with a 7.62 NATO caliber 
weapon and I'll have fewer troops to 
patch up! ... 

F. G. Tedford 
Camp Lejeune, North Carolina 

TOMMY GUN CONVERT ..• 
Gentlemen: 

In support of Chuck Taylor's reply to 
Dave Bartlett about impact power (Sept. 
'78, p. 8), let me relate a similar incident. 
In 'Nam-'68 while supporting a 105 unit, 
we were surprised by a group of approxi
mately 20 Satchell Zappers. As this was 
a suicidal mission, it became apparent 
they were after the big guns. In my squad 
was a gunsmith 's son who had procured 
a grease gun and we had spent many idle 
hours , agreeing and disagreeing on the 
value of that weapon. When the fire 
fight began, I stood next to him and 
witnessed the difference between the 
'16 and 45. The 105s were in pits and we 
had managed to come between. them and 
the howitzers. 

Now any 'Nam vet knows that the Cong 
hyped themselves before combat and 

Brand new. direct from England. The finest heavy duty 
sweater anywhere. 100% virgin wool, ribbed knit 
construction, crew neck, and cotton/ polyester twill 
patches in same color on shoulders and elbows. Extra tong 
body, can be washed at home. Commando green color, 
available to size 46. PLEASE GIVE SIZE WHEN OR
DERING. Why pay more, our price only $29.95 

REPLICA THIRD REICH INSIGNIA 

1. SS sleeve eagle, white on black cloth, $2.95 

these reeked of hash. When the Cong had 
gotten through the three strands of 
barbed wire and traps, we were on top 
of them. I shot one VC three times at 
less than 10 feet full in the chest. The 
effects were nil, and he managed to slash 
me with a knife (thank God, they weren't 
carrying guns). He staggered 10 more 
feet before Evans and his grease gun cut 
him literally in two. Then Evans stood 
over me and mopped house with that 
weapon. Before a week had passed, I 
had obtained a Thompson 45. Don't let 
anyone B.S. you, Chuck; give me a .45 
SMGany day. 

Steve Myers 
San Antonio, Texas 

MORE ON BATF, SAN JOSE .•. 
Dear SOF: 

Regarding SOF, Nov. '78, p. 88, 
"America's Gestapo in Action," a friend 
of mine was there and said not only 
BATF and county cops but also armed 
National Guards in the parking lot and 
San Jose city cops-Federales, state, 
county and city-the whole damn family: 
get it? 

Hope we get them first , 
Art Cooper 
Mountain View, California 

Continued on pa.:ge 78 

FRANCE 

2. SS Deathshead, gray on black cloth, $2.95 
3. SS metal Deathshead, as worn on officer's cap, $3.95 
4. Nazi sniper badges, cloth, three classes, 60, 40 or 

20 kills, $3.95 each or all three for $9.95 

FOREIGH LEGION PARA/MERCENARY CAP BADGE 
Original French military manufacture with antique silver 
fin ish. Worn by men of action from Indochina to Zaire. The 
international symbol of counter-terrorism. $4.95 each. 
Tris badge is also available printed on a light blue T-shirt. 
PLEASE STATE YOUR SIZE. $5.95 each or 2 or more for 
$5.50 each. 

8 

LANCER ,..ILITARIA 
P.O. BOX 35188 
HOUSTON, TEXAS 77035 

713-522-7Q36 

A new SS T-shirt featuring the infamous SS deathshead 
and the motto of the SS "Meine Ehre heisst Treue!" "My 
Honor is Loyalty" in bone white on a Panzer black shirt. 
Available in Medium (38-40), Large (42-44). Extra Large 
(46-48) . STATE YOUR SIZE! $5.95 each or 2 or more for 
$5.50 each. 

BRITISH l','llLITARY CLOTH PARA WINGS. 
Army, Navy, RAF or Royal Marines, $2.95 each, or 
complete collection of all four for only $9.95 
SAS cloth wings, $3.95 
Current issue British cap badges for Parachute Reg
iment or Special Air Service (SAS) $4.25 each. 

FRENCH PARA WINGS IN HEAVY METAL. 
1. Basic, $5.95 
2. Instructor, $6.95 
3. Para Commando, $9.95 

All three w'ings for $22.50 

FOREIGN LEGION KEPI! Original issue white kepi worn 
by Legionnaires the world over. Like new condition . $44.95 
each. 

FOREIGN LEGION BADGES! Beret badge for the Legion 
infantry. The Legion symbol of the seyen flame grenade in 
a circle, gold finish, original issue. $4.95 each. 

Your satisfaction guaranteed, please add for postage and insurance. We accept Visa and Master Charge. Our all new fµlly 
illustrated catalog #3 is now available, send $1 .00 for your copy. When in Houston be sure to visit our shop at 2409 Times Blvd. 

SOUHEll OF 110R1'UNE 



The paratroopers of the U.S. 
Army Airborne are known for their 
dauntless courage and camara-

. derie. This ring is an authentic 
casting of the official paratrooper 
wings insignia. To wear it is to par
ticipate in everything the legend 
signifies: Taking risks. Going 
beyond the limits. Living on the 
edge. Your choice· of solid sterling 
silver or 14 karat solid gold, 
antiqued or with inlaid semi
precious stones. Order yours now. 

THE U.S. 
PARATROOPER RING 

~---------------------------------------------------------------
Please msh me my paratrooper ring(s) Enclosed is my check or money order for$------

Solid Sterling Silver 14K Solid Gold Charge to: D Master Charge D BankAmericard D Visa 
D Plain $129.95 Card No. ______________ _ _ 

D Antiqued $39.95 With inlaid stones: Expiration Date 
(shown above) DTurquoise $149.95 '- -------------

With inlaid stones: D Lapis $149.95 My Name, _ _____ _ ________ _ 
D Turquoise $49.95 D Red Coral $149.95 Address 
D Lapis $49.95 - -----,-------------
0 Red Coral $49.95 City _ ___ _ ___ state _ _ _ Zip ___ _ 
Guarantee: If you·re not 
satisfied. return the ring 
to us within I 0 days for 
full refund. 
Dealer and distributor 
Inquiries welcome. 

Lap is Coral 

Add $1 for postage and handling. In Calif. add 6'u sales tax. 
Send me a color poster (17" x 22 '1 of this picture. $3.SO. 
Ring size (if not known use finger calibrator belowl•----

Signature _______________ _ 

Mail coupon to: 

THE AIRBORNE COMPANY 
8722 Airlane Avenue. Los Angeles . .CA 90045 

ut out. Wrap around thic est part ..... 
of fin er (usuall knuckle). ~ Measure to this line. 

Pat. Pend. © Copyright: The Airborne Company. 1977 SFIO 



ANNOUNCES 
NINE EXCITING 

POSTER REPLICAS 
FROM WORLD WARS I & 11 

# 101 WWI 

# 108 WWII 

WORLD WAR I 
#102 "I W<1nt You For The U.S. Army" 
# 103 "On Les Aura!" (French) 
#104 "Daddy, What Did You Do in the Great 

War?" (British) 
# 105 "Public Warning" Aircraft Identification 

Poster. 
# 106 "Helft Uns Siegen" (German) 

INTER-WAR 
# 107 "Nur Hitler" (Nazi Election Poster) 

WORLD WAR II 
# 109 "Flight" (Aircraft Identification Poster) 

All posters are 20" by 30" and are printed on 
heavy paper stock in the colors of the original. 
Each poster is $5.00 (Includes handling and 
domestic postage) Order by the above 
numbers or send for flyer illustrating all nine 
posters. 

9 N. Passaic Ave., Chatham, N.J. 07928 
Phone 201/635-6505 
Dealers: Inquire on your letterhead. 

IO 

BULLETIN 
BOARD 

CAMBODIAN ABOUTFACE ... 
As if the recent recommendation by 

Senator George McGovern that an inter
national military force should invade 
Cambodia to topple the sadists in power 
was not enough, Jane Fonda and Tom 
Hayden, of all people, have also leaped 
on the Cambodian human rights band
wagon. 

They have urged President Cater (that 
is, Carter) to diplomatically intervene to 
stop the gross injustices in the new 
"Democratic" Kampuchea . Messers. 
Fonda and Hayden have rejected Mc
Govern 's idea of armed intervention and 
have, predictably, chosen the non
violent approacti which benefits no one 
but the Cambodian rulers. 

Tied to the option of diplomatic 
maneuvering was that the U.S. should 
urge Communist China from further 
supporting the Cambodian government 
and that in return the U.S. would improve 
Chinese relations and discontinue our 
trade embargo against VietnaqJ. . (How 
the lifting of the embargo would please 
China, I've yet to figure out.) · 

Given Tom's and Jane's pa!it advocacy 
of the Vietnamese braqd of oppression, 
it seems reasonably likely that they are 
attempting tQ use the suffering of the 
Cambodian people as an excuse for a 
back door approach for U.S. aid to Viet
nam. 

The verbal crap that many construe 
as being morally-inspired c11n be ana
lyzed for what it really is if people would 
simply look at its sources. 

MORE Al\'1IN THREATS ... 
Uganda President Idi Amin has threat

ened to put together an invasion force 
from several nonaligned countries to 
attack the Comoros, a tiny group of 
Indian Ocean islands, and overthrow 
its "mercenary government," according 
to a recent report in the Toronto Sun. · 

About 50 European mercenaries, 
headed by Belgian soldier of fortune Bob 
Denard, reportedly spearheaded a suc
cessful 13 May 1978 invasion that toppled 
the regime of Ali Soilih. Although· 
Soilih reportedly had instituted a reign 
of terror among the islands' 300,000 
population, the O.A.U. has denounced 
the coup. 

Independent military experts have 
dismissed Amin's statement as one more 
of his "fantasies," noting that he has 
neither the aircraft nor disciplined 
troops to launch such an attack. 

"POP" BUELL ... 
SOF staffer Tom Reisinger recently 

met with Edgar "Pop" Buell , the legen
dary American who has devoted almost 
two decades of his life to Meo tribes
people in Laos through service with U.S. 
A.l.D. and independently, and who 
passed through Denver to renew old 
friendships with area refugees, Contrary 
to some of the other groups, the Meos 
have readily assimilated themselves into 
American culture through a thorough 
willingness to accept whatever work is 
available. 

During his several-month-long stay 
in the U.S. , "Pop" reports that the Meos 
and other Laotians have adapted ex
trmely well to their adopted country and 
are experiencing few, if any, problems. 
As he put it, "These people want a hand
shake, not a handout.'' The rest of us 
can learn a lesson from these determined 
people. 

Buell will soon be back in Bangkok, 
reftdy again to assist the stream of 
Laotian refugees lucky enough to make it 
to safety in Thailand, 

SANCTIONS RECONSII)ERED . .. 
The U.S. House of Representatives, in 

an apparent setback for President Carter, 
voted a conditional end to U.S. economic 
sanctions against Rhodesia. It accepted 
229 to 180 a proposal by Rep. Richard 
Ichord (D-MS) that sanctions end auto· 
matically 1January1979 unless President 
Carter finds that Rhodesia hasn't chosen 
a new government by currently planned 
free elections. 

HELICOPTER PILOTS ... 
Petroleum Helicopters, Inc., P.O. Box 

T, Lafayette, ~A 70502, has announced 
that they have permanent year-round em
ployment openings for helicopter pilots, 
preferably with Bell 206 or similar flight 
time. Company benefits are excellent. 
Contact them at the above address or 
call 318-235-2542. 

soumm 011 Hnt'l'UNE 



For almost 20 years, 
arms dealers around the world 
have wanted this book ... 

Now i~'s YO!JrS to . 
examine Risk-Free 
for1Sdays 

SW-1 

NEW! The completely revised 11th edition of the most 
comprehensive firearms reference ever published. 
• Examines arms of 42 nations from 1900-
present • every chapter completely revised • 5 
new chapters follow small arms developments 
since W.W. II • 672 pages •well over 2000 
photos 

Renowned mi litary scholars consult it to keep 
current with world arms capabi lities .. . Faceless 
mercenaries , they say, use it as a " shopping 
guide." 

And weapons buffs-perhaps like yourself
read it over and over again just I.or the sheer enjoy
ment of being "hands-on" close to the finest in 
classic and modern military hardware. 

The book is Small Arms of the World . And 
now, in its 11th Edition, you get completely revised 
chapters ... new sections ... new photographs . 
and hundreds of new weapons, many of which 
have only been whispered about in print until now. 
Truly international 

Sma ll Arms of the World is one of the few 
weapons references that is truly international in 
scope. In its more than 600 fully illustrated pages. 
you·11 fi nd pistols, rifles , submachine guns and ma
chine guns from 42 nations. Weapons ranging 
from Astras to Kalishnikovs . Arma lites to 
Mausers. Brens to STENS. Hush Puppies to Uzis. 
They date from the turn of the century right up to 
today. . 

Small Arms of the World not only examines 
well known and widely employed weapons, but 
also spotlights obscure and often bizarre arms. It 
exposes virtually useless weapons ... praises truly 
outstanding ones ... even points out proofmarks 
and minor modifications in design that help pin
point dates and places of manufacture. For these 
reasons. this unique book is an absolute must for 
any serious collector. 

Loading, Firing, Stripping 
Unlike some wea pons references, Small 

Arms of the World dbes not merely describe weap
ons , it shows you hoV? to use them-safely and 
.effectively. You clearly see-in words and pic
tures-exactly how to load , fire and field strip hun
dreds of small combat arms, from auto-loading 
pistols to heavy machine guns. 
Up-to-the-minute 

Guerilla warfare , counterinsurgency tactics 
and terrorism have profoundly 
changed military thinki ng 
since World War II. In five completely new chap
ters , the 11th Edition examines these changes and 
i he effects they have had on small arms design . 
You'll .. Jearn the difference between Russian and 
American arms thinking as you compare the de
signs of M. T. Kalishnikov with those of EUgene 
Stoner (or the AK-47 vs. the M-16). 
.. . find out about a new generation of silenced 
weapons , including the Ingram M-10submachine 
gun and its sionics sound suppressor that actu
ally confuses the ear as to th e source of so,urid. 
.. . discover why pistol development is in a state of 
uncertainty. And why pistols soon ma y be re 
placed entirely by a new generation of small sub
machine guns little bigger than a service-issue 
Colt .45 auto. 
. .. read candid appraisals of current NATO and 
Warsaw Pa ct we apons. Learn abolli their 
strengths and weaknesses . Even witness t_he kind 
of political infighting it takes to get a we apon 
adopted by the U.S. Armed Forces. 
Act Now for Risk-Free Offer 

If you·re a weapons buff - someone who ap
preciates the thought and technology that goes 
into engineering small armaments, we guarantee 

you·11 treasure the new 11th Edition of Sma:I Arms 
of the World. 

That's why we make you this risk-free offer : 
e• r. rnine Small Aims of the World for 15 day?. If 
yoi.J don't agree that it 's not the closest th ing to get
ti,ng ·: our han ds o n the actual weapons them 
selves, simply returh the book within lhat time for a 
full , r.c. -questions-asked refund . 

-.---· I , ... . . 

I 
STACKPOLE BOOKS, P.O. BOX 693, I 
BOULDER, COLORADO 80306 . 

I YESI l"d like to examine the 11th Edition of Sma//Arms of the I 
World risk -free for 15 days. I enclose my check for only 

I 
$19 .95 . payable lo Stackpole Books and understand that if 
I'm not completely salisfied with my copy within 15 days . I I 
may return it for a full ref und- no quest ions asked. 

I O Check here for De luxe Ed ition wit h gold embo ss ed I 
. leather-like cover ... only $29.95 . 

I Please charge to my: I 
D Master Charv e I J BankAmericanf Visa 

I Acct. # Exp. Date I 
I Signature I 

(order not valid without signatu re) 

I Name I 
I Address I 
'-c~ ____ s~ =-.l!r---=- _. 
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XM-177 DELTA SUPRING 
These sliprings do not com9 :with our 
Shorty but are now available as an ex
tra. AU military XMI 77s used Ibis type 

-THE SHORTY-· frol)l Old Sarge 
Sarge conti.p.uff to offer his XMl 77E2 
type conversion kit. With this kit any AR-
15/Ml6 can be made a "CAR". 

Short barrel 
conversion kit 

'9975 

.~2 cal. Barrel Liners $ I 0 9 
S New 

Use these to reneiw your shot-out .22 
barrels. Made of No. 4130 Chromemolly 
steel they are: 

29W' long I in 16" twist 

(Stock & 
Upper 
Receiver 
NOT 
included) /1 . 

Inside Dia .. 223/El(terior 5/16 (.312) 
Use 430 AlJ11tate Solder or the like. 
Guarqnteed to make your 22 cal. shoot 

/:

0 

OLD SAR.~ like new! - ONL. Y $ I 0 95 NEW 
- \ -~ $62~~1111111J11l"--~~~~~------. M · - ~ S)idingStock .45 PLUNGER TUBE 

~r" ~ / STAKING TOOL 
, ~ ,;..,,. ~ _d· The Telescoping 

./ Stock We Sell is the 
Only Qne Duplicating 

That. Rare G.I. Black 
Plastic Coating Type Finish (No Uqly 

Precisi9n tool. 
Parkerized 
--a mu~t--

$895 ea. 

;;.;-==-=.:-::::::::.. _<>_ - ~7';;) 
Paint). Made to G.I. Specs. Complete 

81 2 W/Buffer Assy: & Spring. . .45 Auto ~- ~ cv .·( (_ 

Barrel Bushing ' \~ \ .; : 
Wrench · '°'<ho•• ~,,~~ Only $795 

New 

M1-A/M-f4 PARTS 

Checkered Buttplate --
JUST like 

Gl. 
Attention - MG & Class 3 Deale rs 

.Sarge will custom make Shorty 10 exact 
specs you desi re ca!) for more i'l iOr· 
mation. 663-99 lU. 

s 12s __ ~ '- o; ~ tight NM weapons ea. '.· _ .. 0 

Mi'- 1000 MP-1U .l7 
Carbine .45 Auto 

Magazine New, 2G Rd . 
Firing Pin 

S 4.9S 
s 1 ()() 
s 1.00 
s 1.50 
$1..1 .95 
s . 75 
S2 .95 
s 1.00 

Gas Cyl inder Lock S J .SO Gas Cylinder Lock Screw S 2.95 .. __________________ _. ffi 2-15 rd. pouch ~ rt\ag. type rn Gas Pi slon S 4.95 
Exlraclo1 Trigger ~ear Assembly S J .SO 
E•traclor Spring & Plunger 
Flash Hide• 

Sa fety Spring S ) .50 
Operaling Rod Gu ide w l pin S J .50 
Operating Rod Spring S 2.50 
Blanlit Adaplar w / shield. [New! 

Fronl Sight Screw 
Flash Hider Lock Nut 
l <J Ck Nut ScreW !Allen ! s J .50 

M-1 GARAND PARTS 

s19h l 
5 1 00 

Arm Follower S I 00 
Band Lower ! 75 
Bas~ Rear Sighl S 2 00 
Bot! Compl~le S 8 .00 
Bol t St11p~ S 6 .00 
Ca tch . Opera ling Rod . 

r.01nplele S 2.50 
Co>1e • Rear ~ •g hl 

!. I 00 
Cy linder . Gas S 5 95 
E1ector w 1spon 9S TS 
E1ector Cli p 5 I 00 
f.•lrdCIOr 5 I 00 
F'e11ule 5tock w l 

~ .... l 'll:I 5 1 25 
FP1:L•it . F ron l riand 

~uard S 75 
r·~ l t;"W1:1 Comple te 

s 2.50 

' '00 s 225 

Hous l119 . Hammer Rod . Followtlf S . 75 
spring S 1 25 fJod .. Operallng $15.00 

Housing, Triggers 6.00 Salety S 2.00 
Knob . fleYating. New Sc::rtiw Bullplate , Long 

Sl yle S 1,25 S .50 
Knoti Windage . .New Screw . Bullplate . Short 

s:y1e S 1 25 S 25 
latch Cl ip S 2.50 Scre'(lf , Front Sighl 
Lock Gas Cyli nder S . JS 

S 2.9.5 Sciew. Gas cylinder 
Pm Clip latch S 75 lock S 2.00 
Pin . Firing S 1.00 Scraw , Slac~ ing swivel 
Pin rono wer arm S ,JS 

s 25 Sight , FrQnl S 1.50 
Prn Hammer $ JO Spring . Ctip lat ch 
Pin . LowE:1 band S .25 S 50 
Pin . fllgger S 25 Spring . Ham!Tler S SO 
Plate Bu t1 assembly S1;111ng , Operating rod 

s 250 s 1. 25 
Plunge r. f .i;l1<1c1or w / Swivel , Bull S 1.00 

'-'P ri" ;! ,S 50 Swivel. Stacking S , .00 
Plung er Hammer Trigge1 and Sear 

sp1in9 S . 75 Assembly S 2.00 

Fits .38 & .45 and nearly any . . .. ..... _., ...... 
pistol .with 5" barrel or ,~;:~ . · __ _; 
less. Prol~t your . .' -::·· •, """ · -- . .-· 
investment in ~·~:: :" • '

1 
•••• •• ·• 

your fine handguns. . .. : · II; 
. . ~ . . 

·= ····- .. ~ .... 
GJ. Heavy vinyl pistol bag 

$12s 

WIN. MODEL 97 
RIOT SHOTGUN HANDGUARDS 

Complete arid ready to instqJl. 

-l-0 rd er TQday. It's Easy. 
I. Call for C.O.D. shipment oi write 

us. 
2. Happy to answer c;my qu8tilions. 
3. Please include estimated post· 

age. ins;,r . . & handling. 
Min. $1.00 per order. 

B. H. SERVICE 
P.O. Box 479. Natalia. Texas 78059 

9 A.M. to 6 P.M. 
(512) 663-9913 

663-9918 
~-------11 . 

'I OO new s 12s 
. new 

M-1 CARBINE PARTS & 
A.CCESSORIES 

Flash Hider , U.S . G.I 517 .50 
Piston Nul Wrench G I S 2.00 
Mag . Dusi Cover s 51$1 00 or S .25 

Blank Adapte1 . Ra re $14 95 
G1enade La unche1 . include s free 

sight Sl? 95 

M·<l 8 .. yo1.,.t Nr ~, I .. · 1 : 

Shd~ . M.i 
Slide M·OI 

G~s Piston 
Gas Pi s1on Nut 
Sa l f' \ y Fiio Tvpe 

$ 17 5~ 
)Id (IO 

S19 95 

s 1 25 
s 125 
s 1 25 

Special Bamer Bag 101 ~torage 

' 75 Can va s Mu11leCover ' 50 

30 Ad . Mag . New S 3.95 
30 Ad Mag New G .J Solid Back 

Model S 5.95 
Bu1tplal e S 1.95 

B~u•~::~~;,c~~;;no ! ;~ 
Recoil Sp11n9 S ~ 

ngge· Sp1 ng , 5~ 

Hamm e1 Sp r 111~ .. CS 
ea r Spnng · ~ j~ 
hoe Slop Spring S ·.( 

Ma9 <;a1ch Spw19 a. P1vn9P1 
s 1<; 

.i .. : .., _ .11 <. 1. S µ1 111y a. •· 1\·"•Jv· 

$ "" Sp 11 n9 Se1 Al l ;i ocve " P' " 'Q'.:> 
~ew S 1 J ~ 

FirinQ Pin 
E• tra.Cior 
E .. l raclo r ?lu flge• 
E1ecrc1 A o; semb•'f 
lr1ggrr 
HamrT> t:J 
H;ir.1mer Pl unt.ie r 
Hanim"r Pm 
t.C';: • ' ••gger Pin 
l'1<Jn1 Sight P•n 

s ''" s . i.:1 
~ ' :.;, 

'v ,, 

.223 ~ 
AMMO , .... _ . i?l 
PACK ' : .. :i..,..• lJ 
Set has 14 stripper 
clips. 7 cardboards, I 

guide and a b~~?~~~~~ $ I 9~ ea, 

10 Se ts. 
enough for 

1400 rds. 
s1500 

sowum cw mu·1·uNE 



M-16/ AR-15 PARTS SETS · FROM SARGE 

M-16 Bolt Carriers, Complete G.I. 
w/Bolt Assy .. Firing Pin. Cam Pin. Etc. 
in CHROME 

s39so ~Forward Assist 
~ Model! 

- ~~~Z·~~~·" . . 
\/' Complete Parkerized Units 

As.Above · 

~~~50 ~ .• , • . 

~~~ . 
<ti(.. ;_ ~,,.~ · Forward Assist 
Yjj/ Model! 

Conversion pin for mo1.Jnting Ml6 Bolt 
Assis"! Upper to AR-15 lo.,;;.er r~c!liver. 

Only s3•s ea. 

XM-177 E2 

ORDER TODAY. IT' 
CALL THE SARGE 
OR WRITE US! 

M~16/AR-1S PARTS. 
BULl i;ARfll t H GiWI JI· , f ' •J! 

~AARRt~ER~i:;JsTC O~AOrt> E ~ I ~:J/: 
Hamme1 ::.0 1o •1r, S 50 
Hamm111 .¥ • Spring $ S 1.95 
Hamn11?1 Pi11 S .25 
T1igger Gu ard Assembly S 2 SO 

JUST IN! 
45 Ml91 I Dress White Pistol Lanyords 

$395 ea. NEW CAR TYPE HANDGUARDS • with LINERS. 
just like the vriginals. Just as RIGID with 
a crisp. s~lid fit. They wHl not melt; ..yarp. 
er cr~ck. Th.; best quality. 

AS SY COM P • n c s ::· ~. u 
BO LT •"iEW . P~ R i< E R!l E D FIN 

ISH COMPLETE. 'N FJECTOA 
E. lt:TRAC TOR , GAS AIN(iS ETC 

· s T. 50 

Tng90•1 Sprmg S .50 
Trigger w /<; pro n go; S 6 95 
Trigge.r Pin S .25 

M-16/AR-15 Bipod L.S.A. 

$2995 Set 
H~mdguard Caps Only 

s.3'*:>Ea. 

ONLY OLD 5ARGE !;I ~ 
CAN. GIVE A UH -TIME ~ 
.GUAHANTEE ON THfSf. -
'ca1lse his are the '/ery best! · 

EARLY STYLE . 
M16 Barrel Nut 

& Armorer's Tool. NEW 

.308 B~ll 
MILITARY TYPE 

•145ooM 
FMJ spire point bullet like G.I. 
Bulk Packed. Quality Inspec
ted 7 tllJies. 
Case 500 rds ••••...•.• $ 75.00 
Case 100 rds. . . . ...... $145.00 

Quantity prices on SM 

soumm 011 HntTUNll 

New Bl ac k tfandgu:itd s La test 
•s s ue . Pa u ' i\y Coll Mtq • S 7.50 

Rl:!.l' Su:1t"lr A~srmbly . Compl~e 
$ 5.00 

€1ec 11on Pr>rl Cover A ssem~ly . 

Sal e ly / Selector _ S 8.95 
Seer Pin S .SO 

New in Box . ' 9 .. G.I. GUN .. 
D1 sconnector S 2.95 
Oisc o nnKtor S pring S .35 ;v/new case. .. •10 .. · 

LUBE 
Corno lete S 4.95 

F1a :<i h tlrde1 s . Bi fC C.19 1> 01 Prong 
E.'.l rl·; - Type w ltoc 1<; ~n c; he • . New. 
You r Choi c <? Oroe S -1 95 
r~~ s 1 ~ 

GAS TU BES. C HRO ME BRAND 
NEW FOR fl.jl-lS f M-16 . W f P IN 

S4.95 

[

HOAT Y Handgua1r1!- ~ f tiners 
S29.95 

tORT Y O,as Tube s w1p ins 
$12.00 

HOR TY H.lndgu~rd Cap S ·3.95 
1-iORTY Barrel ASS81TltMY w/ 

perroa nen 1l y attached Ila sh ~i~er . 

Mag;nme Ca tch Button . & Spring 
Sel . S 2.95 

Ta~edown Pin $ 1.00 
Plvo1 Pin S 1.00 
Cha19mg Handle As s em l?ly S 5.95 
Recoil Spring Tube S 5.95 
Recoil Sprmg S 2.00 
Bolt S lripped S 5.50 
·Gits Rin9 s . Set o l lhra, S 1.so 
E-.trac lo r S t 00 
E~lractor Spri r.y S ?5 
C. 11ac101 Vi n S 20 
E1ec101 S 50 
Ejeclor Spnnq S 25 
Eje<:IOf P :n S 20 
Boll Cam Pin S 1.50 
Bol t Came1 w1key S22 .00 

Bipodw/ Ma de 
special fo r 

cleaning Ml6/AR-15 
kit& 

case a s This 
shC!WD s tuff 

$15" · ~th e 

Bost 

Fronl s ig ht base . s ling swivel, 
bilnel nul. S49.95 
B:i rfel Nu! Wrench S12 .SO 

Fronl Sig ht DelelJI & Spri ng S .SO 
Rear ~igt . 1 Oe1en l & S prinQ 1 .50 
Safely Selvc101 Delent I Springs , 

Bipod also fits 
AR-18. 4 oz. Rv tt) 1 .. 

$1 •• 
Stripper Clip Guides". 5 lor $1.00 , or 

s .25 
Hammer Prn f\ e tai ning S pring 

s .35 

s .50 
JakedOWfl Pin Del ent I Spring 

Pivot Qe tenl & Splif19 
• . 50 
s 

G.I. Issue 
M-16 BRASS DEFLECTOR 

-~!F;·5::;~~'" 
I ( e~ 

.OLD SARGE OFFERS AMMO! 
Sold to F.F.L. Dealers Only! F.O.B. Natalia 

AR-180 

For years Sarge has produced quality 223 8c 308 ml)ltary 
type ammo. In fact dozens of police depts. 8c a)ale prison 
systems use his ammo. In the past Sarge h~ sold his ammo 
to jobbers 8r other la:g" sales firms. But now he offers It 
~to all FFL dealers · at the same LOW PRICE enjoy
ed by the "BIG guys". Order today. 

These are guaranteed by the factory. They are sure to 
be the cleanest, beat functioning factory r•loads you'ye 
•Yer shot. Pe1lod. 

Now Get Quality You Can Believ.e l,a -
At A Price You Can ~FFORDI 

PPd4tcl 
Ortp 

Case ··· 
Holds 

CAIH S Perfectly! 
design<:·d fr, r M-1 CarJ:i ,10 

(ou! :.>!the stock) 
Perf"<O for car tru.n1c 

.223 
MILITARY TYPE... I\ r?I 
$12500 M . ·Li) 

Case 1000 rds. in stripped cl ips .. .. . .. . $125.00 
· Quantity prices milable on 

5m, lOm, 20m, som: Pluse Call 
Anilable in fMJ or Soft Point 

Packed in StripPtr clips & cardboard 
conrs just likt G.I: 

Quality inspecttd.7 ti-. 
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BATTLE OF BuLGE REUNION ... 
Allied anci German veterans of the 

Battie of the Bulge will hold a reunion 
anci tOur ·of the Ardeimes battle area, 
ll-18 December 1978. A number of high 
ranking officers who participated in the 
battle will attend. . 

For further fufo, write: Patrick Henry, 
Dept. S. Midway International Travel 
Service, Midway National Bank Build.ing, 
Suite 302, ~rand Prairie, TX 75051. 
Phone: 214-263-3196. 

CARTER =CHAMBERLAIN? ... 
Europeans are reportedly appalled at 

the Carter sellout of Africa to the Soviets. 
Th e Sund;iy Times of London, one of 
Western Europe ' s most respected news
papers , blasted Carter 's African policy, 
calling him a ' ' dangerous leader, " and 
comparing him to "history's .greatest 
appeaser-Neville. ChamberlairL" 

The Times called Carter ' s Southern 
African p0licy insane and the result 9f 
" incorrigible bungling," going on to 
declare that the President's "knowledge 
of Rhodesia or anywhere outside of 
Georgia" was comparable to Chamber
lain '.s knowledge of Eastern Europe. 

" The two men are horribly similar, 
with the same willingness to dogmatize 
cin a basis of ignorance and the same kirid 
of single-mindedly ignorant proneness to 
appeasement ," was the Times' scathing 
conclusion. 

SOF NEEDS HELP •.•. 
SOF is seeking for its library any and 

all SW AT and military manuals, pamph
lets, books, and materials related to 
urban warfare. Zerox copies would be 
fine. Any assistance will be deeply 
appreciated. 

MILITANT MISSIONS ... 
Rhodesian Prime Minister Ian Smith 

and three black members of Rhodesia 's 
interim government attended a 29 July 
1978 missionary conference at a suburban 
church near Chicago, Illinois , to discuss 
the future of Christian missions in Rho
desia. 

Accompanying Smith were Bishop 
Abel Muzorewa, the Rev. Ndabanihg 
Sithole, and Sen. Chief Jeremiah Chirau , 
chief of the Malawabu tribe . 

Rev. Paul Lindstrom , pastor of the 
Church of Christian Liberty in Prospect 
Heights where the conference was held , 
said the church 's Rhodesian executive 
committee had voted unanimously to 
reopen the Emmanuel Mission in Rho
desia's Viimbu mountains, following a 
terrorist raid earlier last year. 

He added that armed Vietnam veterans 
will be sent to the mission to protect 
missionaries and medical teams. 

REUNION OF MILITARY ELITE ... 
The Society of Vietnamese Rangers is 

hosting the Reunion of Military Elite at 

Ft. Benning, Georgia, 3.5 November 
1978. 

Headquarters will be located at Ranger 
Joe's, Victory Drive, Columbus, Georgia. 
All present and past members of_ Air
borne, Ranger, Special Forces, CDO , 
MACVSOG, SEAL; Gurkha, and Sikh 
units are invited. 

Room reservatio;;s must be made by 
individuals, and R.S.V.P. sent t9 Biet 
Dong Quan, Box 29965, Atlanta, GA 
30359. . 

SOF has attended these reunions in 
the past and has found that it is an .ex
cellent opportunity to meet the "Pro- ' 
fessionals." 

RHODESIAN RECRUITING UPDATE . .. 
While. in Salisbury, Rhodesia, Editor 

Brown interviewed Captain E. A. Lee, 
Recruiting Officer for the Rhodesian 
Army , who provided the following 
information: 

" Preference is given to Rhodesians 
over foreign volunteers because of the 
transportation costs involved . 

" We did temporarily stop r.ecruiting 
foreign volunteers on 6 December 1977 
as we had no vacancies. Our new fiscal 
year began in July and we are once again 
accepting applications from foreign 
voiunteers. 

"We are primarily interested in ob
taining school-trained specialists for the 

Continued on page 79 
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Now· M~GAz1NE 
FOR GOLD CUP 

NATIONAL MATCH , 
COLT .38 SPECIAL 

with Hardened Follower 

14 

At Last! The Uitimate in Design and Reliability! 

An all-new follower with 
these exclusive features : 

• Four surface contacts th at are 
jam-free at any position . 

• Rounded top ; 2 ribs on be nd line 
for reinforce ment of followe r. 

i 

• • 1! '" .45 Colt A"tom,uo "'''' -

Sold by better 
Gun Shops 

and Gunsmiths 
throughout 

the country. 

ii' ra Fol lowing Models : Government Models from W.W. I I; 
F Mark IV 45 ; 45 Gold Cup Nat ' I Match ; Colt Commander 

BACK PLATE REMOVABLE FOR CLEANING 
1 

N 
tern o. 

±±777 Clip Stainless steel bcdy, poli shed and hardened to R/ C 42 . 
New· Improved Follower ... Stainless Steel and hardened to R/ C 42. # 777-.45 

Pri ce Ea . 

$14.00 

# 11 Clip Steel , Black Finish . # 11-.45 $12.00 

EXC LUS IVELY MAN UFAC TURE D BY : 

No: 1 Clip Steel . Black Fin ish. 
(Order Item =1· .38 Spec.) 

$12.00 each 
LUCRATIVE DISCOUNT FOR ALL!!! 
Gun Shops. Gu nsmi ths . Gu n Dea le rs. Jobbe rs . 
Dist rib utors and Gun Wh o lesale rs. Fo re ign 
t rade we lcome . Wri te fo r info rm at ion . 
Pos tal charges added to a ll COD orders. We pay 
postage when paymen t enclosed with orders cl!aka!JnJuJfrieJ, Inc. 
All o rders to be filled i n 2 wee ks . 
If not satis fied . money refun ded imm edi ate ly . 

BOX NO : 837 62 KINKEL STREET • WESTBURY , L.t.. N .Y . 11590 

(516) 334-4620 

SOUHEll m1 FOll'l'UNli 



DESERT PUBLICATIONS 
~~coMBAT BOOKSHELF" 

LISTED BELOW ARE J UST A FEW OF T HE lOO's OF EXCITING TITLES PUB]:, ISHED OR CARRIED 
BY " DESERT PUBLI CAT IONS". ORDER FROM T HIS ADVERTISEMENT OR WRITE FOR OUR 
LARGE, FREE CATAi,OG. 

- DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED -

THE COLT .4S AUTO PISTOL 
This book covers nearly every 
facet of the Coll Ml9ll & 
M l 91 1Al pistols. From mechan· 
icat training to marksmanship 
traifi ing to comp lete detail~d 
inspection, disassembl y, repair 
and replacement of parts. Plus 
mechanical drawings on the con
struction pf repair tools and 
fixtUres. Over 100 pages and 80 
photos and illustrations. Soft 
cover. 
No. 128. .. $4.95 

THE AK-47 ASSAULT RIFLE 
COmplete practical and technical 
infcirmation is given on the onJy 
weapon in history to be pro· 
duc:ed in an estima ted 30 million 
units. Over 150 pages and over 
100 illustrations, soft cover. 
No. 135. . . . . . . . .... $3.95 

BROWNING HI-POWER 
PISTOL 

This volume thoroughly explores 
all the facets of the various 
military and civilian model s. 
fr om use, di sassembly, mainte
nance an d detail repair to 
history and accessories. With 
nearly 50 pages and 40 clear 
illu strations. Soft cover. 
No.125. ... $2.95 

SWEDISH "K" 
SUBMACHINE GU N 

Profusely i llu strated coverage of 
design features, construction , 
use, ma intenan ce repair and 
trouble shoot ing. including illu s· 
tated detai ls of the si lenced ver· 
sion. Large format 24 pages, soft 
cover. 
No.1 37. .$2.00 

Firearms 

.30 CARBI NES 
Ml, M1A 1, M2 & M3 

Completely detailed and fully 
illustrated coverage of all prac
tica l and techn ical angtes1 from 
disassem bly and inspection to 
full 'ordnance repair. Over 220 
pages, soft cover. 
No. 013.. ... . .. $5.95 

SUBMACHINE GUNS 
.45 , M3 & M3A 1 

Over 150 pages, profusely illus· 
h'ated and clearly presented, the 
two part volume contains virtu· 
ally al l there is to know about 
the "Greaseguns," even tO the 
copy in 9mm used by the Viet 
Cong and illustrations of the 
silencer they put on it! Soft cover 
No. 032 . . .$3.95 

WA LTHER P-3 8 Pistol 
Major George Non~e 

A com plete volume on the 
famous P-38, by one of the 
world's leading handgun experts. 
All facets are covered in nearly 
100 pages and 80 large and ct ear 
pl1otos and illustrations. Soft 
cover. 
No. 127. . . ..... $3.95 

UZI SUBMACHINE GUN 
This comprehensive volume 
gives fully Ill ustrated details on 
both the wooden and folding 
metal stock models: function· 
ing, detail di sassembly and parts 
decription , plu s much more. 
Nearly 50 pages and 60 clear 
illustration, soft cover. 
No. 136. . .$2.95 

AR -15, M- 16 and M- 16E1 
5.56mm RIFLES 

Every facet covered, from use, 
detail disassembly and inspec
tion to complete repair and 
maintenance for the var iou s 
civilian and military models -
the complete sto ry on the con· 
troversial M-16 family. L arge 
format over 100 pages and lOOs 
of detailed illustrations, soft 
cover. 
No. 016 .. . .. $5.95 

WA LTHER MP 
SUB¥ A CHINE GUN 

Profusely illustrated coverage of 
design features, construction , 
use, maintenance repair and 
trouble-shooting, plus full details 
of the sil enced MPK. Large 
format, soft cover. 
No. 138. . ...... $2.00 

Locksmithing 
LOCK PICKING SIMPLIFIED 

Th is manUal covers the· basics 
of, teaching Yoursel f how to pick 
locks. Well illustrated, with easy 
to understand drawings and 
pictures. You are shown how to 
make your own picks and 
related tools. Soft cover. 
No. 101.. . . . . . ... $4.95 

COMBINATION LOCK 
P~INCIPLES 

Thi s manual is writt~n arou nd 
the popular Ma ster 1500 com· 
bination pad lock. Both the older 
model and the new improved 
version of the lock are covered. 
Well illustrated, with exploded 
views that full y explain hoW !he 
l ock work s. Soft cover. 
N o. 102. . . ......... $4.95 

HOW TO FIT KEYS 
BY IMPRESSION ING 

T his manual will teach you all 
the skills necessary to fit keys to 
locks without picking or remov
ing the mec,hanism. Large i llus· 
trations, soft cover. 
No. 103. . .... $4 .95 

. . j ·-~· ~· ·· ···· tNh SJ 
lmprovise·d ---.-;-;;::}))ryrr 
~ Weapons ~ 0 ~ 

IM PROVISED WEAPONS 
of the 

AMERIC.O,N UNDERGROUND 
... compiled from actual hand· 
books & other Pubt ications of 
various paramili tary groups. In
cl uded are original art icles on 
how to make: Nitroglycerin, 
Plastic Explosives, Detona tors & 
Primers, Fu ses, Impact Ignition 
Incendiary Devices, Agricul tural 
type Ammonium Nitrate A High 
E·xplosive, Theory, Design & 
Construction of Various Types 
Of Silencers, PLUS! reproduced 
plans of a homemade sub
machine gun, cla imed . to h ave 
been buildable in an average 
home workshop fo r under 
$7.QO. La rge format, soft c~ver. 

No. 110. . .. $6 .95 

HOME WORKSHOP GUNS 
FOR DEFENSE AND 

RESISTANCE 
Vol . 1: Th e Submach ine Gun 

By Bill Holmes 
For the f irs t time a book w ritten 
totally on the subjec t of building 
a 'submachine gun. Everything is 
covered from rifling the parrel to 
fo(mi ng the magazine to bluing 
the finished product. 140 pages, 
over 80 clear photos & rf1achine 
drawings. Soft cover. 

~· HWG·! .......... $6 .00 

SOUllEll 011 1101l'l'UNE 

IMPROVISED M UNITIONS 
BL.A.CK BQ O.KS 

Vol. I & ? 
These books were originall y 
developed by the Frankford 
Arsenal for the CIA and ~pecial 
Forc~s. T hey are the most de· 
tailed and coinprehensive works 
ever d0ne on th e subject of im
p rovised wea p ons. For years 
they have been the most sought 
after and secretive books ever 
published by the Ame rican 
Military. Completel y illustrated, 
soft covers. 
No. 204 (Vol. 1) . . .... $9.95 
No. 205 (Vol. 2) . . ... $9.95 

MILITAR Y SCIENCE 
For Rev9lution aires 

By Johann fvlost 
(orig inal t itl e) This is the first 
book ever written on improvised 
munitions. I t was written in 
1884 and contains desc rip tive 
procedufes and formu l as for the 
m a nu f actu re of: nitroglycer ine, 
p icri c acid, dynamite, gun 
cotton, ful minate of merc u ry . 
nitrogetatine, i ncend iary materi· 
als, poisonif!g weapons, poison.s 
(pru ssic acid ), invisible inks. 
BO pages, pocket size, soft 
cover. 
N o.2 11. . . .. $4.95 

Sileneers 
FIR EARM SILEl\lCERS 

VOL. 1, U.S . 
Donald B Mclean 

This work is an exhaustive study 
of the history. design, develop· 
ment and use of firearm silence rs 
in the United States, from an
tiques to OSS and CIA super. 
spy weapqns and silencers used 
in V iet Nam. The desigris of all 
American inventors, including 
the famous Maxim and Moore 
designs, are revealed with over 
200 photos and line drawings. 
Over 120 pages, soft cover. 
No. 005. . . $5.95 

~ILENCERS PATTERNS 
AND PRINC IPLES 

This very comprehensive and 
very large vo!ume presents the 
physical and functional descrp· 
tions and accoust ical evaluation 
of a va ri ety of sil enced small 
arriis. Includes a very thoroug11 
discussion 0f silencing principles 
and a theoretica l anal ysis of 
various noise g~nerating phe
nomenon. Plus much more! 
Over 2 10 pages, large format, 
soft cover. 
No. 007 .. ....... $9.95 

KE Y S TO UNDERSTANDiNG 
TUBULAR LOCKS 

I t cov ers: internal construction; 
how to disassemble and rekey; 
how to open by drilling; how to 
open by picking : haw· to open 
by impressioning; tiow to make 
some of the necessary tools. 
Profusely illu strated with draw
ings and pictures, sof t cover. 
No. 104. .$4.95 

TECHN IQUE OF SAFE 
& VAULT MANIPULATION 

This manual covers all the ba.sics 
of lf?arn ing how to manipulate 
combination locks such as found 
on safes and vaults. Well illus· 
trated, with large photos and 
drawing?. Large fromat. spft 
cover. 
No. 105 ... . .... $9.95 

~---------ORDER f ORM 

DESERT 
Dept. SF 

PUJ:ILiCATIOIVS 
Cornville, AZ 86325 

NAME---------------------

ADDRESS---~-------------~ 
CITY. _________ STATE ____ ZIP. _ ___ _ 

Oty. TITLE or BOOK No. Price Total 

Arizona Residents Add 4°1o State Sales Tax Total 

''* INFORMATION FOR CREDIT CARD ORDERS•'* 

Master Charge N o·----------------~ 
4 D igit Bank N o. _________ Exp. Date ____ _ 

Visa l'{o Exp . Date ___ _ _ 

Sign Here ____________________ _ 

• Add your purchase to your 
MAST ER CHARGE or 

V ISA CARD 

h*·''h!J,j.j.f 
..l.<.. . 

-~ 
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COMBELT 

For the gentleman of leisure . . . for 
the man of action The Blackie Collins 
design is simple, practical, undetect
able arid like no other belt buckle 
knife you've seen before . In a classic 
style that adapts to any attire, the 
ComBelt is at ease with a business 
suit, casual clothes or jeans. There is 
no hint from the buckle that it is an 
integral part of the double edged 
knife system at your fingertips , ready 
for instant use ... whatever the 
purpose . The ComBelt is made to be 
brought into action with one hand 
while the belt remains securely 
fastened with a Velcro closure system. 
The ComBelt will be one of the most 
practical accessories in your 
wardrobe. your knife collection and 
your weapons arsenal. The buckle is 
solid brass with non-glare satin finish; 
the blade is 2 3/ 8" x 5/ 8" of 400C 
stainless steel. double edged and with 
a satin finish. The belts are available 
in biack or browri oiled leather and 
are l1/z'; wide. 

To order, send your waist size 
and belt color choice with 

$40.00 (extra belts - $10.00) to: 

ARMAMENT SYSTEMS 
PRODUCTS, UNLTD. 

16 

P.O. Box 18595/SOF 
Atlanta, GA 30326 

In his last column, Chuck Taylor 
showed that the three main categories 
yielding effective use of the automatic 
rifle are aiming, the need for a bipod 
when possible to stabilize the weapon 
while in full automatic mode, and those 
factors that result in such a hold. These 
factors are: 1. Grip of the left hand so 
that the firer's arm is as straight as 
possible. 2. Holding the rifle butt in the 
pocket of the shoulder to reduce recoil. 
3. Holding the right elbow so as to pro
vide balance to the firer's position. 4. 
Achieving proper stock weld so that the 
firer's cheek is placed on the rifle stock 
for consistent, correct eye relationship 
with the sights, enabling weapon and 
firer's head to recoil as a unit. 5. Proper 
breathing for correct sight alignment and 
sight picture. 6. Grip of the right hand for 
proper placement of the buttstock. 
7. Muscular tension for proper control 
of the weapon. 8. Trigger control for 
optimum burst control and ammo econo
my. 

Five basic positions facilitate effective 
use of the automatic rifle, the first two 
of which, the Prone-Bipod-Supported 

Underarm, although least accurate of all 
positions, is frequently used for close range 
and final stages of assault. Right arm of firer 
should hold buttstock of weapon firmly against 
body, left hand grip handguard firmly, far 
enough forward to control muzzle of weapon. 

Position and the Bipod-Supported Fox
hole Position, were analyzed in depth in 
our last issue. The three remaining 
positions are covered below. 

The next position, and one that finds 
particular credence for use in urban 
and/ or built-up areas is the Kneeling 
Supported Position. It allows conceal
ment as well as stability to the firer while 
providing him with better battlefield ob
servation than from the prone or foxh ole 
positions. In order to assume this parti
cular position, one merely faces the 
target, with the left leg slightly ahead of 
the right , and drops to one knee, shift
ing his weight forward to allow contact 
of his left shoulder , arm, and leg on the 
supporting object. The weapon should 
not touch or rest on or against the sup
porting object. 

Position number four is the Underarm. 
It is, obviously. the least accurate of the 
five positions discussed herein and is in
tended only for use in an emergency or in 
the final stages of the assault where 
multiple targets appear at close range 
very quickly. Basically, the position 

Standing position is assumed in same manner 
as normal semi-auto standing position. Ranges 
should be kept to 100 meters or less, when 
used in full-auto mode. 
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NUNCH.AKU 
Powerful, but Compact 
Weapon from the East! 

Many times more effective than knives or clubs . 
even against multiple attacks. Whipping mo
tion afforded by flexible connection between 
handles yields many t im.es the speed and power 
of just a straight stick. Patented Swivel-Chain 
provides smoothness with ultimate strength. 
Made of Jung re hardwood simi I ar to Teak. 
African Rosewood models are finished in clear 
l aquer to show off their fine red color. Both 
hardwood and rosewood models are very slrong 
and hard. All handles taper from 1'14' to 1" at 
connecting end. 12" lengths are most popular 
and give a little extra speed. 14" gives a bi_t 
mor.e P.ower ·and reach. . . 

Throwing Star That Sticks Every Time! 

OCTAGON Chain Style 
NO. 114 - 14 IN .. 15 OZ .. Black 
NO. 115 - 12 IN .. 14 OZ .. Black 

Each 

$8.95 
N0. 102 - 14 IN .. 17 OZ .. Rosewood $11 95 
NO. 103 - 1 2 IN .. 16 OZ .. Rosewood • 

"--~ ....... -- . "' 

- --
ROUND Chal'n Style 
NO. 120 - 14 IN .. 15 OZ . Black 
NO. 113 - 12 IN .. 14 OZ . Black 

Each 

$8.95 

Traditional style _· No ~11ots sh1;w;.ngl-) cs 
OCTAGON Nylon Strung Style Each 
N0.106 - 14 IN .. 12 OZ .. No finish $ 4.95 
NO. 107. - 12 IN .. 11 OZ .. No finish 

Nunchaku Carrying Case - No. 134 $2.95 
Black viny l. zippered case fits all nunchaku. 

Martial arts throwing kn i fe. 
Throw l ike dart. 200 i s 4" 
& 201 i·s 2-5/ 8 " Both are 
1116" thi ck & nickel plat
ed. Pro model 226 i s 118" 
thick. J•h" & sharpened. 
High grade steel. 

\ .... mil ........ Book - NUNCHAKU & SAi No. 9090 - $7.95 
By Ryusho Sakagarni . Complete nunchaku trai n
ing manual. Extra c lear multi ple photo tech
nique shows how to use thi s amazing_ weapon. 

BANKAMERICARD & MASTER CHARGE 
Accepted for orderS over $20. Give number 
and expiralion date. Sign order same as 
signature appe~rs on card. PHONE ORDERS 
BY CREDIT CARD ACCEPTED. Sorry. no 
co11ect calls MONEY ORDER or CERTIFIED 
CHECK assures prompt shipment Personal 
checks are held for clearance. 

SEND YOUR ORDER TO 

COLAN'S SPORTS 
620 Fairview Ave. Dept SF-2 

Neptune, N.J . 07753 
201 - 922 - 3382 

ADD SHIPPl'NG 
CHARGES 

Orders under S 10- 7 Sc 
S10 to S20--$1.00 
Over 520 --S 1.50 

QUICKSILVER™ 
.\ 

Designed by Danny Thornton, this ultra-iightweight (6 1/ 2 oz) survival knife 
puts the others to shame. A hollow aluminum handle (41/2" x 3/4") holds all 
the items you'll need for an emergen~y. and it's completely waterproof. 
Quicksiiver's blade is 4" of 440C( stainless steel, hand ground to a spear 
point and features a useful false edge. A unique spring lock retaining clip 
in the black ieather sheath holds the knife safe and secure in any position; 
the classic boot/ belt clip is standard·_ The Quicksilver system is fast, safe, 
simple and com_p~ete. 
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To order send $42.50 to: 

ARMAMENT SYSTEMS 
PRODUCTS, UNLTD. 
P.O. Box 18595/ SOF 
Atlanta, GA 30326 

encompasses the firer facing the target 
with his feet about a shoulder's width 
apart, the left foot about a half-step 
forward of the right. The firer's weight 
should be kept on both feet, to main
tain balance, with both knees slightly 
flexed , similar to the boxer;s stance. 
The butt of the weapon should be po
sitioned as far up into the armpit as 
possible to allow maximum control. The 
right arm of the firer should hold the 
stock of the weapon tightly to the side of 
the body. His left hand should grip the 
front handgtiard of the weapon firmly and 
be placed far enough forward to facilitate 
easy guidance of the weapon 's muzzle . 
The muzzle itself should be slightly de
pressed to make the most of potential 
ricochets and to a:djust fire by observation 
of bullet impact(s) on the ground. As 
with all of t'he positions , the right hand 
grasps the pistol grip/ small of the stock 
firmly, exerting downward, rearward 
pressure. 

The last position is the basic Standing 
Position. It is assumed in exactly the · 
same manner as the classic semi-auto
matic technique didates. It should be 
used, if terrain and obstacles allow, _in . 
preference to the underarm, due to its 
superior accuracy potential. As with the 
underarm, however, ranges should be 
kept to a minimum, in this case , 100 
meters or less . 

As the potential arms philosopher/ 
student begins to study and learn these 
positions, he finds that, for the most 
part, the techniques of automatic fire are 
completely different in many ways from 
the conventional semi-automatic type. He 
also finds out immediately that any 
attempt to employ conventional tech
niques on weapons used in the fully
automatic mode results in miserable 
fa ilure which, on the battlefield, can 
easily mean death! 

The problem becomes quite clear at 
this point, and one wonders why the 
military communities of the world 
allowed it to happen in the first place! I 
don't know the answer, but I do know that 
the world's armies must either properly 
train their troops in the use of auto
wea pons or not issue them any! The 
reasoning for this is blatantly obvious: 
They're better off with semi-only wea
pons since they can't hit anything in the 
auto-mode anyway! All they do is create 
an immense logistics problem with 
excessive ammunition expenditure . 

Current-day economics tell us that we 
now have the capability to shoot up our 

' small arms ammunition seven times 
faster than we can manufacture it! I 
can't think of a better reason to insure 
that our weapons systems are properly 
utilized and that the personnel who are 
responsible for utilizing them are cor
rectly indoctrinated and trained . Survival 
and the price of victory hang on just such 
things! 

Continued on page 66 
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THE SECRET FIGHTING ART OF TH E DEADLIEST MEN IN THE WORLD 

BY MICHAEL D. ECHANIS 

Described by SOLDIER OF FORTU NE MAGAZINE, 
The Journal of Professional Adventurers, as '' the 
modern classic of hand-to-hand combat , knife fighting 
books ." 

VOLUME #1: KNIFE SELF-
DEFENSE FOR COMBAT 

' '38 of the most effective disarming and joint-breaking 
techniques ever written ." Over 350 easy-to-follow , 
step-by-step , clear and uncluttered photographs. 

PRICE: $4. 95 

For the first time in U .S. military -history, the fighting 
techniques of the toughest men in the world , the U .S. 
Army Special Forces/Rangers and the U.S. Navy 
SEALS , is available in print. The newly published re
vised editions of the original nine volume series , the 
SPECIAL FORCES / RANGER-UDTISEALIHANO-TO
HAND COMBAT/ SPECIAL WEAPONS / SPECIAL 
TACTICS SERIES, brings American soldiers and world 
adventurers the deadliest and most effectiv19 system for 
close-quarter battle and survival ever written. Devel
oped from the SECRET fighting system utiliz19d by the 
fiercest fighting warriors in Asia , the Korean Hwa 

Described by BLACK BELT MAGAZINE , the 
world 's leading publication on self-defense, as 
"the most effective system of close-quarter combat 
in the modern world . " 

VOLUME #2: KNIFE FIGHTING/ 
KNIFE THROWING FOR COMBAT 

" The most lethal form of close-quarter combat ever 
put in print. " Over 800 easy-to-follow , step-by-step , 
clear and uncluttered photographs. 

PRICE: $7.95 

Rang, analyzed and integrated with American close
quarter combat techniques and developed and refined 
into a unique new close-combat system by a handpicked 
team of Special Forces , Ranger , SEAL and Force recon 
hand-to-hand combat , special weapons , special tactics 
experts, headed and directed by Mr . Echanis. The new 
SPECIAL FORCES I RANGER-UDTI SEALIHANO-TO
HAND COMBAT/SPECIAL WEAPONS / SPEC/AL 
TACTICS SERIES, (S .W .A .T .), _is the most detailed 
and highly developed system of close-quarter combata
tives in the history of modern warfare . This unique new 
system of close-combat marks a milestone in martial 
arts and military developments and publications . 

LIMITED SUPPLY- ORDER YOURS TODAY! 

PLEASE SEND ME ____ COPIES (AT $4.95 EACH PLUS $1 P & H) OF VOLUME #1 

PLEASE SEND ME COPIES (AT $7 .95 EACH PLUS $1 P & H) OF VOLUME #2 

ENCLOSED FIND MY CHECK / MONEY ORDER FOR$ ______ _ 

NAME (print) _ ____ ____________________________ _ 

ADDRESS 

SOUllEll 01' HHl'l'UNE 

CITY STATE 

Please make check/M.O. payable to: 
PHOENIX ASSOC., DEPT. 3, BOX 693, BOULDER, COLORADO 80306 

ALLOW 30 DA VS FOR DELIVERY 

ZIP 
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THE ULTIMATE IN 
SURVEILLANCE! 

K-88 FORWARD RECON. 
SCOPE 

• See them long before they see you1 

If they ever do, it wi ll be up to 
you and on your terms' 

• So powerful are these optics that 
you can identify a vehicle at 6 
miles' Identify aircraft at 22 
miles' A sentry's weapon at 4 
miles' 

• Can be used as a telephoto lens 
as well' (Specify your current 35mm 
SLR and add $25) 

• Field Model comes complete with 
mini -pod. erecting prism , case. and 
36x eyepiece (add $20 for lOOx 
eyepiece) 

LIGHT AMPLIFYING POWER = 
160x HUMAN EYE 

AVERAGE MAGNIFICATION = 
36x100x 

EFFECTIVE FOCAL LENGTH = 
lOOOmm (40 inches) 
TUBE LENGTH = 
200mm (8 inches) 

TUBE DIAMETER = 
125mm (5 inches) 

CLEAR APERA TURE = 
90mm (3.5 inches) 
WEIGHT = 4 lbs. 

PRICE: $295.00 ppd. 

Send Cas h. Pos ta l Money Order. C ertified 
Checks ONLY o r Master C harge. Visa . o r 
American Express nu mber to : 
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R.M.S. INC 
P.O. BOX 4489 

BOULDER, COLORADO 80306 
U.S.A. 

QUANTITY PURCHASE 
INQUIRIES INVITED 

TERRAIN& 
SITUATION 

Jerry Ahern 
Although people like them, myself in

cluded, two-inch barreled revolvers are 
not the ultimate combination of power 
and concealability they're cracked up to 
be . More and more, the switch is to .380 
automatics loaded with high velocity 
hollow point ammunition. Firepower sur
passes the usual five or six shots in a 
revolver, reloading is appreciably faster, 
and the old saw about reliability in an 
automatic is beginning to fade. Several 
excellent .380s are on the market, but one 
in particular is clearly very much respon
sible for the excellent reputation of the 
.380. That gun, enjoying a sort-of SOth 
anniversary this year, is the Walther 
PPK/ S. 

Before arms historians scream, the 
SO-year-old gun is actually the Walther 
PP, originally introduced in 1928. In 
1932, the PPK was born. After the 1968 
Gun Control Act, Walther combined the 
PPK barrel and slide with the PP frame 
and produced the PPK/ S, or Polizei 
Pistole Kriminal/Special. The PPK/ S 
is the most popular of the Walther mid
frames in America and one of the finest 
guns available . 

Made in .22 Long Rifle , .32 ACP and 
.380, the latter is the obvious best choice 
for defense, although some special 
protective units use PP series guns in the 
rimfire caliber. James Bond always 
carried his PPK in .32, but that is simply 
due to a European preference for lower . 
calibers . 

In .380, the PPK/ S, like the PP, fea
tures a seven-round single column box
type magazine with convenient witness 
holes . Two magazines are provided , one 
with standard floorplate and the other 
with a plastic finger-rest extension . 

When the pistol is carried concealed, 
the finger-rest magazine should be used 
as the spare since the standard magazine 
provides a flatter profile under clothing. 
Finish on the PPK/ S is a dark blue-black 
and relatively durable. An excellent addi
tion to a PPK/ S is an Armoloy hard 
chrome finish which gives the gun the 
appearance of stainless steel and even 
greater resistance to rust and corrosion. 

The PP was the first commerciaJiy 
successful double action semi-auto. 
Single action trigger pull is exceIIent and 
the DA pull on all specimens examined in 
this series has been q11ite satisfactory. 
PP series guns are noted for their extra
ordinarily high out-of-the-box accuracy. 
The PPK/ S is no exception. 

The PP series guns feature one of the 
most positive safety systems of any gun , 
perhaps the best evet devised. To lower 
the hammer , simply depress the slide
mounted thumb safety. This automatical
ly interposes a solid steel block between 
the hammer and the firing pin. The ham
mer drops safely. On World War II 
vintage guns , due to the haste of war
time production, it is wise to check the 
safety system carefully before using. 
There is no reason to expect a problem 
with a PP series gun, but a little caution 
never hurts. 

The pistol can be carried safely with 
hammer down and the safety off, since 
the only way to aJlow the hammer to 
contact the firing pin is by pulling the 
trigger. 

Centerfire PP series guns feature a 
loaded chamber indicator which can 
easily be felt in the dark. Sometimes a 
fatigued spring will cause the indicator to 
malfunction. This is rare and not ustiaily 
experienced in a new pistol. It is, how
ever, something to check periodically 
throughout the pistol's service life. 

Sights on the PPK/ S are perfectly 
adequate. An easy-to-pick-up square 
notch rear sight with white base leads to 
a white dotted blade front. The sighting 
plane is a full-length matte rib. 

After firing the last shot, the slide 
automaticaJiy remains open. Magazine 
replacement is fast via the push-button 
release. Some French-manufactured 
specimens of the PPK feature a slower 
base-of-the-butt magazine release, as do 
Turkish copies of the PP. 

Of all-steel construction, the PP series 
guns are suitable for use with all name 
brand commercial .380 ammo, standard 
solids or high speed hoJlow points. Not 
of locked breech design, handloading to 
extremely high chamber pressures 
should be approached cautiously. 

Standard factory grips with the PPK/ S 
are black checkered plastic and are quite 
durable. Interarms , exclusive importer of 
Walther pistols in the U.S. , also offers 
checkered walnut replacement stocks. 
Style Manufacturing markets weJl
fitting checkered Zebrawood stocks. Best 
of all seem to be the black checkered 
rubber Pachmayr grips with wrap-around 
design to cover even the backstrap. I've 
owned two PPK models and currently 
I'm on my third PPK/ S. All shot marvel
ously and performed flawless ly . Most 
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FIRST CHANCE HOLSTER SYSTEM 
FINALLY A CUSTOM QUALITY HOLSTER SYSTEM AT AN AFFORDABLE PRICE 
The First Chance Holsters are crafted from select 7-8 oz. gumback 
shoulder leather, hand fitted, stamped, and wet moulded on an 
individual basis. They are stitched with mylar, a hon-rotting thread 
utilizing double stitched inseams at stress points. Our finishes are 
hand rubbed, burnished, waxed and polished. The thumb snaps are 
solid brass. The hand labor and care put into the crafting o.f each 
holster assures the user of consistently superior results. The optional 
shou lder harness is fully stitched to prevent stretching with age. 

When ordering specify make, model of gun, and barrel length, color, 
plain, basket or border . On Smith revolvers, specify regu lar or 

Your First Chance might be your only chance 
The First Chance is now available in the fo l lowing: 

Smith & Wesson 2 to 6 inch barrels 
Dan & Wesson 2 to 6 inch barrels 

target hammer right or left handed 

Prices: 
$23.95 
$25.95 

Pla in or Border 
Basket 

Add $2.00 for 6 inch barrels 
Add $10.00 for premium kid suide l ined 

$14.95 Optional shoulder harness. 
Fits all First Chance holsters 

Available colors: Dark brown Black 
Mahogany Tan 

Allow four weeks delivery 
Want your First Change personalized? Maximum three initials $5.00 

Colt 2 to 6 inch barrels 
Ruger 2 to 6 inch barrels 

The ultimate in concealment and quality. 
Charter Arms .38 cal. 2" and 3" 

Automatics 
Walthers - PPKS 
Colt Combat Commander 
Llama Alli 
Detonics 45 
Smith Model 39 and Model 59 
Colt Government Model MK IV 

and Gold Cup 
Browning High Power 
Llama 45 ca l . super .38 and 9mm 
Mauser H.S.C. 

"Standard Draw" "Cross Draw" "In Place with Optional Shoulder Harness" 

THE SKELETON Harry wishes he had one! 
Manufactured by 

The Leather Grafters, Inc. 

Distributed exclusively by 
Horizon Industries. 

Features 
• Skeleton design less weight and bulk 
•Premium kid velvet suede lined 
• Positive snap holds gun secure 
• Available right or left handed 

Price: $41.95 complete Plain only. When ordering specify make, model of gun, and barrel 
length. On Smith revolvers, specify reguiar or target hammer. 

The Skeleton was designed to conceal 6 inch through 8-3/8 inch 
revolvers, also to provide a holster for scoped guns. Available in 
6 to 8-3 /8 inch barre ls on the following makes: 

Smith & Wesson Dan Wesson 
Colt Ruger 

LORA Y KNIFE SHARPENER 
Anyone can sharpen a knife to a razor edge "if" you 
can hold the exact same angle stroke after each stroke. 
But, most of us can't. 

$24.95 includes -
clamp - H1-hone holder 
honing oil and 1 each 
coarse, medium and fine 
honing stones and case 

Extra coarse stone $3.97 
Extra fine stone - $5.95 

Features: 
•The exact same angle stroke 

after stroke 
•Can re-edge even chipped 

and broken edges 
•Change the angle on any 

knife 
•Will sharpen even the 

toughest stee.ls -
stainle5s or high carbon 

•A perfect edge every time 
•Everything you need in 

convenient high impact 
plastic case. 

Con change angle 

of any Blade 

"The Skeleton" 

SURVIVAL AND RESCUE TOOL 
The SURVIVAL/RESCUE TOOL has been used and endorsed by 
members of the following organizations: U.S. Army Special Forces, 
82nd Airborne Division, XVI 11 Airborne Corps, U.S. Army Rangers, 
law enforcement agencies, civil ian rescue units, fire depts., professional 
survival experts, air crews, and professional guides and outfitters . 

Price: $36.00 - includes: leather sheath, fie ld manual 
2 for $68.95 

Field manual brochure - $1.25 

PUT THE ODDS IN YOUR FAVOR 

Can your knife -

Be utili zed even when 
your fingers are broken, 
burnt, or frozen? 

Sp lit a 6 inch log? 
Be held in your hand 

while you swim, climb 
a ropr or fire a weapon? 

Withstand 20 smashing 
blows w ith a 20 lb. 
hammer then cut 
through an auto br air
craft body without 
being damaged? 

USED BY 

•MILITARY •PARAMEDICS •HUNTERS •PILOTS 

• POLICEMEN •FIREMEN • FISHERMEN • RESCUE TEAMS 

• PARACHUTISTS • BACK PACKERS • SCOUTS • TRUCKERS 

Pat No. 386-5370 

• K~IFE EDGE 

• BONE & MET AL SAW 

•WIRE STRIPPER 

• BACK CUTTING EDGE 

•BOTTLE C AP OPENER 

GLASS ANO 

T ILE CUTTER 

• MADE OF 440 C 

STAINLESS STEEL 

•NYLON COAD 

• LEATHER SHEATH 

INCLUDED 

HOR IZON INDUSTRIES • P.O. Box 18859, Dept. S.O.F. Irvine, California 92713 (714) 835-7232 
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Type A-2 U.S. Anny Air Force Leather Fligllt Jacket 
An exact duplicate of the Anny Air Corps pilots 
jacket first issued in 1938. This jacket is made of 
top quality horse & cowhides, includes use of brass 
zipper, fasteners, and collar cl ip; all materials 
confonning to original USAAF Spec. #30-1415. 
Compare ours; this jacket is the finest A·2 available 
today! Sizes 36-46 $99.99 plus $3.50 P&H. 
Size 48/50 add 10% •• 
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U.S.N. G·1 Leather Flight Jacket 
Current Navy issue; not a COl!Y, but the same jacket 
made by t~e gov't. contractor to Mll-J· 78238 Spec. 
for Navy aviation personnel. Sizes 36-46 $99.95 
plus $3.50 P&H . Size 48/50 add 10% 

Regulation Size Pilots Wings 24Kt. gold embossed on genuine leather patch. 
Recreation ol WWII pilot name patch stanlped in gold (USN) or silver (USAAF) 
easily attached ID A·2/G·1 lackets. 56.95 ea./513.00 the pair (USN & USMFI. 
Allow 3·4 weeks delivery w/name stamped: 
immediate delivery of patches wi no name, wings only. 54.95 ea. 

All orders shipped postpaid. 
Master Charge and Visa accepted 

Sorry 
Write or call: No COD's 

Avirex Limited 
Suite 1405, 468 Park Ave., New York, N.Y. 10016 
(212) 697·3414 ORDERS ONLY 1·800-223·0100 

Name 

Address 
Col SI ale Zop 

Size No. Amt.Enc. 
Card 11 Interbank 11 Exp. Dale 
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PPK/ S pistols will feed standard length 
hollow points without difficulty. Mine 
handles the old Lee Jurras Super-Vels or 
the superlative Federal hollow points as 
well as it feeds standard Remington or 
Western solids. 

For more information see your local 
dealer or contact lnterarms, 10 Prince 
Stree t, Alexandria , Va . 22313. 

***** 
Colt Firearms has the interesting habit 

of periodically discontinuing very popular 
handguns. They did this for a time with 
the Single Action Army, then brought it 
back . They did this with the Colt Service 
Ace. Now it is back as well. The Service 
Ace is a Government Model .45 auto 
frame with Conversion Unit-style .22 
Long Rifle slide, barre l, barrel bushing, 
and recoil spring. The magazine holds 
10 .22 LR rounds in single line and of 
course an 11th round can be chamber 
carried. Safety systems are the same as 
in the .45 auto version . The rear sight is 
windage and elevation adjustable. The 
front sight is a blade. 

One might ask who would want such a 
gun? Many people. The reason is pure 
economics. In blue finish , you can get 
away with the gun for under $300, the 
same as a new commercial Government 
Model. Fire 30 boxes of .45 ACP at a 
low-end cost of $10 per box and you are 
out the cost of a Service Ace. 

The Service Ace is designed with a 
floating chamber. Aside from insuring 
proper functioning with the lesser energy 
of the rimfire round , the floating chamber 
helps to simulate the feel of the larger 
centerfire round for practice shooting. 

Few can afford to pump tons of hard
ball through a handgun to keep sharp 
when the chips are down . But .22 LR 
ammo is so much less expensive that 
economical practice can be had with 
meaningful results. 

In preliminary testing of the recently 
acquired Ace , functioning and general 
shooting qualities are perfectly satis
factory. And this is the main idea . 

·The Colt Service Ace will pay for 
itself over the years or months, depend
ing on how rapidly you might shoot 
1500 rounds of .45 ACP. Like all Colt 
firearms , it is soFdly constructed of the 
best materials. 

Colts are expensive these days , but 
for the serious .45 auto shooter, the 
Service Ace is an almost necessary in
vestment. 

Why the Service Ace instead of the less 
expensive Conversion U!'lit? Again, a 
simple answer . Th~ gun is fitteq at the 
factory whereas the Conversion Unit, 
however good , is an add-on. There is 
no need to have the serious ordnance in 
non-working condition while practice 
shooting. For some situations , either 
social or sporting, .22 rimfire might well 
be a good choice of caliper in itself. 

Continued on page 77 
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LIGHTWEIGHT INSIGNIA JACKETS 

MADE in USA-PERMANENT PRESS 
STAIN-RESIST ANT 

JACKET COLOR - TAN · BLUE · GOLD 
SIZES-S · M · L · XL 

INSIGNIA AVAILABLE 
J· 1 1 01 st Abn . J-11 Abn .-NOVICE 
J·2 USN·SEAL J-1 2 USMC-Time in Hell 
J·3 USMC·RECON J-1 3 DEUTHCHLAND 
J-4 BRITISH SAS UBER ALLES 
J·5 Rhodesian Arm y J· 14 US RANGERS 
J-6 82nd Abn . J- 15 SS-SKULL 
J. 7 US Special Forces J-16 British PARA Regt. 
J·B Abn .-SENIOR J-17 USMC .-------i 
J-9 Abn .·MASTER SENO FOR 

J· 1 0 Special Forces Vietnam FREE CATALOG 

1 59 5 EACH 

1 °0 SHIPPING 

ALLOW 3·4 WEEKS DELIVER Y 

Camouflage 
Slings! 

ONLY FROM 

Rang~r 

s139s 
• Functional, handso me 
multi -color camo finish, a 
new process perfected by 
Ranger. 
• Hand-crafted from 
finest-quality 8-9 oz. 
top-grain cqwhide. 
• Cobra style, ta 
pered for I '' sling 
swivels. 

• Carrying 
comfort , with 

full I " foam pad
ding under suede 

lining. 
• Guaranteed - im

mediate refund if not de
lighted. Order nOw. 

Acid $1 for postage. Tex
an• add tax. 

Nf.W! 
Send for FREE 

FULL-COLOR 
BROCHUliE 

Holsters/Belts/Slings/ 
Accessories. Ranger's full line; 

advanced designs; eustom quality; 
camo and other unique finishes. 

RANGERLEATHE~PRODUCTS 

g;;JJ;;;;;~ 
1602 Stemmons, Suite C-14 

Carrollton, Tx. 75006 (214) 245-7911 
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When The 
Goin Gets 
Toug 

The 
Tou 

' 
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ThefE[JD 
Finally, A Small .45 That You Design; 
Yet, It's Priced Like A Standard! 

For the professional. When your life is on the line. 
Rely on the Enforcer?• A pist<;>l where you choose the 
type of sight, the finish, the _mainspring housing and 
your type of grip. More importantly, the Enforcer's 
base price is less than you'll p·ay for most standard 
.45's of lesser quality. 

The Enforcer is obviously designed for Combat 
Shooting. Trim. Lightweight. Powerful. Deadly 
Accurate. 

You can choose a finish of either hard chrome, sand
blasted to a satin finish; or, Teflon*-coated for a 
rugged, durable ebony finish. Internal parts of tlie 
latter model also coated with Teflon to eliminate 
lubricant problems in cold or dusty areas. 

souirnn m1 11mt'l'UNli 

Four Basic Styles: 
•For Combat Use-Short Barrel (as illustrated). 

1. Standard. 2. Custom. 
•Sight Radius-6.0 inches. 
Ii Barrel Length-3.8 inches. 
•Depth (Grip)-4.9 inches. 
•Weight (empty)-2 lbs., 3 oz. 
•Weight (load)-2 lbs., 8 oz. 
• Capacity-7 rounds in clip; 1 in chamber . 

•For the Match Shooter-5.0-inch Barrel for greater 
accuracy. 

3. Standard. 4. Custom. 
Order now for 1978 delivery ... through the Gun Dealer 

you specify. *TM . DUPONT. 

_;\;\~ For complete details, call: (602) 966-0445. J f : Or, write: The Enforcer 
M-S SAFARI ARMS • P. O Box 28355 ·Tempe, AZ. 85282 
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IWO 
JIMA 

0 IWO JIMA. Assault & landing! Ex
citing combat actua lities, all original peri 
od material from USMC archives. One 
hour of living history - recorded on loca
tion , as it happened - and you are 
there! $7.95 

0 DEUTSCHE MARSCHE, VOL. Ill. 
More historical · German instrumental 
marches, 1933-45: Thirteen selections, 
from rare original recordings by Infantry, 
Luftwaffe & SS Bands. $6.95 

Each collectors album contains only rare, 
historical material from original period 
recordings! No modern narration of any 
kind . Engineered for full sonic brilliance, 
pressed on highest quality Lp discs. Jac
kets contain extensive and historically ac
curate liner notes. 

• Dealer Inquiries Invited • 
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OAKLEAF RECORDS 
P.O. Box 999 

Westfield, N.J. 07091 
IEstab. 1971 - Member, BBB of N.J.) 

COMBAT 
PISTOLCRAFT 
Jeff Cooper 8r 
Ken Hackathorn 

While Jeff Cooper is vacationing in 
Europe, Ken Hackathorn, guest editor 
in last issue 's Combat Pistolcraft, will 
stand in for him. On his return, Cooper 
will continue his question-and-answer 
column. Send letters to Jeff Cooper, care 
of Soldier of Fortune Magazine, Box 693, 
Boulder, CO 80306. 

Those of us who participate in the In
ternational Practical Shooting Confedera
tion (IPSC) matches realized some time 
ago that the ranks are divided into two 
basic groups of shooters. The first group 
is made up of the "Sport Shooter," who 
engages in the activity strictly as a game. 
The second group is made up of those 
that consider practical shooting as a 
martial art. Each following has definite 
ideas as to how free style practical 
shooting should be conducted. This dif
ference of thought has existed since the 
early days of free style combat shooting. 

Sport shooters look at the matches 
simply as a contest to be won. They give 
little consideration to the realistic or 
practical solution. They work harder than 
anyone else to win a match, and they 
have thus become the best shots in this 
business. It is important to note that the 
gamesmen have shown the rest of us how 
to do it; they have pioneered the tech
niques that we now use as the ground
work for becoming practical shooters. 
Their experiment~ with guns, leather, 
and firjng techniques have served to 
solve the question of what works best 
and why. 

Unfortunately, many of the games
men have allowed their desire to win 
overshadow the logic of remaining prac
tical. Any time we allow a contestant 
to do something in a match that he would 
not do in a real encounter, then "Combat 
Logic" is lost. The "Martial Arts" ad
vocates serve as a stabilizing factor in 
this area. Their desire to keep the match
es practical is what we must always in
sure. Combat logic is a simple term for 
doing what is realistic in a combative 
encounter. The key point to remember is 
that what you do in practice is exactly 
what you do in the real thing. We must . 
not waver in the requirement that a 
man's weapon be of the same type and 

caliber that he would use in an armed 
situation . The ammo should be of a type 
that would suffice for serious social work. 
Holsters should meet this criterion. To 
wear a holster that is only good for 
matches is unacceptable to the martial 
arts group. The gamesman, however, 
considers it just the thing to give him 
a winning edge. 

The question was put to me recently 
concerning the legal status of changing 
holster position during various stages of 
a match. The shooters in question simply 
stated that since there was nothing in the 
rules forbidding it, they should be 
allowed to complete this switch . It has 
been understood for ages that the way 
you start is the way you go through the 
entire match. Combat logic is simply, in 
this case, you don 't call for a cease fire 
while you relocate your pistol rig in a gun
fight. So, the gamesmen should be dis
qualified and the le.sson is well learned. 
This concept must be understood, es
pecially for those just now starting new 
clubs and IPSC organizations. 

Practical shooting must remain real
istic. If it does not, the example of NRA 
National Match or ISU style target shoot
ing is what we can expect IPSC to evolve 
to. The ISU and NRA pistol shooting 
games develop~d from the earliest form 
of "combat pistol shooting" known to 
all as dueling. It has become formal and 
artificial due to the limitations impo!ied 

· by the game shooters. 
A more recent example is the classical 

PPC course used in Police training pro
grams. For decades it was the standard 
for learning to use a sidearm in defensive 
shooting situations. Now with its absurd
ly long time limits, squib loads, and bull 
barreled .38s that recoil like .22s, it has 
degenerated into irrelevance. We must 
not let this happen in the realm of IPSC. 

* * * * * 
Each month I see new shooters with 

pistols that they have recently pur
chased entering our Combat Matches. 
Quite often it is a real sad sight to see the 
weapons that these people have spent 
their hard earned money on. We know 
what the good guns are by now. They are 
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So much of success and survival in combat is out of your 
handS-it's sqmetimes hard to tell where skill ends and luck begins. However you feel about luck, you have in 
your hands skill, knowledge and preparation. The Mercenary's Manuals are published to pack as much 
vital knowleage as possible into a handy, readable and useful form. Combat's a gamble: Here's how to stack 
the d~ck.. . ·1 

MERCENARY'S MANUAL Part One - by Terry P. 
Edwards, Photos by Gary Flanagan. The book on surviving in combat. 

Packed with how-to stuff that might make the difference between com ing back in 
one piece and not coming back at all. Compact and rea listic . Tactics, 

camouflage, small arms, grenades, individual security and plenty more. 
132-pages, 5Y2 x 811,, illustrated and with lots of photos. Still 

$4.95 plus postage and handling (see below). 

POSTAGE AND HANDLING CHARGES - Each book is mailed separately - 1st Class includes Air Mail -
Certified cheques and M.O.s are preferred - We regret the recent postal increase but it is beyond our control 
- We advi se Pa rcel Post within North America and 1st Class for elsewhere - To order state the book or 
books desired and ca lculate and include postage according to the following - Choose Parcel Post OR 1st 
Class - PART ONE PART TWO 
North America - Parcel Post 6dci Canada Parcel Post 60ci 
N~rth America - 1st Class $1.00 All Others (incl. U .S.) Parcel Post $1.00 
I nt'I - Parcel Post 80ci North America 1st Class $1.60 
lnt'I - 1st Class $1.80 International 1st Class $3 .00 

UNIT NINE 
1110 F inch West 
Downsview, Ontario 
CANADA, M3J 2T2 
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PROTECT: 
•CAMPSITE 
•CROP AREA 
•EQUIPMENT 

Provides TWO SEPARATE 
CIRCUITS! Use one or 
both with up to 1 mile 
of trip wire each! 

NIGHTWATCH works very simply! You string out the special hair-thin and almost invisible 
trip-wire arou.nd an area (5 ft o.r 5,000 ft) using any shape or pattern . When someone enters 
into the guarded area, he (or it) will unknowingly walk through and break the trip-wire . When 
the wire breaks anywhere along the line, you are alerted . Battery (9v) powered and very 
rugged! NOT affected by moisture: As· ~mall and light as a calculator! 

Comes complete with 4,000 feet of trip-wire & earphone (no batt.) 
Additional trip-wire is available@ $4 .75/4,000 ft. 

$42.50 
.. . . 

TO ORDER WITHlliA)fMQOR C.0.D. (cash only) : 
CALL TOLL FREE (800) 824-7888. Ask for Operator #83 
(in Calif. (800) 852-7777) CALL ANYTIME! Or Write : 

1 50 (Postage & insurance) 

• · . (Calif . res. add 6 Y2% tax) 1o§t.1N.!l.~.Q,ompany 

ANNOUNCING THE ALL NEW 

22 AUTO NINE 
~~~.2~2LR High VelOCllY 

Light Recoil 
Fully Machined 
6 Groove Rifling 
Cocking Indicator 
Pushbutton Safety 

Superb Balance & Pointing 
9 Oz. Loaded (8 v. oz_ empty) 
Smaller Than Colt Jr .. 25 Auto 
Hard Chromed Slide &·Magazine 
9 Shots (8 in magazine; 1 in chamber) 
Support Sleeve Bushil"!g for Accuracy 

FTL MARKETING CORP. 
11100 CUMPSTON STREET, DEPT. SF 

NORTH HOLLYWOOD, CA. 91601 

written up repeatedly for all to see. Ho.w
ever, some poor souls are misled by 
either the gun.shop commandos or the 
experts in the gun rags giving everything 
thi,it crosses their desk a clean. bill- of 
health. The truth is that even the best 
brands and models of handguns are 
rarely worth what you pay for them. For 
those that are still wondering what not 
to buy in the area of service type hand
guns, here are my recommendations of 
what not to buy: 

Spanish auto pistols and. r~volvers. 
· Llama autos have given very poor per
formances in o'ur matches. Parts break
ages are very high with jus~ moderate 
amounts of shooting . TJ:te Llama Coman
che and Martial revolvers are an a,ttempt 
to market a gun that looks I.ike the S&W 
for less. money. Everyone who started 
with orie soon got tired of mechanical 
problems and replaced it with the real 
thing. 

The Star brand auto pistols seem to 
suffer from low quality metal construc
tion. My PD had to be replaced by the 
importer a,fter only ·400 to 500 rounds . I 
have a Star Model Super in .38 Super 
that has been a great pistol. However, 
the record of their overall performance 
is of concern. Many police and military 
organizations use the Model B in 9mmP. 
with much satisfaction. Nonetheless, you 
should inspect the one you intend to pur
chase closely. 

A large selection of other nort-U.S.
made service grade autos are available. 
These guns do not make it very big in 
the serious ranks. The exception would 
have to be the P-35 Browning. It is one of 
the greatest fighting handguns ever 
built. The double action autos such as the 
P-38, Sig Sauer 220, H&K P9 just don't 
work out when they are used under con
ditions of practical application. Note that 
the top European pistolsmen choose the 
Colt, P-35, and Sig 210 when they have 
a choice. 

The American made guns to avoid are: 
The Ruger Security Six-This well

made revolver suffers from a poor grip 
design and th_e unforgiveable sin of being 
designed with a short extractor stroke 
that will not dump the empties all the way 
out of the gun. 

The Smith & Wes son M59 9mmP. 
auto is regard_ed as · the greatest thing 
since sex to many of the gunshop com
mandos. However, we have yet to have 
anyone enter a match witl:t one that made 
it all the way through without a mal
function. Even the factory has admitted 
their mistake an·d announced a recall of 
all pieces for modification. My experience 
with the M59 is so sour that I doubt that 

. I would ever feel armed with one. 
The AMT Hardballer has not proven 

out to be what we had h9ped for. People 
keep telling me that theirs works fine , 
but I'm still waiting to se~ one that does 
for me. 

Continued on page 76 
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your bookstore, or order from Presidio 
Distribution Center, Box 978 SF, 

Edison, NJ 08817 

-SATISFACTION GUARANTEED

Send now for free catalog of books on 
military history and current affairs. 

.._ ______ PR~55---------~ 
soumm 011 Hlll'fUNE 

THE GREATEST LOST 
WILDERNESS THRILL 

15 NOW YOURS -

MANTRACKING! 

MANTRACKING is the first book ever to teach you the ancient skill 
of tracking and signcutting. Famous frontiersmen of yesteryear 
dazzled the city slicker with this lost search tool, and now you can 
too! MANTRACKING carefully takes you through the unique Step
bY:,-Step Method to trailing perfection and the greatest sense of 
satisfaction you've enjoyed in years. 120 pages, 36 illustrations, 
softbound. 

Order now and save $1.00 off the regular price of $8.95 
Mail to: SEARCH & RESCUE MAGAZINE 

Box 1538, Montrose, CA 91020 

Send me __ 
copies of Man
tracking at the 
Special intro
ductory Price 
of $7.95 each. 

Name ________________ _ 

Street ________________ _ 

City _________________ _ 

State ___________ Zip ___ _ 

D Check Enclosed 
D Master Charge 
D BankAmericard 

Card No.: Exp. Date: I 

(Calif. residents add 
6% sales tax DEALER INQUIRIES WELCOMED 
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PERSONAL 
DEFENSE 

Blackie Collins & Chris Mcloughlin 

~xciting and useful new 
book on armed def~nse. Heavy 
emphasis on firearms and 
edged weapons with 234 all 
new photographs. Weapons 
concealment and escape and 
evasion techniques are dis
cussed in detail. This is a large 
format book with 160 pages of 
interesting information and 
high quality photographs. A 
must for ttiese days anc;I times. 

$8.95 Softbound 

Send check or money order to: 

Defense 
P.O. Box 18595 

Dept. SOF 
Atlanta, GA 30326 

All orders shipped post paid. 

Take a knife - one with a 440C 
spear point blade hollow ground 
by hand; make the handle of one 
piece "bullet proof" black Lexan 
that 's molded to fit your grip . .. 
And .a sheath - a black top grain 
cowh ide silhouette; comfortable 
and convenient in your boot or on 

your belt ; made with a spring 
steel and stud to hold 

your knife (no straps to 
get in the way) making it 

sa:fe and fast ... 
Add a shoulder har

ness - soft, strong, 
comfortable black ny
lon; fully adjustable to 

your body size ... 
Put the rig together 

and you've got ... 

NINJA 
the knife:';ystemforalmost everything 
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To order yours send $44.95 to: 
ARMAMENT SYSTEMS 

PRODUCTS, UNLTD. 
P.O. BOX 18595-SQF 
ATLANTA, GA 30326 

STEELE ON 
KNIVES& 
KNIFE 
FIGHTING 
David E. Steele 

A 
,!. 
"Jj'.... 

Letters meant for this column should be 
sent to the author at Soldier of Fort]Jne, 
Box 693, Boulder, Colorado 80306. For 
a quick, personal reply include a selj
addressed, stamped envelope. 

Q. I wish to thank you for mentioning 
me in Soldier of Fortune. Four people 
came in to take lessons from me because 
of it. 

What I learned I learned originally 
from Sgt. Kelly in my company, USMC 
1934. Re had taken it up in Shanghai, 
China, while he was attached to the In
ternational Police. Also in 1934 at Quan
tico Styers (John Styers, Cold Steel -
Ed.) had a bunk next to me. We were 
just out of boot camp, Parris Island. 

I opened my first school in 1951. I 
probably am the oldest school in the 
country . 

One of my students who bought your 
book left it with me, along with some 
other current books on the subject. 
When I showed my students all of the 
books they preferred yours as being the 
best. 

Charles Nelson, New York City 

A. Thanks for the information and kind 
words. There should be more schools 
as practical-oriented as yours. 

Q. My wife and I plan to tour Europe, 
Scandinavia, and the Near East this sum
mer and next fall. We will be back
packing and attempting to "$10-a-day" 
it. 

Although I have practiced karate and 
other martial arts for eight years and am 
an instructor in unarmed self-defense 
for local police and military personnel , I 
am always interested in new and different 
means of protecting oneself. I feel there 
is no such thing as being over.protected 
when it comes to personal safety. 

For this reason I am interested in ad
ditional protection during my trip, 
especially since my wife will be accom
panying me. Having had training in 
nunchaku, bo, and sai only, all impracti
cal to carry in backpack or pocket, I 
have been doing a good deal of reading 
on the subject of knife fighting and have 
ordered your book, Secrets of Modern 

Knife Fighting. I plan to study it and 
incorporate your techniques into the 
system of unarmed combat with which 
I am familiar. 

I would appreciate greatly any advice 
you could give me on: 

1. The best suited fighting k):lives for 
my specific need. 

2 . Any local complications I may run 
into (Europe, Scandinavi;i, North 
Africa, and the Near East). 

3. Any additional fighting tips. 
4. Suggestions for buying edged 

souvenirs abroad. · 
J. W. L., Enid, Oklahoma 

A. As you point out, the traditional 
karate weapons are not very convenient 
in a modern setting. They were incon
spicuous and common in Okinawa a 
hundred years ago, but such would 
hardly be the case in a developed country 
today. 

Since there is always the risk of loss 
while travelling (! have lost knives in 
Israel, Hong Kong, and elsewhere), I 
would not suggest that you take alon.g 
any expensive custom knives. To mini
mize the risk of confiscation I woul,J. also 
suggest that you not take along anything 
that is obviously a fighting knife, such as 
a stiletto or large Bowie. I would suggest 
that you carry a good, light folding hunter 
in your pocket at all times, such as the 
Gerber FS II. In your pack you can carry 
a good hunting knife (single edge, single 
quillon) with a four to six-inch blade (Ger
ber and Puma have several good models 
in this category). Both of these types-of 
knives will make excellent tools, as well 
as emergency defense knives, while 
attracting little attention from the author
ities in most countries. 

Since most fights begin while you are 
unarmed, you can use your best unarmed 
techniques to block or strike your oppon
ent, while putting enough distance be
tween you that you can draw your knife. 

Germany would probably be the best 
place to acquire high quality edged 
souvenirs abroad (mail the most danger
ous looking ones home to avoid problems 
in your travels). Most countries have 

Continued on page 74 
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Under the clash o~ 
MACHINE GUNS : 

You have heard about GUN RUNS with 
planes, you have read tales of danger and ex
citement, and possibly been involved in some 
yourself .. . but now read FL YING TO BE 
FREE, "one of the most daring and exciting 
TRUE air adventure stories ever written." 21/z 
years in process, this long-awaited gripping 
saga of a man's crave for flying and the chal
lenges he faced to fulfill it, is finally in print. 
Perils and humor combine as boyhood dreams 
turn into an aviator's nightmare and make 
this incredible, so vividly described episode 
in the author's life one that will always be 
remembered . You will laugh and cry, you will 
be shocked and delighted for days of unex
celled reading. 

The smoke and gunfire which shook Europe 
during the Second World War had barely set
tled when Hans J . Schneider took off for des
tination " unknown " in Africa. With him was 
Klaus, ano.ther daredevil. The small over 
loaded, rickety and underpowered 65 -HP 
Aeronca Chief groaned in its seams when the 
adventurous team pulled back the elevator 
controls on the ground run , whil!' departing 
from Ghent, Belgium. With Klaus's special 
"shooting laboratory " on board , the crew 
scarcely managed to get airborne. 

Soon the Laon Sentinel of the strategi c U .S . 
Laon Air Base in France blazed, "The base Air 
Police Sabotage Alert Team got an unexpect 
ed opportunity to test their effectiveness 
when an unidentified aircraft landed here ... 
before its pilot could cut his engine, the 
APSAT had completely surrounded the craft . 
Heavily armed with the necessary weapons 
they swooped down on the pilot and co-pilot. 
The French Liaison Officer, Commandant 
Major Claude Faure , who had also been 
called to the scene, arrived with base-assigned 
French Gendarmes and an immediate search 
of the plane was instigated . Klaus Ruegge , of 
Hamburg, and Hans J . Schneider , of Bielefe ld, 
Germany . . were escorted to the base Pro
vost Marshal ' s office for interroga~ion . " 

It ail began years ago when , trained by fam
ous air aces, Hans became one of the first 
pilots licensed in Germany after World War 11. 
Soon this champion of flying roamed the sky 
alone. The wind and clouds, the sun and stars 
were his only companions as he tast!ld the ex 
hilaration of doing that which is different 
and difficult. Pitted against the untamed ele
ments in search of a meaningful existence and 
chal lenge , he risked his life many times. This 
spirit of exploration brought forth a virtually 
matqhless aviation tragicomedy: The story of 
two daredevils you will never forget . the 
day when a deafen ing roar of an engine charged 
the atmosphere with suspense as one of his
tory's most incomparable a-.:!. breathtaking 
air dramas began. 

With no radio on board, the airmen took to 
the sky. 4000 treacherous air miles lay ahead , 
covered only by grossly outdated , faulty and 
insufficiently scaled aeronautical charts. The 
plane's low service ceiling and short range en 
dangered their undertaking yet further. 

Veteran pilots flight engineers and other 

If you anticipate 
monetary collapse, · 
a d lctatorsh Ip, and 
gun confiscation, / 
read TIMELY AND 
PROFITABLE HELP 
FOR TROUBLED 
AMER !CANS by one 
who already endured 
more tha n that. Survival 
Expert Hans J. Schneider reveals his prov
en plan for your freedom and survival dur-
i ng economic and civil turmoil. Covers 
Self-Sufficiency • Locating Your Refuge • 
independent Energy Sources • Inflation
Proof Investments • Alternate Weaponry / 
Defense Tactics• Survival Hunting• Food 
Tests and much more . No book like it
backed by a lifetime of experiences and 
travels In nearly 100 countries. 288 PAGES, 
$7 .70 ppd. See coupon for special offer. 

nqutre at your local bookstore 
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pros ail solemnly warned, "It can ' t be done
you will not return!" Little did they realize 
that Hans had never known fear until 
There he was, young, determined , high -spir 
ited and dr iven by a bold dream that couldn ' t 
be stopped-which frequently brought him 
and Klaus face to face with death . 

Read how the f irst leg o f the journey ends 
with an emergency landing at a French mil 
itary field after a pani c-stricken , fog -trapped 
flight 180 feet over Paris searching for an air 
port. Undauntedly , they fly past the wind 
laden Pyrenees to Spain , a land of unequaled 
gaietY and color w here they find hospitality 
unlim ited and adventure galore . 

Terrorizing hours follow on their flight 
around dreaded Cape F inisterr~ . the north 
west corner of Spain . With a damaged plane 
they struggle on , hoping for the best . 

Then catch your breath as you read stories 
of love and romance with an American 
"k nockout" in Lisbon and a captivat ing 
senorita at the w orld -renowned Feria in Se
ville. Learn how the unfortunate caballeros 
had to break up the party . . . 

Read about their experience at G ibraitar 
when red rockets and signal flares forced 
them to abort their landing and head for 
Africa. Soon, while nearing the middle of the 
Strait of Gibraltar, the gas gauges registered 
"Empty!" With nearly 200 fathoms of shark 
infested waters forming a death trap below, 
certain doom lay before them . Unable to file 
an international flight plan, in the abs~n-ce of 
any comm unication equipment aboard , fighter 
interception was inevitable . . I Read FLY
ING TO BE FREE to discover how they 
reached Africa .) 

There , in the land of the Berbers, Arabs and 
Moors, where the natives still fight on horse
back , Hans also encountered the spirit of the 
unforgettable field marshal Erwin Rommel, 
the renowned " Desert Fo x," who left his foot
prints here on the sands of t ime . 

Airborne from Africa only after a late, high 
risk takeoff , the adventurers race the sun and 
the relentless gas gauge to reach an elusive air 
port . Following a 45 -minute fruitless search, 
emergency landing procedures are initiated .. 

You will be spellbound when you discover 
how Hans and Klaus were saved by a squad
ron of old German World War 11 Junker Ju -
52 Transports in Generalissimo Francisco 
Franco ' s Spain. 

Eventually , the airborne troop even co n 
quers a strategic , off- lim its U.S. Air Fo rce 
Base in France until they are ushered away 
under the clash of machine guns ... 

Thus FLYING TO BE FREE, spans conti 
nents as it details the most fascinating aviation 
endeavor of its kind in th is cen tury -the 
spine-chilling exploits of two daring skytrot
ters who made Europe vibrate and set young 
an·d old aflame with enthusiasm for unlimited 
adventure. Rarely did anything so galvanize 
the subconscious yearning of a generation 
and serve as a harbinger for decades to come. 

With a spirit of contest, Hans threw himself 
against the abject commonness of a cynic soci 
ety . But, t o many he was a messenger of hope 
and idealism as with much confidence he 
bounded forward to touch the extraordinary . 
Already the aspirations o f visionaries the 
world over were fired by the almost legendary 
tales of this barnstormer . Like a beacon light 
on a misty sea, he became a symbol of courage 
and originality from the very moment his 
mission began. As an emblem of liberty and 
se lf -determination , by bringing man c loser to 
the simple freedoms of the past, he demon 
strated a reality for the rugged individualist 
of today , 

Don't miss this account o f a bold and dar 
ing man who was committed to find fulfill 
ment and excitement in his passionate love 
for flying even though it might mean death. 

Also included are "Under the Cross Fire" 
and some highlights fro'm his extensive inter
national ventures, l ike " Detained in Caracas," 
"Agonies in Rio ," " Imprisoned in Baghdad ," 
and others. 

And those are just a FEW of the many dan 
gerous and highly interesting episodes, you 
will find in FLYING TO BE FREE. 

© 1978 WWPC 
• "Schneider .. . and a companion, on a fly 

ing mission across Europe and Africa, ' died 
almost 20 times.' " - Evening Tribune, San 
Diego, CA . 

As an added feature , Hans J . Schneider, who 
has visited nearly 100 countries and lived in 
several of them, reveals some of his secrets of 
"H ow to Travel on Pennies a Day and Enjoy 
It." In this chapter , he explains different ways 
to see the world with a limited budg!)t. 

But that is not all yet. Besides describing 
what it was like to fly in war-torn Europe, he 
also gives an exciting, comprehensive history 
of aviation from man's earliest dr!!ams to the 
UFOs, claimed by some to b'e of German ori
gin . Since Hans grew up under Hitler, partic
ular attention was paid tp the Zeppelins, the 
Wehrmacht's V-1 and V-2 guided missiles !the 
supersonic V-2, for instance , had a top speed 
of more than 3 ,600 mph , an electronic brair) 
and 30 ,000 parts) as well as the Luftwaffe ' s 

first j'et-propelled fighters I produced as early 
as 1939 and 1940), the IV!esserschmitt Me-262 
and others. 

FL YING TO BE FREE is "dynamite ," 
treasured by those who enjoy challenge, tak 
ing risks and going beyond the l imits. Th is 
book by the well-known ~uthor-adventurer 
and pilot Hans J. Schneider contai ns almost 
110,000 action -packed words, is well illus
trated with over 100 photos and drawings and 
has a full-color cover. I t can be yours for only 
$9 .95 plus 75¢ postage and handling. 

To cap it all off and to celebrate the pub li
cation of FL YING TO BE FREE, here is our 
spectacular offer . Now for the first ti me and 
in one power package, you can get all of the 
following 3 books by Hans J . Schneider for 
just $17 .95 land that inc ludes postage and 
handling) rather than $ 20 .60 (you save 
$2 .65!) : 

FLYING TO BE FREE, 1$9.95), 256 pages 
loaded w ith unexcelled reading of high ad 
venture and inspiration for your entire family ; 

TIMELY AND PROFITABLE HELP FOR 
TROUBLED AMERICANS, 1$6.95), the 
book you no doubt have heard abqut , a 288 -
page comprehensive manual on global survival 
written for the chaotic times ahead I see ad at 
lower left); and . 

MASTERS OF LEGALI ZED CONFUSION 
AND THEIR PUPPETS, ($1.45), an undis
puted eye-opener written without compro 
mise. Over 65 ,000 copies in print . 

These 3 books are read and cherished by 
people around the world . Order them today . 
Prompt shipment guaranteed . 

Just fill i n the coupon below (print clearly) 
and send with your check or money order to: 

WORLD WIDE PUBLISHING 
CORPORATION, Dept. 0 

P.O . Box 105, Ashland, Oregon 97520 U .S.A . .--------., I WORLD WIDE PUBLISHING CORP. 
P.O . Box 105, Dept. 0 
Ashland, Oregon g1520 U.S.A. 

Please rush me : 

$17.95 SPECIAL OFFER sets of 
Hans J . Schneider' s 3 books postpaid 
(You save $2.65!) 

Flying to be Free @·$9.95 S--
Timely and Profitable Help for 
Troubled Americans @$6.95 S-
Masters of Legalized Confusion 
andTheirPuppets @$1.45 S--

Plus 75¢ postage & handling per bk S-
Enclosed in check / money order is S-
Name 
Address ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

City ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
State - Zip 
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SOF Interviews 
General John K. Singlaub 

When Major General John K. Singlaub 
resignedfrom the U.S. Army as a result 
of his criticism of Carter's decision to 
withdraw U.S. ground forces from Korea 
and his disapproval of Administration 
reluctance to develop the neutron bomb, 
SOF felt that here was a man after our 
own hearts. 

A native of California and a graduate 
of UCLA, Singlaub began his distin
guished military career in January 1943 
when he was commissioned a second 
lieutenant of infantry. He volunteered 
immediately for parachute duty and fol
lowing graduation from jump school was 
assigned to a parachute regiment at 
Fort Benning, Georgia. Jn October 
1943, he volunteered for overseas duty 
with the Office of Strategic Services 
(OSS). 

Jn December 1943, he joined a group of 
allied officers in northern Scotland for 
several months of British Commando 
training. Shortly before the invasion of 
southern France in 1944, Singlaub r led 
a three-man team which parachuted into 
France's Massif Central region to or
ganize, train, and lead a French resis
tance unit to assist Allied invasion forces 
soon to land on the Mediterranean coast 
of France. 

In December 1944, Singlaub left 
Europe enroute to the Far East for 
another unconventional warfare assign
ment as the leader of a team which 
trained and led Chinese guerrillas for 
operations against the Japanese on the 
border between China and Jndo-China. 
Immediately before the conclusion of 
World War II, he led a rescue mission 
which parachuted into a Japanese 
prisoner of war camp on Hainan Island, 
off the coast of China, to liberate some 
400 allied prisoners of war. 

In early 1946, Singlaub was assigned 
to Mukden, Manchuria, where he served 
as chief of a U.S. military liaison mission 

"Basically conservatives and veterans• or
ganizations are Independent people. They 
tend to want to do their thing by themselves." 
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until forced out by the Chinese Com
munists at the end of 1948. From Decem
ber 1948 until August 1949 he was a 
China desk officer in CIA headquarters 
in Washington , DC. 

In October 1950, Singlaub helped to set 
up the Ranger Training Center at Fort 
Benning, Georgia, remammg as an 
instructor until the end of 1951, when he 
was assigned to Korea as the deputy 
chief of the CIA mission there. 

In May 1966, Singlaub was assigned to 
Vietnam where he served as Chief. 
Studies and Observation Group, U.S. 
Military Assistance Command, Vietnam, 
zm'til August 1968. 

In October 1969, General Singlaub was 
ordered to Fort Hood, Texas, to help 
establish the new, high-priority test and 
evaluation facility known as Project 
MASSTER (Modern Army Selected 
Systems Test, Evaluation and Review). 
He senied as chief of staff of that project 
until June 1971, when he was assigned 
briefly as Director of Plans, Studies and 
Budget, Office of Deputy Chief of Staff 
for Personnel, Department of the Army, 
Washington, DC. 

On I July 1976, General Singlaub be
came Chief of Staff. United Nations 
Command, U.S. Forces Korea, and 8th 
U.S. Army in Seoul, Korea, serving 
concommitantly as the UN Command 
senior military member of the Military 
Armistice Commission at Panmunjom. 
In June 1977. the general, whose many 
medals include the Distinguished Service 
Medal with Oak Leaf Clusters and the 
Silver Star, was returned to the United 
States where in July he was reassigned 
as chief of staff. U.S. Army Forces 
Command (FORSCOM), a position which 
he held until his resignation in June, 
1978. 

SOF Editor Robert K. Brown met 
General Singlaub at Mitchell WerBell's 
home in Power Springs, Georgia, in the 

• ''J:he problem Is we've been defeated In de
tail by a strong coalition of the Left. These 
peaceniks, anti-war activists, are still active In 
the anti-defense lobby." 

early summer, 1978, and decided that 
the general's comments would interest 
SOF readers. Subsequently, General 
Singlaub was interviewed in the SOF 
offices, by SOF staffers Dana Drenkowski 
and Thomas MacGregor. Their interview 
follows: 

SOF: General Singlaub, could you tell us 
what you 're doing now that you've retired 
from the Army? 
SINGLAUB: I've affiliated myself with 
the American Security Council Education 
Foundation, and the primary project 
we're working on at the present time is to 
form a Coalition for Peace Through 
Strength. 
SOF: What is the membership of the 
Coalition for Peace Through Strength? 
Who are its main supporters? 
SINGLAUB: This coalition is looping to
gether not only organizations that have 
expressed concern about our national 
security, but also some very important 
citizens; former chiefs-of-staff of the 
Army, former chief of Naval operations , 
former chairman of the joint chiefs, 
former ambassadors, college presidents, 
and distinguished scholars. We have 
about 42 or 43-I'm not certain of the 
exact number of organizations that have 
joined-and this month [August, 1978) 
there are several of the veterans' organi
zations that are holding their national 
conventions that will join us. 

We have at last count about 125 mem
bers of Congress most of whom are 
members of the House, but we also are 
starting to invite some of the Senate to 
join . 
SOF: Why? Why is there a need for this 
type of organization? 
SINGLAUB: This I think is very impor
tant, because basically conservatives and 
veterans' organizations are sort of inde
pendent people. They tend to want to do 

"It's Important that we get together those that 
we belleve are thinking correctly and have 
some cohesiveness In our operations." 
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their thing by themselves and the prob
lem is we've been defeated in detail by 
a strong coalition of the Left. These 
peaceniks, anti-war activists, are still 
very active in an anti-defense lobby. They 
take credit for having killed the B-1 
bomber and for delaying the production 
of the neutron warhead. They are taking 
credit for reducing defensive expendi·
tures , slashing the size of the Navy . So 
it's important that we get together those 
that we believe are thinking correctly and 
have some cohesiveness in our opera
tions . That's genera'iiy what I'm concen
trating on now. To help do that, I'm going 
around the country and giving a lot of 
talks. Speaking to veterans' organiza
tions , to service organizations like 
Rotary, Kiwanis, to manufacturers' 
associations at their national conven
tions, the Reserve Officers ' Association, 
World Affairs ·Councils, and that type of 
thing . As I travel around and speak to 
these groups, I'm also encountering a lot 
of press interviews, television shows, a 
lot of talk shows : 

I think the country is ripe for this 
type of action now. The idea is sound imd 
the t ime seems to be now. So that 's what 
I'm programmed for the next three 
months; I have speaking engagements 
practically every day through August, 
September, and October. · 
SOF: Do you have any plans beyond the 
next three months? · · 
SINGLAUB: I'm just ljaying that the next 
t'1ree months are full, that I can't take 
any more speaking engagements. It's 
pretty intensive now until the big dove 
shoot in November. That's what we hope 
to have, as a matter of fact. 
SOF: I like that! A dove shoot. 

SINGLAUB: Get rid of some of those 
doves. I think if we don't knock all of 
them down, those that escape are going 
to think twice about voting so consis
tently against the will of the people. 
SOF: What in your opinion is the single 
most important issue facing the U.S. 
military establishment today? In other 
words, if you had one thing to work on, 
what would you do · in the U .S miiitary 
establishment? _ 
SINGLAUB: I think that the most serious 
problem affecting the military establish
ment is not the prpblem of the military 
establishment, but is the way in which 
the Administration is trying to politicize 
the military. The reason our nation is 
great is because we have had an apolitical 
professional military that could be 
counted upon to provide not only good 
advice, but also a high level of profes
sionalism in executing the decisions 
coming out of the Executive Branch, or 
out of the national command authority. 

In this Administration, for reasons that 
are not fully clear to everyone, several 
things have happened . First of all, as 
illustrated by my case, the Ad ministra
tion is so sensitive to any criticism or to 
any ideas that don't coincide precisely 
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with their own that they are almost 
paranoid on it and they, of course, in 
iny case overreacted to see to it that I 
was remove\} from an assignment. I had 
violated no regulations or any standards 
of conduct, no code of ethics. I was 
participating in a decision-making 
pro~ess by provid.ing a background 
briefing, as requested, fQr a reporter 
who was there to cover what was to be a 
consultation between the Republic of 
Korea and the United States on the 
subject of the withdrawal. The decision 
as far as we were informed officially had 
not been made. And yet because I par
ticipa~ed in that and spoke out against 
what was a proposal of the President, I 
was removed very suddenly or abruptly, 
subjected to a great deal of ridicule, and 
reassigned. 
SOF; Do you feel that it was proper for 
the general officer to openly criticize an 
Administration policy decision? 
SINGLAUB: It seems to me that we not 
only have a right, but we have an obliga-

" ... So. I Told Him, ' It's a Good Th ing 
You're Not a Major Genera l! "' 

This cartoon is reprinted with permission from 
"Army Times. " 

tion to speak on those subjects about 
which we have the best knowledge of 
anyone in the decision-making process. 
Those of us who were in Korea, dealing 
on a daily basis with the intelligence from 
North Korea, dealing on a daily basis 
~ith the military forces that were going to 
be used to defend the Republic-we had 
some knowledge not available in Wash
ington, and we shoul\l have been con
sulted. The fact that they did not want to 
hear from us is a bad thing. 

Another serious indication of this 
politicization of the armed forces is the 
fact that the decision was apparently 
made by the President to withdraw these 
troops without consulting with the 
Joint Chiefs-of-Staff. Now, the Joint 
Chiefs-of-Staff are prescribed by law as 
the military advisers to the President and 
to the Nation. Yet, they were never con
sulted. They were only told to comment 
on three unsatisfactory courses of action 

for withdrawal. In later testimony they all 
admitted before the Congress that they 
had· not been consulted in advance. 

It's one thing to disregard the advice 
of the professional military, because 
it is possible that there are other factors 
that are more important than military 
factors. But to not even ask for their 
advice is denying the American people 
one of their principal rights, and t\lat 
is that the Government be run in the 
most efficient mariner and in accor
dance with the Constitution and the laws 
of this Nation. When the President 
chooses to resort or to consult with non
military people or former military people 
or just some of the beatniks and the 
peaceniks that are now on his staff with
out consulting the professional military 
on a purely military subject, that is 
dangerous for the country. 
SOF: Do you believe the Executive is 
obligated to follow the advice of the Join.t 
Chiefs, or are there other consider!ltions? 
SINGLAUB: Now, I don't say that he has 
to follow that advice, but he should at 
least consult them and then make a 
decision. When he doesn't consult them, 
that's wrong! 

Following that, after he has made a 
decisiop, by whatever means, and it is 
contrary to the b.est advice of the mili
tary, to fQrce the military, specifically 
the Joint Chiefs-ofoStaff, to go around the 
country and tell what a great idea it is, 
is prostituting the military and I object to 
that. 

It 's setting a dangerous precedent to 
try to add. a note of c°redibility to a decis 
ion by forcing the military officers to 
say yes, they support it. It is the type of 
danger that I look back on in Hitler's 
Germany- where the military was, in 
fact, pol.iticized to a large extent. And I 
think our nation cannot afford that, that 
we must have professional, apolitical 
senior military. officers, subordinate to 
the civilian authority. 
SOF: What is your personal feeling and 
philosophy on the role of the officer 
in our society and what are his responsi~ 
bilities in speaking on policies? 
SINGLAUB: I strenuously s4pport the 
whole concept of civilian control of the 
military. And as a part of that, if an 
officer cannot accept the decision made 
by the civilian authorities after he has 
been given a chance to express his 
point of view, then he has only one thing 
left to do and that is ·retire or resign. 
SOF: Authors Richard A. Gabriel and 
Paul L. Savage recently wrote a book 
entitled Crisis in Command: Mismanage
ment in the Army. Have you read it? 
SINGLAUB: No. 
SOF: They feel that the Army's officer 
corps is too involved in the managemeµt 
or managerial coµcept of leadership, 
that is, the business management. con
cept of leadership, the same as corpQrate 
management, ,and that traditicmal values 

Continued on page 81 
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American Pistol Institute 
Jeff Cooper's 'Gunsite' 

lvbst Advan=ecl SicEarrn Tnining Cen-Br In The Wald 
byChrknyb 

In spite of the · several hundred years 
that have transpired since the invention 
of the handgun, it is a sad , and somewhat 
remarkable fact that the vast majority 
of those who should know how to effec
tively use their sidearms ... don "tf 

Most people practice, if they practice at 
all , on tin cans , NRA-type bullseye tar
gets, rocks, and, in the case of police 
departments , the "Practical Pistol 
Course or PPC' ' as is it inappropriat~ly 
named. 

The results of these efforts usually lead 
the participant to one of two conclusions: 
a) I shoot well enough to stay alive in a 
gunfight, or b) I need more practice! 

These conclusions are quite normal. 
The problem arises when the would-be 
pistolero, using a) above as an example , 
feels that his performance (on the PPC, 
or tin cans , or whatever) is good enough 
to warrant confidence in his ability to 
handle a combat situation involving hand
guns. Coincidentally, the person who fits 
into category b) (needs more practice) 
tends to continue to practice on those 
same tin cans , NRA bullseye targets , 
etc., or the PPC until he is satisfied with 
himself . 

Action is fast , furious in Funhouse, where proper tactical 
"clearing" of buildings Is object of exercise. Here student 
fires et "felon" located in yard behind structure after 
successfully engaging "felon" standing in garage door. 
Note bullet holes in target: a job well done! 
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The man who excels on the PPC, tin 
cans, bullseye targets, or any other type 
of similar medium is well-prepared only 
to effectively engage · those types of 
mediums. That means the following: 

1. Targets situated only to the firer's 
direct front. 

2. Targets only at known distances. 
3. Targets of a known size and shape. 
4. Stationary targets only. 
5. No meaningful time limits. 
6. Weapon drawn from unsecured hol

ster or not drawn at all. 
7. Alibies in case of weapon malfunc

tion. 
8. Target-type wadcutter or other sub

powered ammunition. . 
9. Controlled, known, practiced-in

advance courses of fire. 
10. Single targets. 
11. Types of weapons ill-suited for 

serious combat use. 
12. Controlled light conditions. 
The sad fact is that combat conditions 

rarely, if ever, present the participant 
with such luxuries! Let's face it. If the 
situation were under control, the weapon 
would never be used in the first place! 
That is why the protagonist is carrying 

and using the weapons: To get his im
mediate environment under controi. 

Therefore, the man who shoots a 576 
on the PPC can realistically feel only that 
he can shoot the PPC well. He cannot, if 
he is really paying attention, consider 
himself "combatworthy." Why? The 
answer is obvious: because, in normal 
combat situations involving a sidearm: 

1. Targets can be found anywhere on 
the field. 

a. Front 
b. Either side 
c. Rear. 

Also consider this: 
1. There are often multiple targets. 
2. There are often bystanders, who 

must be protected. 
3. There are often hostages being used 

as shields by felons or the enemy. 
4. Light conditions are not always 

ideal. In fact , pistol altercations normally 
take place in poor light , according to the 
FBI Uniform Crime Report. 

5. Human targets do not look like tin 
cans, bullseye targets, or giant B29 all
black silhouettes with improperly placed 
scoring rings. 

Here student engages "hostage situation" 
of felon using poHcewoman as shield as 
he emerges from rear of building. Panel 
opens, exposing target for 2 seconds. 

Many surprises await unwary in Funhouse. Here student looks 
around corner after successfully engaging shotgun-armed 
silhouette that has .popped around corner at him at point-blank 
range. 
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"Mick-lick " simulates close-range human attacker 
with outstretched arms. Jeff demonstrates how to strike 
head of this unique dummy with weak hand, while 
stepping back out of reach, drawing and firing his .45 . 
Advanced students soon learn that if they don't strike 
hard enough , " Mick-lick's" arms will spring shut, drag 
them in . 

I 
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Layout of Funhouse as author experienced it 
in night exercise . Extreme versatility of build
ing allows scenarios to be continually modified 
per goals of each specific P,roblem. In fact, 
Funhouse is completely different each time 
student experiences it. " Hostages," "felons, " 
"good guys" can be and are located in any 
bathroom, closet, around corners, on stairs, 
etc . Stress factpr is extreme , benefits from 
exercise excellent. 

Solving of complex tactical problems is part of Advanced 
curriculum at Gunsite. Here student has just successfully 
engaged "Mick-lick" dummy, which includes firing two 
rounds through target , is attempting to place two ad
ditional rounds in fast-disappearing silhouette. Total 
time for exercise is 3 seconds! 

Technique for drawing weapon 
with weak hand, in case strong 
hand is incapacitated, is one of 
many taught at API in Ad
vanced course. Here author 
begins exercise. 

Weak hand reaches around 
behind firer , obtaining solid 
grip on weapon. 

Weapon is withdrawn and 
brought from rear of firer in 
narrow arc. 

As gun is brought forward , 
thumb safety is disengaged 
with index finger of weak hand 
in rolling motion. · 

Weapon is then brought into 
action and fired as ii completes 
arc . Competent pistolero can 
accomplish entire sequence in 
!ess than three seconds. 

--
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6. Human targets are often camou
flaged. 

7. Ranges are not always known. 
8. Service ammunition is used, not 

target wadcutters or squib loads. Such 
ammo shoots to a different point of aim 
than target loads, feels different, and 
produces considerably more muzzle 
blast, recoil, flash , and noise than target 
ammo. 

9. Only certain types of handgun 
calibers and action-types are suitable for 
serious use in defensive situations. 
)2 pistols, single-action revolvers, and 
muzzle-loaders have no place on the 
fighting field, unless the participants 
have nothing else with which to fight. 

It should be obvious at this point that 
personnel who train , using such methods 
as plinking, PPC, or target shooting, are 
not prepared at all for an honest-to-god 
fight. Such a person will almost always be 
killed when placed in a critical situation 
. . . sometimes because of his Jack of 
abilities , and sometimes because his 
false confidence has placed him in a 
situation which he thinks he understands 
and can control but, in reality, can't. 

The point of all of this is that, people , 
like animals, react in conditioned res
ponses to visual, audible, or other 
serisory stimuli in stress situations . 
Therefore , apart from the mechanics of 
shooting (technique), which can be 
learned with little difficulty, it is critical 
that one who wishes to prepare himself 
to effectively defend himself with a side
arm learn the proper conditioned 
responses to as wide a variety of potential 
combat situations as possible. 

There is only one place in the entire 
world where all of this is taught: The 
American Pistol Institute, also affec
tionately known to many of us as simply: 
Gunsite. 
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The instructor? Jeff Cooper, of course 
-the man who wrote the book on combat 
handgunning , and hasn't stopped 
writing it yet! 

The stated goal of API is simple, 
logical, and to the point, as is its creator: 

To equip the student with such a level of 
skill, confidence, and mental condition
ing as to enable him tci discourage vio
lence before it starts, where at all pos
sible . But when a life or death encoun
ter is unavoidable, to stop it 
immediately' with minimum risk to 
bystanders. 

It is the inadequately trained individ
ual who, untler threat of violence, will 
panic, or brandish a weapon, or other
wise react hastily or in desperation . It 
may seem odd to assert that knowing 
one is competent to handle violence 
helps avert violence, but, preparedness 
and confidence show and have, in actual 
confrontations, been sufficient to shut 
off an attack before it started. 

Properly motivated students, with 
reasonable coordination and mental 
abilities, achieve this level of compe
tence on completion of the basic AP! 
course. 

After seven years of teaching and 
observing the results of API 's system of 
training, I am convinced that the ma
jority of police and secudty personnel 
killed in action could have survived had 
they learned the defensive concepts 
taught by APL 

Interesting isn't it? And, more im
portantly, it's true. Why does it work? 
Again, let's return to Jeff Cooper for 
the answer: 

Technique of successful target engagement 
from moving vehicle is important, but usually 
overlooked facet of combat pistol shooting. 
Here student engages targets from vehicle 
moving at 25 mph, two shots on each silhou
ette . Much more difiicull than ii looks, suc
cessful execution of techniques requires 
intense concentration on basics of pistol 
shooting and cool head . 

AP! offers yoµ the best and most quick
ly absorbed defensive pistol training in 
the world . It is not the intent of AP! to 
discredit or embarrass any other train
ing organization, its personnel, or its 
methods. API's only mission is to help 
save more lives in the increasingly haz
ardous field of police and security work, 
as well as to mitigate the growing 
jeopardy faced by private citizens in 
their homes and businesses, by making 
available the now-proven techniques 
and teaching methods painstakingly 
developed for more than 20 years . 

The API teaching method, conducted 
throughout the free world for the past 
seven years, has been perfected and 
tested to the point that results are de
monstrably superior to any other 
course available. The reasons for this 
are three-foid: 
1. The techniques are superior-no de
fensive pistolcraft techniques afford the 
speed, accuracy, and degree of control 
over a violent encounter. 
2. The Method of Teaching is superior 
-no other method so quiCkly imparts 
this ability to dominate a violent en
counter. 
3. The Average Achievement Level of 
AP! students is superior-nearly all 
students, given average reflexes and 
reasonable motivation, are fully capable 
of achieving complete control of their 
immediate environment. 

API is located 22 miles north of Pres
cott, Arizona, near the town of Paulden. 
At the present time, its 170-acre com
plex includes four pistol ranges of 
varying types, two rifle ranges, and 
an indoor reaction range known as the 
"fun house." (I can vouch fqr the title. 
I got myself "killed" three times in that 
place during my stay at Gunsite!) In 
addition, expansion plaris are on the 
drawing board for several more ranges. 

Courses of instruction being offered 
include three levels of pistol training: 
API 250 (Basic), API 499 (Intermediate), 
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and API 599 (Advanced). Practical 
rifle and shotgun instruction is also 
available. 

How should you choose which course 
is right for you? The following guide
lines from Jeff will assist you: 

AP! 250 (Basic)-This course is in
tended for those who have little or no 
understanding of the modern technique 
of the pistol , as well as for those who 
do understand it but wish to observe 
API's teaching methods. There are no 
prerequisites , but full knowledge of the 
construction and operation of your 
weapon is very desirable. Prior mili
tary or police experience may or may 
not be helpful , as it is highly variable. 
Target shooting experience is useful 
but it is not a substitute for this coµrse. 
AP! 250 takes the student up to the 
point where he effectively dominates 

2. Reload his piece on the run with his 
eyes off the weapon. 
3. Swing 90 degrees and pivot 180 
degrees. 
We do not insist on completion of AP! 
250 as a prerequisite, but we strongly 
recommend it. AP! 499 includes three 
night sessions, emphasizes moving 
targets and footwork , and utilizes a 
variety of standard competitive courses 
of fire . It covers casualty drills, requir
ing the management of the weapon with 
one arm disabled, shooting from 
cramped and confining positions, and 
fairly elaborate decison problems. Four 
hours of class time are devoted to tacti
cal and legal seminars. The certified 
graduate of AP! 499 is not only adept at 
advanced pistolcraft, but is also ready 
to do very well in organized practical 
competition . 600 rounds of ammµnition 
are required. 

Tactical movement, use of cover and concealment , and target-detection techniql!eS are also 
taught at API in advanced course . Here student cautiously peers around corner in ravine during 
first of three "j ungle lane" exercises, seeking silhouettes. 

his immediate environment. Emphasis 
is placed on controlled repetition of 
fundamentals until any departure from 
correct form f~els unnatural to the 
shooter. Night shooting is introduced 
as well as auxiliary position shooting. 
Basic tactical drills are conducted . Safe 
handling and mental conditioning are 
emphasized. The certified graduate can 
handle his pistol quickly, safely , ac
curately , and easily under stress condi
tions. The course requires 500 rounds of 
ammunition . 

AP! 499 (lntermediate)-This course 
is designed for graduates of API 250 
and starts where 250 leaves off. It will 
not benefit a student to enter API 499 
unless he can consistently: 
1. Draw and hit a 10-inch circle at: 

a. 7 meters in 1 second. 
b. 10 meters in 1 Yi seconds. 
c. 25 meters in 2\li seconds . 
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API 599 (Advanced)-This course is for 
experts who wish to utilize API's facili
ties to polish an already outstanding 
repertoire of pistol skills . A9cordingly, 
not much class instruction is given , but 
rather tutorial counseling and remedial 
experiment. The mental clock that bal
ances speed against precision is tuned 
and reset. Much of the program of API 
499 is repeated, but with reduced time 
limits . The student also works at long 
range, and from moving vehicles . No 
one who has not been certified a grad
uate from AP! 499, or who has not es
tablished a distinguished record in 
practical pistol competition , should 
apply f(Jr API 599. 600 rounds of am
munition are required. 

It certainly sounds wild, doesn ' t it? 
Well , it is, and the serious student of 
practical handgunning is doing himself 
a gross injustice if he passes up an 

opportunity to attend APL Classes are 
given in a relaxed, personal atmosphere, 
and conducted by Jeff Cooper himself. 

·Yet, in spite of this, Jeff is all business. 
He regards the responsibilities of the 
possession, carrying, and use of the fire
arm very serious!)(, as is appropriate 
for a man of his stature in the field. He 
does not "browbeat," but will not 
tolerate unsafe gun-handling under any 
circumstances. This, too, is as it should 
be. The rules of conduct at Gunsite are 
siqiple, logical, and impressive. They 
are quite in keeping with the subject 
matter being taught and are worth 
printing here for reader perusal: 

SAFETY WITH FIREARMS 
No mechanical device has a will of its 

own, a11d guns never "go off," unless 
somebody causes them to do so. Guns 
are safe. It is people who are dangerous. 

The wound delivered by a bullet can 
easily be fatal. This means that you 
should not expect the luxury of learning 
by experience. Your first mistake may 
well be your last . But you need not 
make it. If you memorize the three basic 
principles of firearm safety , treat them 
with absolute seriousness, and burn 
them into your consciousness, you will 
never have a mishap with a gun. 

1. ALL GUNS ARE ALWAYS 
LOADED. No exceptions. Don't "pre
tend" that this is true , be deadly ser
ious about it. Keep your " ready piece, " 
really ready , and we'll never again hear 
that' sheeplike bleat, "But I didn't kµdw 
it was loaded ." 

2. NEVERLETTJIEMUZZLECOVER 
ANYTHING YOU ARE NOT WILLING 
TO DESTROY. This one is conspicu
ously violated-especially with pistols 
-and excused because, "It's not 
loaded ." (See item 1 above .) 

3. BE SURE OF YOUR TARGET. 
Know what it is, what is in line with it, 
and what is behind it . Never shoot at 
anything you have not positively identi
fied. 

Equally appropriate and interesting 
are the "Gun site Ground Rules ," to 
control gun-handling and behavior of 
students on the ranges during training. 
Thes~, too, exhibit a to-the-point , 

. ~usinesslike approach, but provide the 
student with the measure of respect 
h§ deserves: 

· 1. Keep your pistol holstered except 
when on the ·firing line. We don 't care 
what condition it is in as long as you 
don't touch it! (A holstered gun is safe .) 
2. Stand firm on the line. Plant your feet 
and do pot fidget. 
3. Do not turn aroµnd with a pistol \n 
your haµd . Holster first , then turn 
around. 
4. Do not let the pistol "dangle ," in 
your hand. · 
5. Keep the muzzle downrange when 
loading . Load magazines with the pistol 
holstered. 
6. Keep ·the trigger finger outside the 
trigger guard when in motion . 
7. If you need to work with your piece, 
off the line, use the safety table and 
keep the muzzle pointed to the north. 
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Tunnel~RatExercise 

"Tunnel-rat " exercise is unique· to Gunsite Advahced Course. Here 
author views entrance to tunnel , deciding upon appropriate· tactical 
approach . 

~. I . . 

~ 

": . 

With .45 ready in hand, author descends into hole. Although uncom
fortable , head-first approach is tactically sound , since it allows im
mediate engagement of any targets inside, an impossibility with feet
firs t approach. 

Here author has entered hole and regained his feet , is preparing to enter 
tunnel which begins from 5-foot diameter chamber at bottom of hole. 
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Author begins somewhat precarious descent into 6-foot•deep tunnel 
entrance. 

,~ ' 

~~~-

With feet in air, author completes entrance inio tunnel. 5-fool diameter 
chamber is located at bottom of entrance. hole, allowing student to orient 
himself, proceed to negotiate tunnel itself . 
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In cloud of dust from shots fired inside tunnel, author emerges from 
tunnel into ravine , seeking additional targets . Several targets are 
actually fired upon inside the tunnel itself. Since tunnel is only 40 inches 
in diameter , concussion caused by shots fired stirs up incredible amount 
of dirt , dust. It is worth noting that .45 autos tend to perform Iles! on 
this type exercise because of extreme reliability. No malfunctions were 
experienced by students with .45s . 
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Shooting from cramped, uncomfortable posi
tions is integral to Gunsite Advanced program . 
Under watchful eye of ever-present Jeff Coop
er , student executes low-prone technicjue of 
shooting through 6x10-inch hole in the wall at 
silhouette 20 meters away . 
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8. Keep rifle and shotgun actions open 
except when on target or during a tacti
cal drill . 

By now, you will be getting the idea 
that Gunsite is a very professional , 
efficient, highly motivating facility, with 
the best instruction available on a no
nonsense , businesslike basis. It isl 

The instructor/ student relationships or 
Jeff Cooper are extraordinary and moti
vation runs almost fever high. This man 
not only teaches you how to shoot, but 
when to shoot, when not to shoot, how 
to handle hostage situations, use a flash
light, shoot at night without a flashlight , 
speed load, reload on the run, engage 
targets from moving vehicles (both sides 
and even while driving) , engage multiple 
targets , and tactical movement. The list 
goes on and on. 

Jeff takes time with students to insure 
that they fully understand every point he 
wishes to impart to them. His criticisms, 
while timely , and correct, are delivered 
gently , logically , and cause no embar
rassment to the student in front of his 
peers. 

The program of instruction is compre
hensive, imaginatively written, and mas-

Always expect the unexpected at Gunsite! 
Here author hastily engages silhouette that has 
been popped on him while negotiating 8-foot
high wall. 

terfully executed, and the tesults show it 
so graphically that one wonders why in 
hell no orie ever thought of this before! 

As might be suspected by this point, 
each level of API instruction is progres
sively more diverse and difficult, since 
the student, as he moves up through the 
levels of instruction gains skill and 
"savvy." On the other hand , the many 
techniques that the student learns at 
each level of instruct.ion make it quite 
difficult to move directly from one level 
of instruction to the other. Jeff strongly 
recommends that the student take ap
proximately nine months between each 
course to folly develop and master the 
techniques he has learned in one course 
before returning to Gunsite for the next 
higher level. 

I recently attended the Advanced 
course, which, as Jeff put it, "shows you 
just how wild things with pistols can 
get!" He wasn't kidding a bit! 

Since the student who is accepted in 
the Advanced course is considered to 
be an expert aiready, Jeff is able to con
centrate entirely on those ultra
refinements of technique, both mental 
and physical , that are so deadly impor
tant in split-second pistol-fights. The 
time limits on basic exercises are reduced 
to the point that there is virtually no 
margin for error, to place maximum 
stress on the student . One finds out very 
quickly where his strong and weak 
points lie under such circumstances . 

Continued on page 68 
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Rhodesias Elite Armored Corps 

The Black Devils 
Sooner or later it had to happen. SOF 

finally obtained clearance from Combined 
Operations Headquarters of the Rho
desian security fon;es to accompany units 
to the field. Though it took numerous 
attempts over a two-year period, it was 
worth the energy and time expended. 

SOF Editor Robert K. Brown and a 
SOF photographer ]'Vere the first journal
ists to be allowed access to the Rhodesian 
Armored Corps, now nicknamed the 
"Black Devils " by the terrorists. They 
toured the main armor base near Salis
bury and spent hours interviewing the 
Officer Commanding, other officers, 
andNCOs. · 

(Jther firsts included (ravelling in 
convoy to observe training operations at 
the Black Devils' secret training base, 
firing all weapons in the unit's inventory, 
and obtaining the first pictures of two 
n·ew prototype vehicles. 

After returning from the training mis
sion, we joined the "Friday Afternoon 
Club" in the officers ' mess where war 
stories flowed as freely as the fine 
Rhodesian beer. 

The following, then, is the story of the 
Black Devils and their American CO. 
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by IliYzrt Ko Brown 

"Black Devils" have invaded our 
liberated territory," screamed the Voice 
of Free Zimbabwe, over Radio Maputo, 
the capital of Marxist Mozambique. 

And thus the Rhodesian Armored 
Corps received its unofficial official nick
name from the enemy. 

Why "Black Devils"? Because the 
commanding officer of the Armored 
Corps, Major Darrell Winkler, had 
authorized his unit, which had swept 
through the terr base camps, to wear 
black jump suits to give them a unique 
identity . 

Winkler, a field grade officer in the 
U.S. Army upon his discharge, who 
served three terms in Vietnam and three 
tours in Germany, refuses to allow me 
to go into any further details regarding 
his military background, schooling, or 
combat experience. · 

"I resigqed from the U.S. Army be
cause I was tired of it, " he said. " I was 
embittered by our desertion of the South 

Members of the Rhodesian Armored Corps 
observe trainees firing main guns on armored 
vehicles -at secret training base somewhere in 
Rhodesia. 

Vietnamese. Though I came out alive, 
many of my buddies did not. We all 
m.ade a tremendous sacrifice for nothing, 
exactly nothing. The politicians in Wash
ington and Paris allowed 50,000 Ameri
cans to die in vain." 

After his resignation from the U.S. 
Army, Winkler travelled all over the 
world and ended up in South Africa 
where he became interested in the Com
munist-sponsored terrorist war in Rho
desia. He flew to Salisbury, contacted 
the Rhodesian Army, and was subse
quently interviewed by a board of offi
cers. The Rhodesians took to Winkler and 
gave him a tour of their military instal
lations. Impressed with their discipline, 
organization, and professionalism as 
well as their officers and enlisted per
sonnel, Winkler signed on. 

''The Rhodesians wanted someone to 
reorganize their armored unit who was 
highly qualified-school trained-and 
had a considerable amount of .combat 
experience as well as command and staff 
experience with U.S. armored units in 
Germany and the U.S.," Winkler stated. 
"Furthermore, I would have an oppor
tunity to get in a few more licks against 
the Communists." 
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This vehicle has been mine-proofed; armored. 
Built on a commercial chassis. Used to trans
port patrols in bush . 

Winkler was commissioned in the Rho
desian Army on 12 August 1977 and was 
initially assigned to a military studies 
course which is the equivalent to the U.S. 
Army's Command and General Staff 
College. Subsequently, he was appoint
ed an instructor in the same school and 
lectured on mechanized infantry and ar
mor operations. He returned to Colo- · 
rado in December to arrange for his 
wife's passage to Rhodesia and visited 
SOF's offices in Boulder. Shortly after 
his return to Rhodesia, he was given the 
command of the Rhodesian armored 
corps. 

"It was a great opportunity," Winkler 
recalls. "I was given a tremendous 
amount of responsibility-the authority 
to reorganize the table of organization 
as well as select personnel." 

Wii:tkler i:efuses to detail the Black 
Devils' table of organization and the pre
cise numbers and types of vehicles in 
the armored corps because of security 
restrictions. He did say that the total 
number of vehicles is comparable to that 
in a western armored regiment; that 
there is one regiment in the armored 
corps which consists of four operational 
squadrons which in turn have four troops. 
Three of the four squadrons are staffed 
by a cadre of regular army NCOs and 
fleshed out with reservists, called "ter
ritorials." 

An entire territorial squadron comes 
in on active duty for eight weeks. They 
have been doing this for so long the tran
sition from civilian life to active duty 
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takes only two days! This includes trans
fer of stores, ammo, etc. The squadron 
is operational at the end of the second 
day. The territorials serve two eight
week tours per year. Last year, however, 
due to escalation of the war, they served 
up to a total of six months. 

Winkler also commands the 4th Squa
dron which is made up entirely of reg
ulars and which has more personnei and 
vehicles than the three territorial squad
rons. A fifth headquarters squadron is 
non-operational and is comparable to a 
headquarters company. 

Also under Winkler's command is a 
depot which conducts all armored train
ing and which could be compared to the 
U.S. Army Armored School. Located at 
the same facility on the outskirts of 
Salisbury is a maintenance section 
which performs all first, second, third, 
and fourth class echelon maintenance 
and repair. 

The latter facility built two new pro
totype vehicles which will go into pro
duction shortly and become part and par
cel of the Armored Corps. The first is 
the Bullet, a wheeled, infantry fighting 
vehicle, nicknamed after a Sandhui:st 
graduate who designed and developed it . 
and who received his nickname while 
playing rugby . SbF was the first pub
lication that has had an opportunity to 
observe and photograph this vehicle. 
In fact, SOF staff members journeyed 
in convoy with the Bullet to the Black 
Devil's secret training area in the Rho
desian bush. 

Before the Bullet goes into production, 
it will be driven 10,000 kilometers cross
country, day and night. Upon termina
tion of the durability test, it will be blown 
up by a, command-detonated Russian 
landmine to determine the effectiveness 
of the anti-blast configuration. 

"Endurance and reliability tests," 
Winkler pointed out, "will be much . the 
same as those conducted with a similar 
type vehicle in the U.S. Army." Winkler 
i:efused to let us publish the actual cost 
of the Bullet. I can, however, attest to 
the fact that the prototype production cost 
is so low that it would boggle the minds 
of U.S. Arniy procuremerit officers. 

In fact, we could undoubtedly save 
hundreds of millions of dollars by having 
a team of Rhodesian efficiency and econ
omy experts come over and give guidance 
on how not to waste money. 

I can reveal that the vehicle carries a 
10-man crew; that the vehicle commander 
is also the section (squad) leader when 
the crew dismounts and assumes an 
infantry role . The Bullet will be armed 
with a yet undetermined caliber machine 
gun or some type of20mm cannon. Wink
ler and his staff are in the process of 
developing the means for tactical em
ployment of the Bullet, even though it 
has not completed its trial runs. 

The second prototype vehicle that is 
to be integrated into the Black Devils' 
inventory of sudden death is a dune
buggy-type, high-speed, cross-country 
reconnaissance vehicle that will depend 
on speed and maneuverability for sur
vival. It has been nicknamed the "Vapor
izer" by the Rhodesian troopies, as if 
it hits a landmine it will be "vaporized." 
The Vaporizer is another example of 
Rhodesian-and in this case, American
ability to produce a functional operational 
vehicle in minimum time with .mini
mum assets. Winkler simply told his 
superiors what he wanted and they gave 
Major Winkler briefs author on function and 
employment of twin Browning .30 caliber 
Browning machine guns mounted on 4 x 4. 
"Black Devils" developed concept and had 
it in production within a short time. 
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Above : Dune-buggyl ike reconnaissance ve
hicle developed in less than two months for 
less than $1500 by Major Winkler and his 
" Black Devils." Rhodesian t roopers nick
named it " Vaporizer," since if i t hits landmine 
it will be " vaporized. " 

Above : " Vapqrizer " will mount .30 cal or 
.50 cal MG, will be in production before end 
of year. 

Left : Crocodile, another Rhodesian designed 
and manufactured troop carrier , is armored , 
mine-proofed. Specifications are classi fied. 

Below : Members of armored unit pl ink with 
Uzi and FN . All troopers qualify with smal ! 
arms every 10 days , zero weapons preceding 
every operation. 



Above : Major Darrell Winkler, native of Ohio, 
cuts loose with twin .30 cal Brownings 
mounted on 4x4. Gun mounts, ammo boxes 
were developed .in Rhodesian Arniored Corps 
R&D facility near Salisbury , Rhodesia. 

Left : outdated by western standards, Ferret 
armored cars .have proved effective against 
terrorist infantry-. Presently, Rhodesians are 
developing new turret with heaviet armament. 
Rhodesians have number of heavier armored 
vehicles in inventory wtiich author viewed but 
cannot describe for security reasons . 

Below : Rhodesian Armored Corps troopers are 
issued black jump suits after completing 
training. Nicknameil "Black Devils" by terror
is t radio station in Maputo , Mozambique, after 
number of highly successful raids . Major 
Winkler is behind twin .30 cal Brownings, 
Editor Brown in camouflage jump suit . 

Above: Frorit view of Bullet, prototype arm 
ored infantry fighting vehicle , built by Rho: 
desian Armored Corps. After 10,000-kilometer 
road test, Bullet will be b lown up by captured 
Russian landmine to determine its resistance 
to blast and heat. 

Above: Side view ol Bu i.let. Note firing ports. 
Carries crew of 10. Vehicle commander leads 
squad when they dismount. Production 
version will mount .30 or .50 cal MGs or 20mm 
cannon . 

Above : Rear view of Bullet. Cost of vehicle is 
classified but Winkler stated low cost would 
give western armies apoplexy. Author was f irst 
journalist to photograph Bullet; to journey with 
Black Devils lo secret t raining base in Rho
desian bush. 
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li.im the equivalent of $1500 and told him 
to "go to it." No staff studies and more 
staff studies; no committee meetings and 
no buck passing. In only a month, Wink
ler had his prototype, which is now un
dergoing its final tests . A contract will be 
signed with a commercial firm for the 
production run. 

Other vehicies that can be mentioned 
without compromising security' accord
ing to Winkler, are Ferret armored cars, 
Rovers, which are four-wheel-drive ve
hicles armed with SO calibers, ·twin 
Brownings, or 20mqis, as well as an ar
mored transport vehicle called a Croco
dile which has a commercial chassis and 
engine and has been mineproofed. 
· There are a number of other armored 
vehicles in the Black Devils' TO & E 
which have a main gun capable of de
feating any Communist-bloc tanks in 
either Mozambique or Angola. 

When I questioned Winkler as to why 
the armored units machine guns did not 
have shields as did the convoy vehicles 
manned by the police, he replied that 
there was more fear of an RPG round 
detonating on the shield, which of course 
would kill the gunner and destroy the 
gun, than of the gunner taking a round 
from an AK or RPD. 

Winkler pointed out that the Rovers 
fight amongst the armored vehicles and 
have been shot up on occasion. 

Winkler evah.~ated his Rhodesian 
troops as follows: 

LEADERSHIP. "Excellent. This in
chides both officers and NCOs. It extends 
down from my squadron commanders 
right down to the vehicle commanders. 
We don't believe in command and con
trol by radio . When there is a 'punch out' 
I'm there and so are my officers and 
NCOs ." . 

NON-COMMISSIONED OFFICERS. 
' 'Our senior NCOs are · true profession
als. They 're the · best I've ever seen. 
Experienced, dedicated, capable, and 
aggressive." · 

PROMOTION. "We don't believe in 
'instant' NCOs. They cost lives. En
listed men and junior NCOs are pro
moted based on performance and com
petence, not efficiency reports or time
in-grade. Often it takes three or four 
years for a 'troopie ' to make the equiva
lent of E-5. Some territorial servicemen 
(reservists) have spent six years in the 
same grade . 

"A section leader will tell his troop 
leader, 'I've got a man in my section 
that is working out well.' We'll observe 
him closely for six months; then make 
him a temporary E-5. Ifhe is recommend
ed by his immediate superiors, I pro
mote him. I have the authority to promote 
up to the grade of warrant officer. " 

MORALE. "It's high , damn high. 
Because our men are fighting to save 
their country, th.eir families, their live
lihood. As I mentioned earlier, we have 
good leadership; we are aggressive and 
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we win! If the officers and NCOs are ag
gressive, the troops are aggressive." 

INGENUITY. "We have to use in
genuity, as we don't have millions of 
dollars for R&D like western or Com
munist-bloc countries. For instance, we 
wanted to develop a mount for twin 
Browning .30 cal. machine guns. We 
informally discussed the concept, drew 
a sketch on scrap paper, gave it to our 
R & D committee, which consists of two 
sergeant majors and a squadron CO. 
They went out and designed one in a 
couple of weeks. To build a similar sys
tem in the U.S. would cost a fortune and 
take months if not years before it was 
accepted . (Remember how long it took 
the U.S . Army to adopt subdued patches 
for Vietnam?) Our R & D costs are al
most nothing. If we need something we 
make it." 

DISCIPLINE. There is no nonsense in 
the Rhodesian Armored Corps . Discipline 
is strict and un~ompromising . You do 
not find an enlisted man say, " No, I 
don't want to," or " I do it later, maybe." 
Anyone that gives anything less than his 
very best is immediately transferred. 

I had an opportunity to witness a troop 
of students conduct their first firing ex
ercises with some of the heavier Rho
desian armored vehicles at their secret 
training base. And it was a pleasure to 
watch. 

The Black Devil NCOs had done their 
job well . Though the students did not 
meet Winkler's demanding requirements 
for laying and firing their main gups 
with their first few practice rounds, it 
was obvious that they soon would. 

Winkler insists that all his men main
tain their proficiency with small arms. 
They qualify on the range every 10 days . 
All small arms are zeroed before every 
operation. Marksmanship competition 
between the troops and squadrons is 

Major Darrell Wink!er , CO of the "Black 
Devils," insists all his personnel qualify with 
small arms every 10 days. Here, Winkler trys 

· his hand with a 12 guage pump. 

emphasized to build morale and make the 
training more interesting. 

TRAINING: "Officers assigned to the 
Armored Corps complete a 12-week basic 
armor course. Then each of th.em is as
signed to a troop where he is evaluated 
by the current troop leader during a num
ber of combat operations before he is 
given a command. Draftees or National 
Service personnel serve 18 months if 
they enter the service after high school; 
two years if they receive a deferment to 
go to college. The length of courses of 
formal instruction depends on the indi
vidual's military occupation specialty. 
The training in general is rigorous 
and demanding. Black jump suits are 
issued after a trooper successfully com
pletes his training." 

Development of new tactics is a con
tinuing process with Major Winkler and 
his Black Devils. 

''The formal military schooling I re
ceived in the States has helped me tre
mendously ," Winkler said. "I have been 
developing our own tactics with a de
gree of freedom that you do not have in 
the U.S . Army." 

The tactics employed are a blend of 
British, German, South African , French, 
and American. Israeli tactics are not 
utilized, according to Winlqer, because 
the terrain is not similar to that in Is
rael, but instead resembles the terrain 
in Germany where you have rolling 'coun
tryside, mountains, etc. 

Tactics employed fall into two major 
categories: those used against enemy 
infantry that has a strong anti-armor 
capability and tactics to be employed 
against a conventional type armor thrust 
which would utilize Russian tanks and 
armored personnel carriers. 

Once again, Winkler was reluctant to 
get into specific details. He did say that 
his armor always moved with support
ing mechanized infantry, that depending 
on the situation combined arms-artil
lery and air assets--,-w~re utilized . 

Air support is committed only after a 
unit commander feels it is absolutely 
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A "Black Devil" cuts loose with a .50 cal 
Browning mounted on a 4 x 4. This particular 
vehicle took 41 hits in a major contact, includ
ing two in the back of the driver 's seat. 

necessary . What it boils down to is, "Is 
the situation developing so that it is 
worth spending the money to call in air 
support?" Winkler stated that nine times 
out of ten the armored unit in contact 
is able to handle the problem. 

" The terrorist infantry is scared of us , 
even when they outnumber us by a large 
number," Winkler commented . "Nor
mally, when we engage them they will 
take the gap. They won't stay and fight. " 

" We have developed and are contin
ually refining our armor tactics for use 
in COIN operations. " Winkler empha
sized, " We survive because we keep 
moving. The keystones of our tactical 
doctrine are speed, mobility , and aggres
sive action.'' 

Because of cost factors and economy 
of force, the Black Devils are normally 
committed only when Rhodesian intel
ligence has pinpointed significant con
centrations of terrorists. 

''Before the armor units had to look 
for a job. Now we are efficiently and 
effectively employed,'' Winkler said. 
"Normally, Rhodesian armor operations 
are conducted by a single squadron and 
very seldom with less than a squadron. " 

' 'The tactics developed here are now 
being analyzed and, in some cases, 
utilized by other countries. A number of 
western and Latin American countries 
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have sent representatives unofficially 
to observe our tactics due to the suc
cess that we have had in employing armor 
with a heavy anti-armor capability,'' 
Winkler said. ' 'We are continually re
vising and improving our tactics. When 
an idea is put forth it is tested imme
diately and if it is successful it is adopted 
immediately. We don' t go through 
months of paper wotk and committee 
meetings. It simply works or it doesn 't.'' 

Over the past year more attention has 
been devoted to increasing the Black 
Devils' anti-armor capability and empha
sis placed on conventional armor tactics 
in case of a terrorist armor thrust from 
Mozambique. Large numbers of RPG-7 
launchers and ammunition have been 
captured in daring strikes at terrorist 
bases in Mozambique. These have been 
integrated into the armor TO & E and, 
of course , have been issued to units 
throughout the entire Rhodesian army. 

Additional armor vehicles , of which the 
number and type are still classified, 
have the capability of fighting and de
feating the Russian T-34s and T-54s 
now in the hands of terrorist forces. 

Winkler, once again, refused to be 
specific about how much is known about 
the terrorist armor capability. However, 
press reports have stated that the ter
rorists have a total of about 200 T-34s 
and T-54s as well as armored personnel 
carriers; that Cuban instructors are train-· 
ing terrorists in their operation and tac
tics. There have also ·been reports of a 
few T-62s in Mozambique. 

Early last summer, the press carried 
reports that there were 3500 Russian 
tanks in Mozambique. SOF staffers 
raised their eyebrows at this figure, 
which was more tanks than the Russians 
had at the battle of Kurskl I queried 
Winkler regarding this report. 

He laughed and said, "A reporter from 
one of the major U.S. TV networks ap
parently was hard up for a story and 
either made it up or failed to check the 
credibility of his source. Obviously, he 
had no military background." He chuck
led again. "Can you imagine the train
ing program you would have to organize 
to train tank crews for 3500 tanks much 
less maintain and supply them I' ' 

A terrorist-manned, Russian-equipped 
and sponsored armored thrust is, how
ever, considered by Winkler to be a 
possibility. 

" Why? Because the Russians have 
committed a tremendous amount of 
money, materiel , and ordnance to in
sure a Marxist, anti-U.S . government 
takes control of Rhodesia, thus isolating 
Zambia and Zaire, as well as denying 
the · West our natural resources," Wink
ler said. "And their prestige is at stake. 
Therefore, the Russians want to dis
rupt the democratic elections scheduled 
for December. If the elections take place 
and the United States lifts the embargo, 
the Russians will have lost. ' ' 

Since the Armored Corps is used only 
when intelligence can pinpoint large 
concentrations of enemy troops, they 
make contact on 90 percent of their 
operations . 

Some of their firefights have lasted 
the best part of a day. During one recent 
contact, Winkler's squadron followed a 
platoon-size unit of terrorists ihto their 
base camp. 

"As we roared ihto the camp , which 
was laid out along a narrow dirt road 
bordered by heavy bush, we opened fire 
simultaneously," Winkler said. " Due to 
the impenetrable bush there was no room 
to maneuver our wheeled vehicles . 

"Our infantry dismounted, deployed , 
and began firing. Enemy tracer rounds 
started fires behind us . Our tracers 
started a fire behind the enemy. In a 
short while, flames were blazing 15 to 20 
feet high. It was so hot the infantry 's 
web gear smoldered and plastic canteens 
melted in their covers. Within an hour, 
smoke from the fires was rising a thou
sand feet in the air ." 

' 'The terrs mortared us but they still 
haven't learned to adjust fire and conse
quently dropped more rounds on their 
own troops than they did on us. They had 
even more problems with their 122mm 

· rockets , some of which landed six k.licks 
from us. 

" After five hours , the wind dispersed 
the smoke ; I called in tac air and the 
terrs withdrew-what was left of them . 
We estimated we killed 106 out of about 
150. " 

Though the Black Devils are not called 
out to react to terrorist atrocities , they as 
everyone else in this dirty war witness 
examples of the terrorist barbarism. 
Winkler remembers entering one kraal 
where a 15-year-old boy had been tied 
to a tree by a terr band who had taped 
a white phosphorus grenade to the inside 
of his thigh, laughed, pulled the pin , and 
left. They told the other villagers he was 
an '' informer.' ' 

Another time Winkler 's squadron 
encountered a burnt-out police Land 
Rover . The vehicle , which was giving a 
lift to a number of villagers , had been 
ambushed. The terrorists poured gas
oline on the wounded Africans and set 
it alight. 

When asked how long he plans on 
remaining in Rhodesia, which will be 
known as " Zimbabwe" after 1 January 
1979, Winkler .replied, "I have two more 
years left to finish out my contract. 

" I have no concern about the govern
ment being taken over by blacks . I don't 
care if the government is black or white 
as long as it is not Communist. I am not 
here to fight simply to fight but to fight 
Communism." 
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TheAR~5 
Black Gun Blaster . . . . • -

The M-16/ AR-15 "black gun," which 
is our main battlefield small arm, is not 
known for its accuracy or tons Qf energy. 
It's not even legal for hunting in most 
states since it is so underpowered-some 
battlefield weapon, huh? To be very 
hpnest, I personally don ' t like the rifle
in fact, I hate it; it 's worthless- or is it? 

There is a gunsmith in Boulder, Colo
rado, named Mark Chanlynn, who shoots 
as ·an N.R.A. expert in high power com
petition with an AR-15! Although this 

.may not impress yo11, it should. One 
phase of these matdies is fired with iron 
sights at 600 yards. Mark won the Colo
rado State 600-Yard phase with this rifle 
in 1977. 

Mark takes an AR-15, goes through it, 
and produces a rifle capable of three-inch 
groups at 600 yards. Now that I have your 
attention, let's go into some detilil on this 
11 'h-pound, semi-automatic, super" 
accurate terror. 

This is obviously an excellent target 
rifle since it shoots in bolt action rifle 
matches (it is not in the service rifle 
class). This gives it an excellent advan
tage in rapid fire competition: low recoil 
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and excellent accuracy. The potential for 
special unit or SW AT application is fan
tastic. As a counter-sniper weapon, it can 
shoot with pinpoint accuracy and yet 
allows for rapid follow-up shots. Most 
SWAT teams deploy with a bolt gun 
sniper and an AR-15 or M-16 l;>ackup. 
Now the same job can be done by one 
man if the situation allows, or you could 
have two semj-auto "accurate" snipers. 

I'm not advocating that this be a door
buster close-in gun; that is a job for shot
guns or full-automatic weapons. SWAT 
teams like the 5.56mm and 6mm car
tridges , since they are common, fairly 
accurate to very accurate, and have low 
accidental penetration so bystanders 
can't be blasted by a wild .308 round that 
went through four walls. 

What then is Mark's AR-15 all about 
;md what are its advantages? First, it is 
sold with the customer's choice of barrel, 
whether by Hart, Douglass, or whom
ever. The rifle weighs up to ll '12 pounds, · 
due to the heavy 24-inch barrel and steel 
forearm. About l '/2 pounds can be cut off 
by using an aluminum forearm. The 10 to 
11-pound weight allows for more shooting 

stability and lower recoil. Mark can ' t 
report on any 111alfunctions in 1700 
rounds of :firing-so it appears not to 
be temperamental. 

The M-16 straight line stock design 
with a pistol grip further reduces recoil 
anq adds to a more natural point of aim. 
This stock also allows for both right or 
left-hand use- a definite advantage over 
most bolt rifles . It has the lowered
training-time advantage for SWAT units, 
since they usually traip with AR-15s or 
M-16s . 

One very huge advantage to 6mm bolt 
guns over the 5.56mm autos is that they 
use an inherently more accurate round 
and they hit harder. Mitrk can rechamber 
the AR-15 bl11ster for a 6 x 45mm wildcat. 
He takes the 5.56mm case, necks it up 
to 6mm and bingo: a 6mm round that 
looks exactly like a baby .308. In fact, 
when loaded with Sierra 85-grain hollow
point boattail bullets in front of 25 grains 
of Hodgden powder, it has nearly identi
cal flight characteristics as the .308. This 
is a 2700-foot-per,second load, by the 
way. 
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This rifle can be built using the cus
tomer's choice of 6mm or 5.56mm 
government ammo. Or you can have it 
set up in both. The barrel , fore;um, and 
receiver come off as a group and can ·be 
replaced with the alternate setup or even 
the original M-16 barrel and forearm in 
less time than it takes to clean a .45. 

This gives obvious advantages of train
ing with easy-to-get 5.56 ammo, or even 
u.sing the .22 LR conversion kit, and yet 
when the need arises, 6mm handloads 
can be used. 

Needless to say, this setup, using a 
match grade 5.56mm barrel and ainmo, 
results in a vastly superior AR-15. I 
shot ope, using the 5.56 barrel and it was 
just great. But that 6mm is absolutely 
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Difference between upper receiver groups is 
evident in this photo. 

fantastic-accurate as hell and almost no 
recoil. I'rn not recoil shy; however, the 
reduction of recoil permits rapid recovery 
for an accurate follow-up shot. 

J had the opportunity to testfire Mark's 
6mm at the International Sportsman's 
Range in Broomfield, Colorado. A set of 
scope blocks had been installed and a 
scope was mounted for the first time. The 

Removal of carrying handle permits use of 
custom rear sights-Note special sight blocks. 

rifle held an awful set of 1 'h to two-inch 
groups at 100 yards. At 300 yards they 
went to five inches. We jerked the scope 
off and proceeded to fire 300-yard three
inch groups with iron sights, using the 
incorrect aperture for 300 yarqs. The 
bullseye loo!ced like a BB in a box car 
through that sight. Somehow I held a 
fairly tight refere11ce point and th!'.! rifle 
did the rest. Mark fired several rapid-fire 
ten-shot groups in 60 seconds in the 
sitting position at 200 yards and got 11/z 
to two inch groups. Now that's good 
shooting, especially if you figure in the 
h4man error. 

The scope problem is still a mystery; 
however, it appears that it isn 't good to 
mount scope blocks on the tube forearm. 
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The scope apparently belongs on the 
receiver, whether the carrying handle is 
utilized for a mount (a poor practice) or 
if special blocks are. made by Mark for 
your scope. The carrying handle is poor 
as a mount if the quick detachable scope 
mount is used-it just doesn't stay 
zeroed, due to movement. The handle 
could be utilized if permanent screws and 
bases were used to mount a scope. You 
should be aware that if the handle is 
retained, good iron sights cannot be used 
-a small matter to SWAT, a big con
sideration for target shooters. The use of 
the longer 24-inch barrel gives a much 
greater sight radius for the iron sight 
shooters , a nice advantage. 

The round steel forearm is totally free 
from contact with the barrel. It doesn't 
matter how much sling pressure is used , 
the barrel won't flex as it does with the 
standard AR-15/ M-16. This eliminates 
poor shot groups or missed shots. The 
forearm also spreads the mirage from 
barrel heat (an advantage to target 
shooters). One can also mount a hand 
stop like that which Mark's rifle has. 

Mark has obliged me and the readers 
of S.0.F. by giving us his modification 
steps in the order that he does them. 
Here goes: 

1. He disassembles the original rifle 
as supplied by the customer . . 

2. Taking the steel barrel blank (Mark 
prefers stainless steel-less corrosion) , 
he recontours it to a 1.0 inch diameter 
at the breech end and 0. 75 inch at the 
muzzle. 

3. He then cuts in the shank threads to 
fit the barrel extension. This is where the 
bolt fits. 

Blaster is excellen t at long range. Here 
·rapid-fire, 300-yard group is being fired. 
Rifle Is equally at home at 600 yards. 
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Note front sight blocks and no-contact, free- the exact chamber dimensions by mea
floatlng barrel. suring the difference between the unfired 

round and a fired case. 

4. The chamber is then cut in the 
barrel to very close tolerances. 

5. The barrel is then cut to the cus
tomer's requested length. Mark prefers 
24 inches. The crown is then cut in the 
muzzle. This is the final contact point 
between the barrel and the bullet. It has 
a tremendous effect on any rifle's ac
curacy. Mark uses a stepdown crown and 
then laps it for perfect concentricity. 

6. He then installs the barrel and re
ceiver group and test fires it to determine 

) 
I' 
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7. The rifle is then disassembled. The 
steel or aluminum forearm tube is cut 
from 2.0 inch 0.D. tube having a 0.125 
wall thickness; air holes are optional. 

8. A special barrel nut is made and 
threaded internally to match the receiver 
threads. The tolerances between the 
threads (class fit) is extremely tight to 
prevent slop and movement. 

9. A 0.25-inch diameter hole is then 
drilled in the forearm tube to provide 
access for a spanner wrench to tighten 
the tube on the receiver. 

10. He next locates and drills a gas 
tube hole through the barrel nut-to 
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Low recoil permits rifle to be held in any 
position-here note high position on stioulder. 

allow for the gas tube. Upon firing, the 
gas ·passes through this tube to work the 
action. This alignment must be perfect to 
insure functioning of the action during 
firing. 

11. He then locates the gas port hole 
position ·in the barrel and drills and reams 
it out. Burrs are elimin!J.ted inside the 
barrel by wire brushing and rereaming 
many times. 

12. He reams the gas fixture to 0.375 
inch and fastens it to the barrel. At this 
point, the bayonet, sight , and other junk 
on the gas tube may be removed if 
desired. This is a must if competition 
sights are used. I would recommend this 
to take advantage of the 24-inch sight 
radius of the longer barrel. 
13. Mark manufactures new trigger pins 
from hardened drill rod. These are tightly 
fitted to eliminate si.de play in the trigger 
assembly, which is essential for a target 
trigger in the AR-15. 

14. He drills and taps the receiver for 
external engagement and screws on the 
trigger (alien h\'!ad). This allows for trig
ger adjustment. 

15. The angles on both engagement 
sears (hammer and trigger) are changed. 
The normal M~16/ AR-15 trigger when 
pulled has a slight camming effect on the 
hammer-this modification eliminates 
this problem. It also allows for an adjust
ment down to 3 1/2-pounds pull. The re
sulting trigger is so crisp that it feels 
much lighter. 

16. The disconnector is reworked to 
prevent accide.ntal full-auto fire on any 
of the rifles AR-15 or M-16. This might be 
optional on an M-16 for police use. 

17. The rifle is then reassembled and 
fired 20 to 30 rounds to test the gas 
system and trigger function. 

18. Any spedal sight work is completed 
at this point. Mark makes his own iron 
sight bases, since no~e are commercially 
available. He will also install the hand 
stop or sling swivels or both at this time. 

19. He then polishes the barrel and 
glass b·ea°ds it, using a sand blaster. Then 
all requested parts are blued. 

20. The rifle is boxed up with all left
over parts and returned to its owner. 

In order to have an AR-15 or M-16 
converted, it is not necessary to send the 
whole rifle to Mark-just tpe upper and 
lower receiver. When the rifle is finished, 
you can use the old barrel, forearm, 
etc., on it when you want, provided you 
keep your oid gas system parts-'-a nice 
feature! 

Well, that's about it, an AR-15 or M-16 
that even I love . Howev~r. if you like the 
wildcat 6mm or 5.56 cartridge or you have 
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a preference for the black gun-this is a 
great way to go. I, as I said before, feel 
this is a super sniper/ counter-sniper rifle 
for police or special use in urban areas . 
As a battlefield weapon I still like the 
7.62 since it can penetrate vehicles or 
buildings much better. For SWAT use , 
the Blaster is a natural , provided heavy 
caliber guns are available for backup and 
heavy duty use. The target shooter and 
special unit rifleman will appreciate its 
accuracy, firepower, and great reliability. 

Mark can be reached at the Bighorn 
Trading Co., 1707 14th, Boulder, Colo-

rado 80302. His prices vary between 
$275.00 and $350.00, depending on your 
specifications. Don 't be in a hurry to 
get your rifle back: you know how gun
smiths are . 

In parting, let me pass along my own 
unoriginal shooting philosophy: " only 
hits count"-and hits you can count on 
with this rifle. 
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Left: Soi.Ith African troopers are adept at 
turning hostile bush into livable area. Note 
" sidewalk " constructed from beer and soft 
drink cans. 

Right: Ovambo store owner and interpreter for 
South African Army poses by his pickup, 
blown up by terrorists landmine night before. 
SW APO terrorist who planted mine was ap
prehended folhiwing day with indirect assist 
from SOF editor. 
Below: typical .view of the terrain in S.W. 
Africa. Flat land as far as you can see, covered 
with sparse bush and spotted with native 
"kraals." Area Is d ifficult to seal off as ave
nues of approach are many kilometers wide. 
Contact by ambush is mostly by luck . 

Tc:ctics & Techniques 
SouthWest Africa Update 

by Rebert Ko Blown 
Below: Members of a S.A . parachute battalion on their way to ri fle range. Note unique silhouette targets. 
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Above: Ovambo troops participate in platoon 
attacR exercise. Author found these troops to 
be aggressive; employed fire and movement 
techniques effectively. 
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Left and belQw: Author is assaulted by camp 
mascot in South African Army base near 
Angol<!n border in South West Africa; solves 
problem in typical SOF fashion . 

Above: Ovambo tribesman and white South 
Africans function as well-knit team in this 
mounted infantry unit. Ovambos are used as 
!rackets, carry rifle grenades to break contact 
iri case of ambush . 

Below: In this ter~ain, high tree is all one can 
hope for for observation point. 
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SOF staffer Al J. Venter, veteran cor
respondent of Africa's wars, revolutions, 
and coups, arranged through the South 
African Army 's Public Relations Office 
for a tour of the South West Africa 
operational area for SOF Editor Brown. 

The date of the flight from Pretoria to 
S. W.A. was· pushed up one day. The 
schedule forqed Brown to hitchhike sev
eral hundred kilometers from a large 
ranch in south eastern Rhodesia where he 
was visiting Vietnam veterans who are 
working qs security guards. 

The following day, he flew on a C-130 
with his escort to SWA, where he was 
briefed at a main base ca~p~ Subse
quently, he journeyed by Alouette and 
Puma helicopters to various forward 
opera,tional bases nea/ the Arigo/an 
border where he interviewed numerous 
troopers and assessed 
war-techniques, t~ctics, 
ment. 

the terrorist 
and equip~ 

Brown saw no action, though his 
presence indirectly assisted in the cap
ture of ·one terrorist. The night before 
arriving in one f orward base camp, a 
civilian vehicle owned by an Ovambo 
store keeper and interpreter for the S.A. 
Defense Force hit a land mine, killing the 
driver and ser(ously wounding the other 
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occupants. The young terrorist ha¢ stood 
in the road with his bicycle near the mine 
he had planted, detouring several 
vehicles around him: When the vehicle 
he wanted to destroy came into view, he 
simply moved his bicycle off into the 
bush. And boom! 

The following day Brown's chopper 
arrived in camp. Concurrently, the base 
intelligence officer rushed up to the CO 
and told him that informants had just 
identified and located the terr. And could 
he borrow the chopper to apprehend him, 
as the terr might move at any time. 
Since a chopper was there, it was made 
avaiiable and in less than an hour the 
terr was apprehended and transported 
back to base camp for interrogation. 

Brown 's notes and observations fol-
low: · 

TERRAIN AM) SITUATION 

The border between Angola and South 
West Africa ·in the military area I visited 

"Ratel," South Africa's new APC, has been 
desc.ribeq by western military experts as one 
of best infantry fighting vehicles available. 
~ot!! firing ports; smoke grenad13 launchers 
on turret. 

runs for about 450 kilometers. The ter
rain, stark, flat, and featureless, is 
covered with 20-foot-high bush. 

When questioned as to how the ·South 
Africans secured such a long porous 
border, (the whole border is essentially 
one big "avenue of approach") one SWA 
base. commander replied, "I concentrate 
most of my operations in and around the 
more densely populated areas. Of 
course, we also run ops along the border 
on an irregular basis to preclude estab
lishing any definite pattern. I also deploy 
my uriits in depth." 

The border area is broken down into 
two "Military Areas," which have a 
troop strength the equivalent of a U.S. 
Army reinforced brigade. The number of 
companies in each battalion is deter
mined by that particular battalion's 
mission and the number of square 
kilometers in its particular area of op
erations. The same criteria are used to 
determine the number of armored 
vehicles assigned to each battalion, 
which in turn are attached to the bat
talion's companies. 

A permanent mobile reserve of para
troopers are stationed at the Military 
Area Headquarters. Normally, they are 
inserted by helicopter. 
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The importance of choppers in this 
nasty terrorist war is as great as in Viet
nam. All untarred roads must be care
fully swept for mines, which makes it 
impossible to reinforce quickly by land. 
Furthermore, these roads become im
passible during the three-month rainy 
season. 
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The battalion and company bases are 
fairly permanent and can be compared to 
our fire bases in Vietnam. Twenty to 
25 percent of the combat troops remain 
at the bases; the remainder are out on 
ops. 

Above: Brown listens to analysis of South 
African political situation by I. Kathrada and 
G. Munsook, members of Exeeutive Council of 
South African Indian Council, who were on 
an orientation tour. 
Left: Typical machine gun bunker at Forward 
operational base near Angolan border. 
SW APO units have yet to attempt to over
run such bases; prefer to avoid security 
forces and intimidate populace. 
Below left: Author and escort prepare to 
enter French-made Punia chopper. Heli
copters provide only reliable method of 
transportation during three-month rainy 
season, due to lack of tarred roads. 

TERRORIST MODUS OPERANDI 
SWAPO's base camps are located 

between 30 to 100 kilometers north of 
the Angolan border. These bases serve as 
SWAPO's section headquarters. Africans 
who are kidnapped or recruited or lured 
to SW APO's standards under false 
pretenses rondezvous at these bases 
where they are evaluated. The most 
qualified are sent overseas for specialist 
or advanced train ing. The remainder are 
trained at these bases for three to six 
months. 

As one South African Army colonel 
pointed out, " This is not a thorough 
training cycle when you consider that all 
instruction must be conducted with 
interpreters .' ' 

After completing training, the SW APO 
recruit moves to an operational base 
which normally is close by a logistical 
base. Subsequently, they are sent to 
operational bases six to 10 kilometers 
inside Angola, which are temporary 
and which are moved on a weekly or even 
daily basis. 

From these bases they infiltrate into 
South West Africa. Within 10 klicks of 
the border SW APO units tend to be 
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aggressive. They will pick the time and 
place if they wish to engage. Normally, 
they rely on a short but heavy volume 
of fire and then break contact . In this 
type of contact the MGs will fire a belt 
of ammo, the riflemen a couple of mag
azines of AK ammo and the RPG team 
will fire one or two rounds quring a one 
or two minute contact. 

However, as SW APO units move 
further south into South West Africa 
or Namibia, as it will be called in the 
near future , they avoid contact with the 
security forces. In fact, the only contacts 
are by accident , unless the security forces 
are successful in tracking them down. 

TERRORIST INTIMIDATION 

The terrorists ' main objective is to 
intimidate the Ovainbo population in 
South West Africa in order to win the 
elections and take total control. The type 
of intimidation differs from the areas near 
the SW A - Angola border and further 
south . Along the border murder and 
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atrocities are common practice, while 
further south threats are more common. 
The terrs will tell tribesmen, ''Either you 
do as we say or the same thing will 
happen to you that happened to 'Mr. X' 
up near the border." 

The main terrorist objective is to weak
en the influence of the local tribal authori
ties. SW APO labels the present Ovambo 
leadership as puppets of the South 
Africans, calling them "black Boers." 

SWAPO 's policy of intimiqation got 
into full swing in 1976. It was and is 
targeted against tribal authorities, the 
Ovambo government, and those support
ing the government. All churches and 
missionaries are also targeted, with the 
exception of the Lutheran church, which 
is well disposed toward and aids SW APO. 

Major Hans Stempfle, who was my 
escort during my tour of the SW A op
erational area, explained why mutilation 
was a far more effective intimidation 
tool than murder. "The Ovambo tribes
man is very stoic and fatalistic. Simple 
killing does not have the impact on 
tribal members as does, say, cutting off 

Above left: As in forward operational bases 
in most combat zones, "field expedient" 
devices help provide minimum of creature 
comforts. Here, S.W. African troopers use 
shower made out of surplus pipes and faucets. 

Above right: This towed cook stove has suf
ficient burners and ovens to prepare lf:!!>d for 
250 men . It accompanies ' troops to semi
permanent bases. 

Left: This wa ter tower constructed out of 
corrugated iron provides gravity flow water for 
outside shower. Hot water device, to right of 
water tower, is constructed out of 55-gallon 
drums. 

Right: Author examines field-expec;lient wash
ing machine. Steel 30-gal. c;lrum has been 
placed on frame. Clothes, water, and SOllP are 
inserted; top locked in place. Power to turn 
handle is provided by whoever qwns clothes. 

arms and legs or noses and ears and then 
forcing the victim's wife to fry and eat 
the flesh." 

INTE;LLIGENCE 

Developing intelligence is difficult. 
One S.A. Sergeant Major stated, "Who 
ever gives the last political speech or 
shows a presence in a kraal is the party 
who has current influence in the area. 
If a SW APO representative speaks, the 
tribesman will appear to be an ardent 
SW APO supporter and vice-versa when 
we appear. The natives volunteer infor
mation like children. If they feel safe, 
they are just as likely to provide us with 
intelligence as they are to SWAPO. If 
we follow spoor into a kraal and there 
is a terrorist presence, the people will 
say they have been asleep and have seen 
nothing ." 

Another factor affecting the situation 
is the "strongman concept" amongst 
the tribes. They are far more impressed 
with "strength" than they are political 
ideologies. For instaq.ce, after South 
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African forces struck SW APO bases in 
Angola on 31 May 1978, the "Jungle 
Telegraph " quickly passed the word 
throughout the tribes. For almost two 
months , the tribesmen were far more 
cooperative and friepdly to the South 
African forces and provided a great deal 
more intelligence than normal. 

.POPULATION AND RESOURCES 
CONTROL 

As in any insurgency situation, 
countermeasures, to be effective , must 
be tailored to the particµlar culture 
threatened by the insurgents. A case 
in point is the concept of "Protected 
Villages" as they are known in Rhodesia 
or "Strategic Hamlets" as they were 
known in Vietnam. 

The South African authorities con
sidereq this option but decided that due 
to the Ovambo tribal culture and tradi
tions , such a program would cause more 
trouble than it would be worth; that the 
hostility such a program would engender 
would ·outweigh the benefits of separat
ing the bulk of the tribesmen from the 
terrorists. 

"We try to separate the terrodsts 
from tbe local population," commented 
a South African Army colonel, "but it 
is extremely difficult as the terrorists 
are members of th.e same tribe and often 
have family in the kraals they enter . 
The terrorists wear civilian clothes un
derneath their camouflage uniforms and 
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Author discusses future of South West Africa 
with Ovambo Minister of Education Peter 
Colin Kalangula at brigade base camp in South 
West Africa . SW APO terrorists have members 
of Ovambo government and tribal authorities 
on their hit list. 

simply strip them off and blend in with 
the populace when necessary.'' 

SAFE AREAS 

As has been the case in past counter
insurgent programs, the individual 
South African soldier feels he could be 
more effective if the South African 
forces could follow one of the cardinal 
principles of counter-insurgency-strike 
the enemy in his base camps or safe 
areas. 

"We can 't do it as regularly as we 
would like ," pointed out one South 
African officer who had spent two years 
in the operational area, "due to the 
political and international situation. You 
saw what happened when we went in 
and hit the SW APO bases in Angola. " 
Shades of Vietnam! 

S.A.ARMOR 

The South Africans, like the Rho
desians, have developed a number of 
unique, mine-proofed wheeled armored 
vehicles that operate effectively in the 
flat, sandy, bush-covered terrain. 

One of the most impressive of this 
generation of infantry fighting vehicles 
is the "Ratel, " named after a South 
African mammal similar to our badger. 
Development of the Ratel began three 
years ago and the first one rolled off the 
production line only a year later. It 
appears there is a lesson here that could 
be learned by foot-dragging boondog
glers in our own U.S. Army procurement 
system, who are still diddling around 
(and have been for seven1l years) trying 
to develop and manufacture a replace
ment for the now obsolescent M-113 
armored personnel carrier. 

The Ratel carries a 20mm main gun 
(type is classified) and a 7.62mIT). coaxally 
mounted machine gun; weighs 3500 
pounds and has a maximum speed of 
65 mph. Range, type of suspension, 
armor and engine are classified. It carries 
a crew of 10. The crew commander is 
also the driver, operates the 20mm gun , 
and leads the crew when they dismount , 
According to the 1978 edition of Defense 
and Foreign Affairs Handbook, the 
South Africans have 500 Ratels available . 

The South Africans have a number of 
more recently developed armored troop 
carriers in their inventory in South West 
Africa , which are operational though 
also classified. These armored troop 
carriers have been specifically designed 
to provide protection from the most 
powerful of Russian-made landmines. 

Continued on page 68 
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This Time On Film 
The Wild Geese Fly Again 

It 's taken the second Katangese in
vasion of Zaire (formerly the old Congo 
Republic) to rekindle memories about an 
episode in the middle-60s , when a band 
of white mercenaries tinder the legendary 
Col. Mike Hoare battled rebel Simba 
forces on their own ground and won. 

Hoare 's 5 Commando gained kudos 
on several fronts. We now also know that 
the mere operation was partially CIA 
financed, supported and directed. Unlike 
the abortive Angola debacle of a few 
years ago it was successful. · 

It was during this Congo operation 
which had its share of ups and several 
dismal downs that an unmarked plane
known to contain dead and dying mercs
landed in Rhodesia in the middle of the 
night. At the time-and this little inci
dent is not fiction-there were numerous 
mysterious telephone calls from the 
Kariba control tower to unlisted num
bers; a few paragraphs in the morning 
papers noting the activity at the airfield 
late at night and then-complete silence 
thereafter on the incident. 

The perfect ingredients for a novel. 
From these facts Daniel Carney, author of 
the book The Wild Geese has woven the 
most exciting story about mercenaries 
to come out of Africa. 
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by Al l \enter 

Above: Old mere "war horse" colonel Mike 
Hoare of Congo 5 Commando tame was 
technical and military advisor on set of Wild 
Geese. 

Below : Jack (Ronald Frazer) and Rater (Rich
ard Harris) run with other meres for safety of 
Dakota airplane, near climax of movie. 

In 1968 a Dakota aircraft-which is 
still in Rhodesia today-did land at 
Kariba under mysterious circumstances. 
Carney believes that the precious cargo 
carried by the plane was the former 
Katangese leader Moise Tshombe. 

The Wild Geese is not just an ordinary 
adventure story. Carney 's characters are 
real people who did exist; he polishes 
each individual like a piece of old silver 
until they glow with life. Carney 's des
criptions-more than adequately brought 
to life on film-are totally believable; 
his descriptions of jungle training in 
Mozambique, a paratroop raid, and the 
mercenaries ' subsequent betrayal are 
enthralling and accurate. 

It's not altogether surprising that the 
emotions of men under fire are grip
pingly described. Daniel Carney himself 
lives and works in R.hodesia where he is 
at present writing a new novel, while 
serving with Rhodesian security forces 
for six weeks out of every 12. 

He knows only too well the agonies of 
guerrilla warfare and the loneliness of 
keeping night watch in the bush country 
around Kariba. This is tough stuff. 

The Wild Geese is the first motion 
picture to present an authentic, explosive 
no-punches-pulled 'portrayal of modern 
mere soldiers; their recruitment, train-
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ing, comradeship, and way of life . It 
includes gliqipses of their terrors and 
their triumphs, their sweat and sorrows, 
their living and their dying, as well as 
the kind of cameraderie th.at goes with 
the personality of these dogs of war. 

The story tells of a band of 50 steel
hard meres who undertake a terrifying 
mission in which they go into dangerous , 
sweltering Central Africa-very much 
like the old Congo-to rescue and bring 
out a deposed and imprisoned black 
President. Tshombe and CIA overtones 
are manifest. 

The Wild Geese is as topical and as 
dramatic as yesterday 's newspapers ' 
headlines. It is probably the biggest and 
most star-studded (and most expensive) 
British action picture since the days of 
Lawrence of Arabia and The Guns of 
Navarone. 

Below: Enemy plane napalms one of trucks 
comm<!ndeered by meres in their atte111pt to 
reach safeiy after being doublecrossed by their 
employer . SOF staffers previewed The Wild 
Geese in Jo'burg. Will have to see it second 
time to count how many get greased. 
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Above: On location with Wild Geese in Africa 
- Enemy Simba troops rush over dead body of 
Rater (Richard Harris) in pursuit of escaping 
Dakota aircraft. 

. Left: Cameras roll on set of Wild Geese, as 
meres defend themselves against attacking 
Simbas. 

The cast is as remarkable. It includes 
Richard Burton , Roget tvfoore , Richard 
Harris , and Hardy Kruger, who left his 
farm on the foothills of Mount Kiliman
jaro to travel to South Africa to make the 
film . 

Other notables include Frank Finlay, 
Kenneth Griffith, Stewart Granger, 
Ronald Fraser, Jack Watson and Ian 
Yule. 

It is interesting to note that Yule was 
one of Mike Hoare ' s original meres in 
the Congo. He served with distinction in 
5 Commando and took part in several 
battles similar to those depicted in the 
film. 

In the film Richard Burton plays the 
role of Colonel Allen Faulkner, a tough, 
rugged , hard-living, hard-drinking 
soldier of fortune who loves to fight for 
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Col. Allen Faulkner, played by Richard Bur
ton , is CO of meres. In this scene he kills close 
friend who has been wounded and is about to 
be captured by pursuing enemy. Casting was 
well done. All actors are convincing in their 
parts. 

Below: Wild Geese mere unit on parade 
ground on location in Northern Transvaal, 
Republic of South Africa. British film producer 
Evan Lloyd considered several other black 
African nations but refused to pay necessary 
bribes for cooperation . 

Above: Richard Harris portrays Rater Janders , 
iron-hand mere and brilliant tactician , who 
writes op order for mission and who here 
" buys the farm . " 



Right: German actor Hardy Krueger plays 
Peter Coetzee, South African policeman 
familiar with area in which action takes place. 
Here Krueger prepares to silently dispatch 
sentry with crossbow. 

Center right: Roger Moore, Ric~ard Harris, 
Ian Yule, and Jack Watson in stolen jeep on 
way out of enemy territory. 

Above: Special effects are impressive visually 
but exaggerated from technical standpoint 
in several instances . Here enemy trooper flies 
into air with assistance of hidden trampoline. 

Right: John Kani cuts loose with his Uzi as 
meres attempt to evade pursuing enemy. 
W i ld Geese is accurate-from weaponry to 
uniforms. 

Continued on page 75 
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Riding & Fighting With Greys Scouts 

The Cavalry Rides Again ... 
by Major L Ho"Mike"Williams 

Part 2-Umtali 
A t the end of 1975, L. H. "Mike" 

Williams, a former U.S. Army officer 
with the 10th Special Forces, 77th 
Special Forces Group, and JOJst Air
borne, who had fought with Michael 
Hoare 's meres in the Congo in the 1960s, 
returned to Africa, looking for that ''one 
last war. ·' After checking out Zaire and 
Zambia, Williams headed for Salisbury, 
Rhodesia, where at Army headquarters 
he accepted a commission as captain in 
the Rhodesian Army. 

His first duty was to command ''un
usual troops·' of colored and Asian 
soldiers, briefly at 3 Protection Company, 
Mt. Darwin, a small Rhodesian town 
northeast of Salisbury, and one month 
later, at 5 Protection Company. 5 Com
pany was responsible for guarding a 
vital rail link and bridge at Rutenga in 
the southeastern operational area. 

The railway line segment linking the 
Ingazi bridge with Rutenga is 80 kins long 
and runs through the middle of two 
Tribal Trust Lands, Matibi No. 1 on the 
northeast and Belingwe on the southwest 
directly across the railroad tracks. The 
latter TTL was a noncurfew area with 
iota/freedom of movement, white Matibi 
1, a curfew area, was a hotbed for terror
ists, who would zap trains as they passed, 
then simply run across the tracks and 
disappear. 

The countryside to be guarded was 
equally difficult. The railway snaked and 
twisted through cuts whose embank
ments rose almost vertically frdm either 
side of the tracks . Further south to 
Rutenga open areas stretched for: 500 
to 600 meters broken by kopjes or hills 
of rock with heavy bush providing ex
cellent fields of fire . cover, and con
cealment. 

Williams believed that the answer to 
the problems of terrain was to combine 
mounted patrols by day with foot patrols 
at night, giving the infantry time during 
the day to rest, with those awake OPing 
the railroad tracks with binoculars. On 
his arrival at Rutenga, he went to Bob 
Van der Sande, a local rancher, for 
horses and tack and to the JOC Rutenga 
commander for permission to carry out 
his plans. Having received horses and 
tentative approval from headquarters, 
Williams set out to train his troops. 

As a second-class ride was better than 
a first-class walk, he had no problem 
getting volunteers. There were no formal 
classes in equitation. The drill was to 
bring out the horse, introduce the 
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''rider'' to the horse and get him 
mounted, point the horse in the re
quired direction, urging the rider to 
hang on, and finally, if necessary, pick 
up the rider and take him to the medics. 
Casualties were surprisingly few, how
ever, after one trooper landed headfirst 
in a ihorn bush. People stayed on. 

Williams next set up a field expedient 
range to condition the horses to auto
matic weapons and grenade fire and the 
troopers to firing while running the 
course. Firing was done at the walk, 
trot, and canter. They were also trained 
to execute standard infantry formations 
while mounted: echelon right, echelon 
left, line of skirmishers, etc. 

The remainder of instruction was on 
the job training. Williams found that, in 
addition to the tremendous increase in 
mobility, the horses were an added 
bonus since they terrified the Africans. 

His first headquarters was at Rutenga, 
the southern terminus of his area of 
responsibility, with platoon headquarters 
spaced at intervals between Rutenga and 
lngezi, but Sarahuru, located roughly 
midway along the line segment with 
water, unloading facilities, grazing and 
a house for a C.P. , proved better from a 
command and control standpoint. 

Suddenly the terrs came alive when 
two trains, northbound from Rutenga, 
passed through Sarahuru. The first got 
through; the second was derailed by 
Russian . TNT detonated electrically. 
When Williams and his troops reached 
the scene, there was a lot of movement 
in a kraal on the M atibi side of tlie track. 
When Williams put up a flare, people 
started running into the bush. The pla
toon sergeant got his people in a line of 
skirmishers and began firing at the 
running figures as the troops swept 
through the kraal. This had been no 
spontaneous bugout but a planned 
evacuation. 

Three nights later, on 4 July 1976, the 
line was blown again in the same place. 
Williams and his men arrived at the 
scene at 2230 hours, where they were 
met by two guides. Horses would be 
brought up at first light for a follow-up. 
The troops started off on an approach 
march toward a kraal, which the guides 
had pointed out, about 30'0 ineters away. 
The wedge formation moved into a line 
of skirmishers, and Williams took four 
men, leaving the platoon sergeant with 
the formation, and scouted out the 
neare.st huts. After their return, an AK 
opened up from some food huts on the 
side of the hill. 

Putting up flares , Williams and his 
men began firing. Tracers were hitting 
the huts; ricocheting over the ridge line 
to the rear 'of the food huts, until the 
whole kraal was afire. The troops got up 
and assaulted, using marching fire. Two 
bodies and AK brass were found later 
near thefdod huts. 

At first light, choppers with fire force 
came in but were unable to track the 
terrs, since the locals had deliberately 
obliterated their traces by milling their 
cattle, whose hooves crushed all signs of 
terr boots. 

After this action there were no further 
terr operations against the railroad until 
four months later in November, by which 
time Williams had been transferred to 
6 Protection Company at Umtali. 

I received a signal from Hq. Protec
tion Companies to report .to Cranborne. 
During his last visit to Sarahuru, the com
manding officer had stated he was going 
to transfer me, as the problem with the 
rail iine had been contained for a while. 

When l reported to Cranborne, l was 
briefed and told that 6 Protection Com
pany based outside Umtali needed a tem
porary commanding officer. 
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The horses and 5 Company would have 
to get along without me for a while. 

The stay at 6 Company was a busy one, 
as its troops were scattered from hell to 
brea1'fast all over the place with various 
security commitments. I got to see a 
large chunk of Rhodesian real estate, 
however, but the only unit seeing any 
action, at the time, was a platoon near 
Mt. Selinda on the border with Mozam
bique. They were immediately across 
from Frelimo troops and were rotated 
about two or three times a week for a 
short period until the Freddie~ quieted 
down. ' 

During one of my trips to Mt. Selinda 
to check on the troops, I raq into Capt. 
Tony Stephens, 0.C. of Grey 's Scouts . 
He invited me to a funeral which, at that 
time, was something of a novelty. Our 
kill ratio then was roughly 11 gqoks to 
one of our troops. This was to change! 

I agreed and went to services held for 
Trooper Castleman, a Grey's Scout killed 
during a big contact in Gona-re-Zhou 
Game Reserve. The Grey's had flushed a 
large group of terrs and recruits heading 
for Mozqmbique. The chase lasted all 
day and when the smoke had cleared 
somewhere around 47 terrs had been 
wasted. Trooper Castleman had been 
shot in the head py a terr hiding in tall 
grass. 

After the services were completed, an 
old fashioned Irish-style wake was held 
at the Chipinga Hotel. It lasted 'til 0300. 
Death in Rhodesia is a constant com
panion for combat troops but has, I 
think, a deeper impact because almost 
everyone has kin of some type serving 
in the bush. 

When I returned to Umtali, I was asked 
by the Brigade Commander if I could 
scout out an area near the border for him 
in reference to defensive installations. 
He wanted to know if the horses were 
capable of operating in particularly 
rugged terrain. I got on to 5 Company 
and requested Sergeant Major Richard
son to lead the horses on to a cattle car 
and get to Umtali ASAP. 

When the horses, Richardson , and the 
troops arrived in Umt;ili, the chances 
of moving them covertly were nil. The 
bush telegraph operates about as fast 
as its 20th Century counterpart. Unload
ing, saddling, and moving out took us 
through a portion of Umtali and the 
Houts went bananas. Women and chil
dren jumped µp and ran pelting down the 
back alleys. Every gook in Mozambique 
probably knew we were· there an hour 
after we saddled up. We kept the horses 
at the local fairgroupds where stables, 
fodder, and water were available. The 
next mqrning I reported to the Brigade 
Cqmmander for briefing. When he had 
said " rugged terrain" he wasn't exag
gerating. Security prevents any details 
of a tactical nature but the terrain chosen 
for the recon was damned near vertical 
and high. 
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I had managed to get some Uzi SMGs 
while we were at Sarahuru and the pros
pect of climbing with them was a hellova 
lot bett"'r than trying to lug an FN or SLR 
with eight mag.azines up tpe side of a 
mountain. 

The Brigadier told his quartermaster 
to give me what I needed. Supplies in 
Rhodesia, of any kind, are carefully con
served, thanks to sanctions imposed by 
the UN who, in their wisdom (?) consider 
little Rhodesia "a threat to internationql 
peace." At any rate, I got what we 
needed, mixing up ration packs to give 
us a tasty mixture of African and Euro
pean food. Against Sergeant Major 
Richardson's advice i succeeded in get
ting us three additional mounts. Two 
little bay mares and a sorrel gelding gave 
us more muscle. I was later to regret not 
listening to S/ M Richardson . 

Two Grey's discuss a "Sit-Rep" at Enkomo 
Barracks near Salisbury before moving out to 
operational zones. Good intelligence and 
proper prior planning are two keys to their suc
cessful operations. 

By this time, the troops I had brought 
up from Sarahuru realized they were now 
out of the Protection Company role of 
glorified security guards and would have 
a better opportunity to engage in a 
strictly offensive type operation. Their 
morale was noticeably higher than it 
had been in Sarahuru. Relatively low 
morale there was a result of long periods 
of inactivity. 

After the action of 4 July 1976, the ter
rorists had left the area around Sarahuru 
and Ngungubane, pulling back south
wards toward Chikombedze, where they 
smashed in the door to an African school
teacher's house, dragged him into the 
school playground and held him while 
students were marched into the square. 
Once assembled, they were forced to 
watch while the self-styled " Freedom 

Fighters" poured petrol over the teacher 
and threw a match on him. 

Following a day's rest for the horses, 
we saddled up and moved out from Um
tali, heading for the "rt.!gged terrain" 
we were assigned to reconnoiter. Climb
ing through scattered bush , the views 
from the mountains were really impres
sive. It was October and the air was clear 
and cold. Late that evening we rode into 
an artillery bivouac heavily dug in and 
camouflaged. 

At the appearance of the horses, the 
artillery men stopped their volleyball 
game and watched pop-eyed as we qis
mounted and started looking for a place 
to picket the animals for the night. The 
young lieutenant who was in command 
walked ()ver and introduced himself. 

"Sir, if we have to fire, what will the 
horses do? Have they spe,p.t any time 
around artillery before?" he fl§ked , 
eyeing Bossikopf, my big - ~tallicin, 
nervously. 

I looked at the guns, their long barrels 
pointing tpward Frelimo positions. " In 
answer to your 'question , lieutenant, the 
qorses will do precisely what you thi!)k 
they are going to do, and no, they haven't 
spe1'\t apy time around artillery before." I 
lit a cigar and looked at Bossikopf who 
was looking at the guns. "Furthermore, 
when you fire, they will spend about 1/2 a 
second before they vacate the premise~- " 
I pointed toward a thick clump of trees 
some one hundred meters to the rear 
of the guq positions. "How about that 
area? " I asked. 

"Yes, sir, that 's fine." He watched 
while SI M Richardson led the horses into 
the trees and then invited me over to the 
bunker where he broke out a cold Lion 
ale. 

Among the horses we had was a lO
year-old buckskin gelding named, appro
priately, Fruitcake. A gift from a Salis
bury riding school, Fruitcake had quite 
a "combat" record. In my first encounter 
with him, I had enlisted · the aid qf a 
Grey's Scout's farrier to shoe Fruitcake 
before we took him to Sarahuru. It took 
us three hours to put four shoes on the 
crazy ' bastard. During the melee, I was 
kicked, the farrier bitten, two African 
stable boys kicked , one Africap ~table 

boy pospitalized with a ruptured kidney 
as a result of Fruitcake's final pacting 
shot with his two new rear shoes. In Sara
huru, Fruitcake announced his arr.ival 
by running head-on into ·a thorn bush, 
putting his rider in the hospital. 

I was fervently hoping that the first 
burst of RPD fire I was· sure we were 
going to get would turn this horse into 
lion bait. 

A word here to the horse lovers among 
you. I have been around these animals, 
intermittently, most of my life. They 
will do things no self-respeeting mule 
could think of doing. Regardless qf the 
relative stability of their temperament, 
they are hard animals . One crazy horse 
can, and will , set off a docile groµp into 
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a wild stampede like a bunch of spotted
ass apes. I have been bitten, kicked, 
stamped, and hit in the face with the top 
of one's hammer head . To the outraged 
equestrian enthusiast who decries these 
harsh weirds and happily canters ih horse 
shows, immaculately gi rbed, on_ce a 
week, let me point out this-haviiig a love 
affair with a pimipered jumper and riding 
a cranky, spooky bush pony day in and 
day out are two completely different 
things . 

The Sunday ri'der doesn't live with his 
animal ro1,ni.d the clock. He doesn't ride 
through and over terrain a billy goat 
would balk at, knowing that the first 
burst of automatic fire may result in 
his mount bolting, making it momen
tarily impossible to return fire, and turn
ing the rider into a choice target. I do 
not believe in mistreating horses . i do 
believe in utilizing them militarily to their 
flillest capability. They are, as is a T-10 
parachute, a means, of transport' that is 
designed to get a soldier from Point ~ to 
Point B with the specific purpose of kill
ing the enemy on arrival. 

Fruitcake was duly picketed to a sturdy 
log formed by the dead ti:urik of a small 
tree . S/ Major Richardson and I unrolled 
our sleeping bags and tried to get some 
sleep, fully realizing that come tomorrow 
things could get very unpleasant indeed. 

At 0400 all hell broke loose. Bossikopf 
bit and kicked Fruitcake, who reacted by 
rearing and pulling the stump out of the 
ground. Whirling, he ran .several steps 
to escape the . stallion's teeth. The log, 
trailing from the picket rope jabbed him 
suddenly in: the ass. ,The stampede was 
on. The two little mares started whinny
ing in fear at the apparifion pounding 
down the road past them. Bossikopf, 
thinking Fruitcake was trying to mount 
his harem, started kicking, putting dents 
in the door of a vehicle parked behind 
him. 

Outside the artillery perimeter there 
were trip . flares and anti-personnel 
mines . As S/ Maj . Richardson and I 
staggered out of our sleeping bags, Fruit
cake's log set off a flare and the gelding 
turned and came galloping back up the 
road that led into the camp. Richardson 
grab.bed the picket rope when the log 
wedged itself between two trees , halting 
the wild dash. 
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J'leedless to say, the camp was in a 
Stand-To condition as a result of the 
chaos. The MAG gunner saved the day 
by exercising rare fire discipline and not 
hosing the sector Fruitcake's flare had 
illuminated. 

At first light, under the baleful glares 
of the artillery meh, a sheepish formation 
of horse cavairy trotted out of the camp. 
We felt we'd have a better chance with 
Frelimo than with the bleary-eyed sur
vivors of "Fruitcake's Last Charge." 

As I trotted Bossikopf past the lieu
tenant, the Rhodesian looked. up and 
begged, "Sir if you're coming back this 
way, could you give us a miss and keep 
going?'' Bossikopf answered his plea 
with an ignominious fart. I booted hiin 
into a canter. 

The trail we were following harrowed 
and the bush became progressively 
thicker. I halted the column and sent two 
of our people ahead on foot, giving their 
hoi:ses to the last rider in the formation. 
I had deliberately put the two mares at 
Hie rear of the column, leading out with 
Bossikopf, to try and keep him upwind 
and away from them. So far, he had 
behaved himself very well with no has
sles. 

The objective area towered over us 
and I studied it carefully through the 
binos. No sign of life. That didn't mean 
there wasn't any . I didn't see any sun
light reflecting off AK barrels ... yet . 

We kept climbing. The horses wete 
now being led, as the ground underfoot 
had turned into an intermittent series 
of roots that could cause an animal 
to fall and break a leg. 

"Sergeant Major, how are you keep
ing?" I looked carefully at Richardson. 
He was 60 if he was a day. White hair, 
now soaked with sweat. His face had a 
pasty sheen to it and his camo shirt was 
soaked. 

" Fine, sir." No hint of strain , but I 
knew he was hurting . 

"Prepare to Mount!" Patrols vary from one 
to six days with patrol members carrying. all 
their own gear plus feed for their horses. The 
Grey's can follow tracks for hours yet still go 
into action fresh with speed and surprise on 
their side. 

"Alamo one, this is two." It was the 
scout detail ahead. I pressed the handset 
on the A-76. 

"Two, this is Alamo One, go." 
'.' No sign of tracers but we heard 

voices just now." 
"Roger, keep me advised, out." 
We moved slowly rtow, conscious <if 

the stillness in the trees. No birds, no 
sounds. 

I stopped at the edge of the treeline. 
Ahead, perhaps SO meters, the ground 
started a sharp drop steepening into a 
ravine some 300 feet in depth , the far 
side climbing toward the objective area 
itself. 

Corporai Muhammed, the scout detail 
NCO, crawled back to me, face mottled 
where sweat had stained the patches 
of dirt . "Sir, we heard voices but no 
sign of Freddie.s." 

"0.K., we'll wait awhile . They might 
be doing the saine thing we are:" 

We waited and listened. Nothing. 
I motioned Richardson forward and we 

both looked up, up , then up some more. 
"Major, you're not thinkjng of climb

ing that, by any chance." The Sergeant
Major looked at me, the horses, then the 
peak. 

" Not with the horses, but we didn 't 
come this far to turn arountl and go back 
without a look. " I didn't feel as confident 
as I might have sounded. We had. no 
climbing equipment of any kind, although 
this didn't call for pitons, carabiners, 
and rock hammers. Looking at the peak 
looming over us, I thought back to Fort 
Carson, Colorado, artd the Mountain and 
Cold Weather Training Command. To
gether with other people from the 77th 
Special Forces Gp, I'd spent a year at 
Carson and Camp Hale. Skiing in the 
winter, climbing in the summer. I'd dis
covered somet~ing at Fort Carson. I 
hated rock climbing. 

Parachuting never bothered me but 
the graduation party climb in Cheyenne 
Canyon, Colorado Springs, left me 
drenched in sweat. The instructors got 
a big laugh, but to most of us a 300 foot 
climb on an exposed face took all we had! 

This was going to be one heil of a lot 
higher than any 300 feet. One consolation 
was that this was earth, with large rock 
formations toward the top. 
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I took the two scouts and Richardson. 
The remainder of the stick was left with 
the horses under the command of Sgt. 
Khalid to cover our flanks and rear. 
Once we got on that damned mountain, 
those horses weren't going to do us any 
good. 

We started up. Pop Sorenson, a Nor
wegian ski instructor at Camp Hale , 
would say, "In the mountains , you go as 
slow as you can, then go a little bit 
slower." Starting a traverse across the 
face of the mountain's base and looking 
up, I didn 't need to force myself to adjust 
to his advice. · 

After the first 400 feet, the trees start
ed to thin out and the slope began to 
steepen. Already it was difficult to avoid 
using hands to assist the ascent. I wanted 
to keep the ridge line between us and the 
direction the scouts had heard the voices 
earlier. 

"Alamo one .. . this is Alamo three. 
Radio check, over.'' At this height comms 
should prove no problem. 

I leaned back against a rock and 
answered . "Alamo three, this is One. Got 
your fives, how me?" 

"Alamo One. Three. Fives." Sgt. 
Khalid's radio worked fine. 

"Alamo Two, Alamo One-do you 
read?" Cpl. Grey, the lead scout, was 
several hundred feet above and to my 
right, searching the far side of the ridge 
for movement. 

The angle of the mountain's rough 
slope had now increased to the point I 
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Hurry up and wait: It's the same In every 
army. Mounted Infantry, the Grey's prepare 
carefully before each patrol. This stick awaits 
transport to operational zone for th~mselves 
and mounts . 

was using my hands continually to climb. 
The distance we were covering, in long 
traverses, kept getting smaller. Under
foot , the grass had become wet and slip
pery from the mist. Above a large for
mation of boulders, was the summit. 
Lying behind one of them, SMG pointing 
downwards, was Cpl. Grey. 

' 'Alamo Two, Alamo One-have you 
got Charles Tangos? " Grey turned to me , 
held up five fingers and then pointed 
downslope. When I reached him, and 
era wled to his left to see below, I noticed 
several cigarette butts lying in the dirt 
next to a nearby boulder. Far below us, 
out of SMG range, five green-clad fig
ures walked single-file into the trees. 

Sunlight glinted from AK barreis. They 
were now out of Rhodesia and back in 
Mozambique. I reported the presence 
back to relay for further transmission to 
Brigade. 

Regulations governing cross-border 
firing on enemy troops are very strict. 
The Rhodesian government is scrupu
lously correct in observing them and un
less provocation is involved, or hot pur
suit is necessary , no firing is allowed. 

The next time the CTs decided to have 
a smoke in Rhodesia, there would be a 

welcoming committee waiting for them. 
As any mountaineer will tell you, going 

down is harder than going up. It was for 
us. Half way down, we stopped and 
S/ Major Richardson pointed out a tree 
to us. During the ascent, he'd started 
to pass out and had tied himself to the 
tree to keep from falling to his death. I 
felt like he looked, and the two of us 
started down. Pop Sorenson would have 
approved of our pace. 

Ants passed us at lightning speed. 
When we reached the bottom, time was 
running out, and I wanted to reach the 
faint cut-line marking the direction back 
to the artillery. 

From the summit , through the binos , 
I'd selected an alternate route of return. 
We didn't need any ambushes from 
taking the same trail back we'd used 
outbound. 

I got the artillery channel and gave 
them our ETA, requesting a guide to 
meet us and escort the formation around 
the flares and AP mines. 

Horses and men were tired. I changed 
scouts going back, putting Sgt. Khalid 's 
people on point and flank. 

" Alamo One, this is Three. " I stopped 
Bassikopf. The small radio weighed three 
times as much going back. 

"Roger, Three, this is One-Go. " 
" One, this is Three-Come on in. " 

Apparently, all was forgiven and the ar
tillery lieutenant served us a hot meal 
before we bedded down for the night. 
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The horses were so tired , there wasn't 
a peep out of them. 

The next morning we started back to 
Umtali. We'd established one thing; 
horses can negotiate damned near any 
type of terrain within reason, but most 
important of all, they can deliver com
bat troops to an objective fresh and ready 
to fight. This, over ground that woulq 
seriously tire infantry. Rather than move 
the troop through Umtali's downtown 
area, startle the locals, and fertilize the 
streets , I dismounted and handed Bossi
kopf's reins to S/ Major Richardson. 

"Take 'em back to the bivouac, S~r
geant-Major. " His face was dust-covered 
but full of pride. At 60 he was doing a 
young man's job. 

Before he rode off, he grinned. "Sir, 
if you don 't mind my saying this, I think 
you're quite mad. We follow you, so that 
makes us as bonkers as well." I couldn't 
help but agree with him. "You know what 
the people at Brigade ca11 us, don't you?" 
he said, gathering up his reins. 

"No, what?" 
"Mad Mike and the galloping goffies." 

They clattered away , scattering pican
nins . 

I hitched a ride to Brigade Headquar
te rs and reported to the commander. 
He'd been informed of the incidents 
occuring during the patrol. 
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For today's Rhodesian farrier, as with his 
counterpart of the old wild west, it Is still a 
tough, dirty job. No glory theirs, just the per
sonal satisfaction of a job well done. 

I 
" Mike, I'm sending you to Rusape. 

There's a sub-JOC there and I need a 
Deputy Commander.' ' 

"Yes, sir. What about the horses?" 
I asked, sure we were going to be dis
banded. 

"Take them with you. This sub-JOC 
will be able to use them. " 

Over dinner that night, I briefeq 
Richardson and told him to get the horses 
ready for the rail movement from Umtali 
to Rusape some 93 kms to the northwest, 
on the Salisbury road. 

Rusape is a small farming community 
with a good airstrip, a BASN Headquar
ters, and a hotel that served a huge meal 
of beef curry for 60 cents Rhodesian, 
about a dollar U.S. It's on the main road 
to Salisbury and traffic is pretty brisk 
during the day but thins out somewhat 
at night. 

This was December 1976 and the BSAP 
was, to all intents and purposes, run
ning the "war. " The Rhodesian govern- . 
ment had not then, nor since, declared 
war against either Zambia, Mozambique 
or Botswana, although terrorists were 

being organized, trained and equipped 
in the first two countries and harbored 
and protected in the last. 

Zambia had declared war against 
Rhodesia, Mozambique had closed her 
border, and Botswana couldn't make up 
their collective "minds" as to what to 
do, although in January 1978, a South 
African soldier in uniform, enroute to 
join the Rhodesian Army after his re
lease from SAD F, was hauled off the train 
in Francistown, beaten by a mob, and 
thrown into jail. His crime? Passing 
through Botswana in a South African 
Army uniform. Some threat to Botswana! 

So at the time of my arrival in Rusape, 
the Joint Operations Center, comprised 
of several elements of the Rhodesian 
security forces, was being rqn by the 
fuzz. Under Rhodesian law, at that time, 
terrorists, those who fed them, and any
one aiding and abetting them were sub
ject to punishment in the courts. Hang
. ing was common for terrs captureq in 
a contact and lengthy prison terms 
meted out to others. This bizarre system 
of fighting a brutal counter-insurgency 
war was t() change later, in 1977, when 
the army took over. 

The JOC Army representative was a 
Major Johnson (some names have been 
purposely changed here). An excellent 
soldier and a long time professional. 
He performed a tight-rope act with the 
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fuzz, mternal Affairs and a half-a-dozen 
other agency representatives, all trying 
to fight the war in their own fashion . 

I spent a month at Rusape and on 
Christmas Day moved out with S/ Major 
Richardson and the same troops I'd had 
at Umtali . 

Once again, farmers in the area con
tributed horses, tack, and assistance of 
all kinds. The spirit of these people is 
fantastic . 

Prior to deploying from Rusape to 
W eya TTL, there had been a massacre 
of laborers and their families at the 
Tea Estates in Katiyo , Eastern High
lands. Major Pearson wanted us to go up 
and "show the flag." I convinced him 
that deploying the horses to that specific 
area would be a tactical mistake due to 
some specific terrain problems. Not im
possible, but most probably non-product
ive. It wouldn ' t have exploited the com
ba,t capability of the unit. Good com
mander that he was, the major accepted 
my recommendation and sent us off to 
W eya TTL, north of the little town of 
Macheke. 

I received an excellent briefing froin 
the police at Macheke . Terrain in Weya 
was really good horse country. Rolling 
hills, plenty of water, good grazing, and 
an active bunch of terrs who thought 
nothing of holding a fire power demon
stration for the locals at high noon using 
AKs, RPDs, and RPG7s. 

I've played strong hunches most of 
my life. Usually they were correct. Oddly 
enough, from the first moment I knew 
we were going to W eya, I felt like I 
was carrying an ice cube in my stomach. 
Brushing aside the feeling didn 't work 
and by the time we were loading the 
horses for the move , I knew something 
was going to happen to me. 

Reconnaissance into the area provided 
us an abandoned fa::mhouse to use as a 
CP. A short distance away there was 
a large dam that solved the water prob
lem. 

Some six ks down the road to our south 
lay Royal Visit Ranch. The Van Aard 
family had been attacked by terrs who'd 
climbed over the security fence surround
ing the Royal Visit house and raked 
the building with automatic fire. 

One hout had climbed the tree nearest 
the house and fired into one of the bed
room windows. Fortunately, for the Van 
Aards, no one was in the room. 

After setting up the CP, comms and 
security, I got the people together and 
gave them maps of the area to study. In 
the event of an ambush I didn't want 
individuals wandering in circles not 
knowing which direction home was. 

This would be a different situation 
than Sarahuru. We were the only troops 
in the area and couldn't expect any back 
up unless we ran into something really 
big. I'd planned to initiate patrols and 
sweeps through suspect areas, pushing 
hard and covering as much ground as 
possible. I felt if we slowed and concen-
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trated on any one area, we would be hit 
when we moved away. 

In the briefing I'd had , St. Benedict's 
Mission was covered in detail. In the 
preceding year, the Mission had fur
nished over 350 recruits to Robert 
Mugabe ' s group. Moving into St. Bene
dict's for a chat with the priest would 
be tantamount to calling Mugabe and 
telling him we'd arrived. · 

We started patrolling. The borders 
of W eya TTL were contiguous with 
European farmlands, and although the 
Africans in the W eya could cross over 
into the farming area, the farmers were 
forbidden to go into the TTL. This sit
uation was perfect for cattle rustling. Add 
an African butcher who was a terr sym-

pathizer and the ranchers were going 
broke, losing valuable stock daily to 
thieves, who were driving the cattle into 
the Weya where they were butchered, 
the meat given to the terrs. 

For two weeks, we combed the Weya, 
searching kraals, interrogating locals , 
and trying to work a little ''hearts and 
minds" program with the Africans. The 
medic riding with us treated the chil
dren for coughs, eye infections, what
ever. I tried to give candy to the herd 
boys but they refused , turning their 
backs on us. 

Weya was almost totally subverted 
and the hostility of the locals was intense. 

On the morning of January 4, 1977, 
we rode into St. Benedict's Mission. 
Our patrols and ambushes had turned 
up nothing. The only positive result was 

the fact that the Africans were now rigid
ly observing th~ curfew. Before our 
arrival they had come and gone as they 
pleased. 

I led the troop irito St. Benedict's from 
the rear of the compound past empty 
buildings . African nuris in robes stared 
at us as we passed. There was no friend
liness here . 

"Where is the Father?" l asked one 
nun. She pointed to the red brick build
ing next to the chapel. Dismountillg, I 
left my horse with one of the troops. 

The priest was talking with a nun and 
motioned me to sit down while he fin
ished. The talk over, he ushered her out 
and introduced himself. Before the con
versation had progressed any further 
he broke out a bottle of. Bushmiils. 
"Would you stay for lunch, Majoi:?" 

The condemned man ate a hearty meai, 
I thought. "Sure, Jet me attend to my 
troops." I went outside apd made sure 
Sgt. White kept his eyes open. I sent him 
to the kitchen to watch the African cook 
prepare the meal. 

The conversation during lunch touched 
on everything but the war. Nothing was 
ventured about terrorist recruiting but 
the air was very tense. After lunch I 
moved the troop north away from the 
Mission. We rode for tWo hours , then 
using the terrain as cover from the Mis
sion, swung in a wide circle bearing 
southeast towards a trail that ran be
tween the Mission and a clinic. 

It looked like a good ambush site to 
intercept movement from the Mission 
recruits to the clinic at night. At the foot 
of a draw we stopped to water the horses. 
Bossikopf was acting spooky arid h(ld I 
not been so tired, I would have realized 
what he was reacting to. Mounting, I 
led the column up the far side of the 
draw. The moon was coming out and I 
wanted to be in an ambush position 
quickly. 

The shots sounded like they were five 
feet behind me. A burst of fire then a 
Jong burst of RPD. The horses bolted, 

. Bossikopf's head jerking to the left. 
When I pushed with my right boot to turn 
and fire there was no stirrup leather and 
off I went, the stallion shying to the left 
when he was hit. 

I hit the ground, landing on my right 
side , with two FN magazines crunching 
into my ribs. 

The troops behirid me had scattered 
and started returning fire. I counted 
muzzle flashes from five terr weapons. 
Another Jong burst from the RPD, rounds 
snapping overhead. I could see two fig
ures ruh into a kraal on the other side of 
a plowed field to my left. bogs started 
barking and I could follow their move
ments from the noise. 

Sgt. White had gathered our people 
in a scattered clump of rocks, giving me 
covering fire as I crawled over to them. 

The moon was bright enough to read 
a newspaper. "Sir, nobody 's down but 

Continued on page 70 
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1978 
Second Chance Pistol Shoot 

As could be expected , the 1978 Second 
Chance Annual Shoot was an interesting 
mixture of marksmanship, good food and 
company, and the traditional comar;tderie 
of shooters found at an:y la,rge competi
tion. 

Also , as could be expr;!cted, the host ·of 
the affair, Richard Davis, president ·of 
Second Chance, Inc; ., was his usual con
genial, absolutely tetrific'self! It has never 
ceased to amaze me how this man, par
ticularly after shooting himself over 100 
times in Second Chance bullet-proof 
vest demonstrations, can maintain a 
sense of humor of such a high magnitude. 
But he unquestionably does, and this 
fact is probably the reason why the 
Annual Shoot draws people from all over 
the United States. 

Although the main event consisted of 
the usual bowling pin stage wherein the 
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Practice makes money! Here 1st place winner 
Wayne UrT)berger receives Magnaport trophy 
and check for $1000.00 from Larry Kelley, 
President of Magnaport, Inc. 

shooter must clear the table of five pins 
at 25 feet in the shortest possible elapsed 
time, other events demonstrated that 
they, too ~ had great popularity. John 
Farnum, of Defense Training , Inc ., 
hosted the 2-Gun shoot , in which two 
S&W M60 revolvers are used:simultane
ously by the shooter at seven yards. This 
particular event, although · not really 
practical from a combat logic s.tandpoint, 
proved to be quite entertaining and drew 
a very large number of shooters. Oh 
yeah, I forgot to mention-you've got to 
empty both guns into the target in 2.·S 
seconds! If you think this is easy , I urge 
you to try it sometime! 

The two-man team event proved to be 
particularly popular this year, and I per
sonally feel that it may well overshadow 
the five-pin individual event in the near 
future. Big money was offered as the $10 

Left: 265 contestants competed for honors in 
5-pin individual event. Not as easy as it 
looks , shooter must clear table of 5 pins at 
25 feet in shortest possible time. 

Below left: 2-gun event was spectacu lar, if 
not partic1,1larly relevant. Here , contestant 
tries his hand at putting 10 shots in 2112 
seconds into ATS silhouette target w i th )wo 
S&W M60 "Chief's Special" .38s. 

Below: Innovative inventions and designs were 
in profusion at shoot. Here John Toppenberg 
of "Gun Week" magazine models Remington 
M1100 riot shotgun with laser sighting system, 
produced by Accuracy Systems, Inc., of 
Tempe , AZ. 
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SECOND CHANCE 
1979 

COMBAT SHOOT 

Datei 6-10 June 1979 
Place: Second Chance Range, Central 

Lake, MI 
Entry 
Fee: $60 for Police Officers, prepaid 

$80 for all.others, prepaid 

Rules: 
$10.0 for anyone post entry 
Weight of revolvers limited to 
4 lbs, 2 oz. 
Heavy slides on autos allowed 
but no extended sights or added 
weights . 

Prizes: 20 Ruger Mini-14s 
20 Mossberg Riot shotguns, 
12 ga . 
10 guns from Richard Davis' 
personal collection 

SECOND CHANCE 
1978 

COMBAT SHOOT 
Main Event 

5-Pin Match (5 Strings of 5 Pins Each) 

NAME CITY/STATE 
1. W. Umberger Memphis, TN 
2. J. Robbins Freeport, FL 
3. B. Wilson Berryville, AR 
4. M. Ayoob Concord, NH 
5. J . Shaw Memphis, TN 
6. D. Early. Pleasant 

Gap, PA 
7. A. Billings Pax River, MD 
8. C. Taylor Boulder, CO 
9. N. Sieloff Detroit, Ml 

10. D. Sundemeyer Detroit, Ml 

Two-Gun Event 
(10 Shots, 21/2 Seconds 

2 S&W M60 2" bbl, .38 Spls) 

NAME 
1. W. Umberger 
2. R. Higbee 
3. Jerry Duran 
4. J . Blackard 
5. Hank Snows 

SCORE 
. 20-HC 
20-0X 
18-2X 
18-2X 
17-4X 

Unlimited Event 

NAME 
1. Blackard 
2. Patterson 
3. Jay 
4. Shaw 
5. Sharp 

(8 Pins, 25 Ft.) 

' 

TIME 
4.1 
4.5 
5.0 
5.0 
5.0 
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TIME 
33.5 
33.7 
34.2 
35.8 
36.2 
36.5 

37.6 
38.1 
38.1 
38.7 

Automatic weapons demonstrations were popular with spectators. Here SOF auto-arms editor 
Chuck Taylor goes to work on pins with cal. .45 Thompson SMG. 

entry fees began piling up. The winners 
of the event took home 40 percent of the 
pot, which came to $1,352.00! The two
man event consists of two shooters clear
ing a table of eight pins in the shortest 
possible time. The winning time was 3.7 
seconds. 

Another event which proved to be of 
interest to all was the Unlimited, mean
ing exactly what it says. The shooter may 
use anything he wishes! (There is a 10-
second penalty for destroying the table!) 
In reality, the Unlimited, as it now 
stands, is ideally suited for the long
barrelled shotgun rather than the SMG 
or semi-auto carbine . I'd like to see this 
one moved out to perhaps 50 feet to give 
it more versatility and present a more 
diverse challenge . 

As is typical with any big event, inno
vative products and modifications were 
in profusion and were most interesting. It 
is worth mentioning, however, that the 
top eight places were taken by con
testants using conventional .45 auto's. 
So, refinement and complication do not 
guarantee success! 

To me, the highlight of drn entire shoot 
was a side event conceived and operated 
by John Farnum, of Defense Training, 
Inc., utilizing the Duelatron computer 
target system. John came up with a 
dandy of a "combat logic" problem that 
tested the shooter to extreme limits 
in the areas not only of marksmanship, 
but judgment and speed as well. 

The course consisted of the shooter 
running about 50 yards to get his metab
olism "going," as John put it, then enter
ing the course of fire at a dead run with 
his weapon loaded and holstered. As the 
contestant approached the first situation, 

a silhouette popped from behind ii barri
cade and was exposed for one second , 
which, obviously , necessitated the 
shooter's firing from the dead run. The 
contestant then had to move around the 
barricade and move, again , at a run, 
up a trail into the woods , weapon held 
at the ready. 

In the woods were four targets, which 
John popped all at once . The near tar
gets were 7 to 15 meters away, while the 
far ones were 20 meters. The near ones 
remained exposed for two seconds and 
the far ones -three seconds! Remember, 
all of the targets became exposed at the 
same time and, therefore, the time limits 
all went into effect on each target simul
taneously . Just for fun , John threw in 
a "good guy " silhouette to test one 's 
judgment under stress. That "good 
guy'' was pocked with bullet holes by 
the end of the shoot! 

The shooter then had to reload and hol
ster his piece anci return to the start
ing line to stop the clock. As you probably 
suspected, the men were separated from 
the boys in a hurry by this one! Being 
a believer in combat logic and an ade
quate shot, I managed to earn high score 
of 328 with Chuck Byers, of Accuracy 
Systems, Inc., in second place with a 
279 . Next year, this type of course will 
be a standard event, with prizes, and 

·should add the needed evaluation of 
true combat-worthiness that the bowling 
pins cannot. 

All in all , the Second Chance 1978 
Shoot was good fun, and it promises to 
be even better in the future. Pertinent 
information on the 1979 Shoot is given 
in the attached box. 
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FULL AUTO Ml6Al In Autom.atlc Rifle Role 
This article i~ reprinted, with permis

sion, from the March-April 1978 issue of 
Infantry, the Professional Magazine for 
Infantrymen. 

During the latter part of 1976, the auto
matic rifle marksmanship instructors 
assigned to the Weapons Committee of 
the 1st Advanced Individual Training 

Brigade at Fort Benning noted that ap
proximately 50 percent of the soldiers 
undergoing training in the use of the 
M16Al rifle in the automatic rifle role 

Top left: Modified M60 machine gun firing position with hinged 
shoulder rest. (Photo credit: Infantry Magazine.) 

Bottom left: Modified M60 machine gun firing position with bipod 
standoff devi~e . (Photo credi!: Infantry Magazine.) 

Below: Modified M60 machine gun·firing position with bipod standoff 
device and hinged shoulder rest combination. (Photo credit: Infantry 
Magazine.) 
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were failing to qualify. As part of their 
continuing effort to improve training, 
the instructors investigated this phe
nomenon and .concluded that the current 
automatic rifle firing position, and the 
fact that the M3 bipod attaches directly to 
the barrel of the M16Al rifle , could be 
causing the problem . 

In the current automatic rifle firing 
position, for instance, the shooter exerts 
a firm pressure down and to the rear on 
a loop formed with the rifle's sling . 
Because the bipod is attached directly 
to the rifle barrel forward of the sling , 
it was felt that the firer's pressure was 
causing the barrel to flex or bend. 

The committee instructors, according
ly , suggested that other firing positions 
be used , and that the M16Al tifle be 
modified to add a bipod standoff attach
ing device and a hi.Dged shoulder rest. 
The Board was asked to conduct a con
cept evaluation of this modified rifle in 
the automatic rifle role. 

The Board tested three firing positions 
as well as the Ml6Al rifle modifications , 
and found that a modified M60 machine
gun firing position provided significant 
improvement for both automatic rifle 
qualification and for hit probability. The 
Board also found that the bipod standoff 
device experienced a high frequency 
of failure. 
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JefJ Cooper'S -Gunsite" 

On the first day , after a brief class
room session, we adjourned to one of 
the several ranges to participate in Basic 
exercises , to allow Jeff to obtain some 
idea of the various skill levels of his 
students. Among these exercises were: 

1. Draw , fire , and obtain a center hit 
in one second on an IPSC ''Option '' 
target at five to seven meters. 

2. Draw, fire , and obtain a center hit 
in 1 \/2 seconds on an IPSC " Option " 
target at 10-lS meters . 

3. Draw, fire, and obtain a center hit 
in two seconds on an IPSC "Option" 
target at 20 meters . 

4. Draw, fire, and obtain a center hit 
in 2 1/ 2 seconds on an IPSC " Option" 
target at 2S meters. 

S. Draw, fire , and obtain a center hit 
in four seconds on an IPSC "Option" 
target at SO meters. 

6. "Clean" (shoot a possible) an " El 
Presidente' ' in a maximum of 10 seconds. 
(The El Presidente involves the firer 
standing, facing away from three targets , 
10 meters downrange and three meters 
apart. Upon the command to fire , he 
executes a 180-degree turn , draws his 
weapon, fires two shots at each of the 
three targets , reloads , and places two 
more shots on each of the silhouettes . 
The center hit area, or K-zone of the 
silhouette is approximately 10 inches in 
diameter. The scoring rings are not 
visible to the firer , necessitating a center
hold on the target based on his own 
judgment of where the center area 
should be. ) 

Each student executes the basic 
exercises under the watchful eye of 
Cooper , who notes the results for his own 
use during the course to come. I , for 
example, discovered that I had the 
tendency to remain standing at SO 
meters and " take my chances " on 
getting a center-hit rather than going 
prone and almost certainly getting one! 
The four- second time limit presents no 
more problem from the prone position 
than it does from the standing, since 
the proper sight alignment procedure 
is much easier to execute from the more 
solid prone position. 

From there we proceeded to learn 
other highly refined techniques and 
tactics, such as the weak-handed draw, 
shooting in poor light and at night , 
shooting with a flashlight, the proper 
technique of " clearing" a house, both in 
daylight and at night with a flashlight , 
shooting from a moving vehicle with both 
strong and weak hand and while driving 
as well as riding (!) , shooting from 
phenomenally cramped positions , use 
of cover and concealment, tactical 
movement , how to negotiate obstacles 
(such as eight-foot-high walls and win
dows, target-detection , and how to 
further our speed-reloading skills , 
particularly while on the run. Yes, you're 
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COM BAT AUTO SHOOTERS 
EXTENDEDTHUMB SAFETY, COLT'S . . .. . . . ..... . .. . ... . ........ .. . . ......... ... . .. .. . . . ....• • ... . .. . . S25.00 
EXTENDED THU MB SAFETY, BROWNING HI POWER ......... . ...............•• . . •. •• • •• • . • • .• • • • . . .... $30.00 
AMBIDEXTROUS STAINLESS SAFETY, EXTENDED-COL T'S HARD BALLERS . . . . . ..... . • . ... . .. . • . ... . .... $58.00 
RECOIL BUFFER: SPECIFY GOV'T OR COMMANDER· EACH ..•......•.............. • • •.... . .••.. • .... . . $10.00 
BAR·STO SS BARREL, COMP .. 45 ONLY: SPECIFY GOV'T OR COMMANDER ........ . . • •.......••...... . .. S75.00 
BAR·STO SS SPRING SET (SPECIFY) .......... ... . .... . ... . ...... . . . .. . . . ... . ... . • . . . . . ...• • . •..•.•.. . . $22.50 
SS .45 MAGAZINES· EACH .. . . .. .. . ....... . ........ . ...... . .......... . ........ . •. . . . .....• . . . . . . . . .. . S 9.95 
3 SS .45 MAGAZINES . .. . .... . .... . . . ......••. . . . ... . ....... . . . ..•......• . ......•........•.. . ...... .. • $25.00 
5 SS .45 MAGAZINES . . .........•.••••• . .. . ... • • . . . • . . • . . .• .... . . • .. ... . • . .. ., .. •...... . • . . . . . .. .• . . . . S37.50 
10 SS .45 MAGAZINES .. . . . . .. . . . . .. •.. . ... •• . .....• . .....• . .... . • .. .. . . • . . . . . ..• . • . . .. . •• •• . .• . •• .... $59.95 
GI .45 MAGAZINES · EACH .. . . .. ..... • . . . . . . . • . .... . • . . .. .. • . .... . •..... . • . ... . . • .......••.......•. ... S 4.50 

88~:.w~8i1tt 88t:r ~:g:~ 9~"" :::: : :::::: :: ::::: :: ::: ::: :::::: :: : :::: :: :::::: : : :::::::::::::::::::: m:~ 
COMMERCIAL COLT MAG'S 38 SUPER .. . ... . •.. .. . . • . .. . .•..............•......•.......••.......•... . S11 .50 
COMMERCIAL COLT MAG'S 22145 .................... . . •.. • • ••• • . .• • . . . . • ••••. .. • ... ... ... . . . . . . . •. . .. S19.95 
COMMERCIAL COLT MAG'S 38 GOLD CUP . . .... . . . .. . . .. ................ . . . . .. ..••... ....•. ...... • .... $18.95 
COMMERCIAL COLT MAG'S 22 MATCH TGT/WOODS ....... . ......... . .... .. . . . .. .• .. . . . . . . •... . ... . ... S 8.95 
BROWNING HI POWER (QUALITY MAG. NOT FACTORY · FULL GUARANTEE!) ......... ...... . . . .......... $17.50 
LONG .45 TRIGGERS · WITH STOP .............•...... . .... . .. . . .. ............... . ... . .. . ..... . . . ...... $12.50 
PACH MAYR GRIPS: COLT Gov:T & COMMANDO BRNG, HI POWER, WALTHER PPKS·PP, S&W 39.59.52 _ .... $14.95 
PACHMAYR RUBBER HOUSING FOR COLT AUTO'S : ..... . . . . . .... . . . . . : ........ . ...................... S 9.75 
HERRETT DIAMON D OR SHOOTING STAR GRIPS, WALNUT, CHECK, COL T'S . . ..... • . ..... . . . . . ... . •. . .. S 9.95 
ROUN D MAGAZINE FOLLOWERS .45 ·THREE FOR .. . . .. . .... . ....................• . .....••.. . . . . . • . ... S 5.50 
MK4SER70 .45 BBL. BU SH KIT ... . .... . .. . .. . . . . . .... . ... . .. . .. . . .. . . .... . ..... . . . • • ...• .•• •. . . .••• . . .. $39.00 
COLLET BUSHING ONLY . . ................... . . . . . ..• • . ... . •. . . .. . •. . ...•.. . ....• ..... . •.. • ....••.... S 8.00 
FULL .45 RECOIL SPRING . . . .. . .. . . . . . . . ... . ..• . . ... . •....•......•... . .•......•.. . . . . . • . . . . . . . •.. .. S 1.25 
BUSHING WRENCH (TAKE-DOWN TOOL) . . .. . ..•.. .. . . • . .... • . • .. .• •.•. . . •• • . . . . •• • • . •. • ••• • .. . •••.. .. S 1.25 
FACT. COLT STD. THUMB SAFETY-BLUE . ..... . • . . . .. . • . .. . .• . . . .. . •. . . .. •.. . . . .• . .....• • ...... . • . .... S 4.95 
FACT. COLT STD. TH UMB SAFETY-NICKEL .... . .......... ... .............. . .. ...... ..... ......... ..... S 5.95 

FULL LINE OF BIANCHI & SAFARILAND HOLSTERS IN STOCK · 20% DISCOUNT! 
FULL LINE OF POLICE, TARGET PISTOL, AND COMBAT EQUIPMENT & SPECIALTY 
ITEMS IN STOCK: SEND SASE WITH WHAT YOU NEED, INCL. PISTOL PARTS! 
SEND $1.00 FOR OUR NINE PAGE LIST OF CUSTOM PISTOL WORK, SIGHTS, 
FINISHES & COMBAT PISTOL WORK! 

BEHLERT CUSTOM GUNS,° INC 
THE CUSTOM GUNSHOP 
725 LEHIGH AVENUE, DEPT SF-4 

UNION, N.J. 07083 
201 ·687 ·3350 

MINIMUM ORDER: $15.00 
POSTAGE REQUIRED 

CERTIFIED CHECKS & MONEY ORDERS RECEIVE IMMEDIATE DELIVERY . CHECKS 
HELD 20 DAYS. 
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quite correct. It was demanding, to say 
the least! In fact, I felt like I was back in 
Ranger School except for the fact that 
the ever-present ''harassment'' during 
Ranger School was absent. 

To provide you with an example of 
the stress I experienced, I cite to you 
my experience in the "Funhouse" 
during a house-clearing exercise at 
night. 

The basic funhouse entails the student 
entering a structure, weapon loaded and 
at the ready, and systematically "clear
ing" the building armed only with his 
pistol. In order to do this, he must 
search the dwelling , every closet, nook 
and cranny, and eliminate the "felons" 
that may be present. Hostages and 
"no-shoot" or "good-guy" targets are 
also in profusion. 

I entered the house , immediately 
finding the life-like picture silhouette of 
a Russian soldier six feet inside the 
door, holding what could have been a 
movie camera or an RPG! In the light 
of my flash light it was impossible to tell 
for sure, but I could clearly make out 
the red star on his cap. So .. . I shot 
him! (He must have been taking propa
ganda movies, or something!) From there 
I negotiated a hostage target, taking out 
the felon from 10-foot range in one 
second that was popped on me from the 
end of the hallway I was just leaving. 
" killed" another felon holding a hostage 
in the bathroom , shot two more felons, 
one which swung down on me from the 
window at the far end of the room and 
the other that jumped out from around 
the corner of the hallway, "killed" two 
more felons peeking at me from the 
windows , shot another felon that "ran" 
across the hallway to the rear of the 
house, encountered several "good-guys" 
in the next two rooms (one of whom was 
carrying a baby and the other a 25-
pound box of nitroglycerin!), engaged 
another felon in a closet , a felon that 
jumped around a corner from me (at 
point blank range), and ended up the 
exercise firing my last round of ammuni
tion at a felon holding a policewoman as 
a hostage as I walked out the back door! 

Interesting isn't it? Oh, one more 
thing . .. when 1 entered the building 
I had a fully loaded .45 auto , and six 
additional magazines of ammo! "How 
wild things can get ," indeed! I was 
soaking wet with perspiration and weak 
with fatigue as I concluded that one! 

Things did not let up one bit as the 
course continued, with the student 
negotiating three field assault courses 
known as "jungle lanes," where Jeff 
actually hid targets for the student to 
(hopefully) find and engage during his 
"walk" down the trail. The camouflaged 
silhouette that I put two .45 rounds into 
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at 45 meters had orily the corner of his 
head exposed! I was further amazed 
when I found another fully camouflaged 
silhouette in the tree that I chose to take 
cover under after a 10-meter sprint across 
an open clearing! I never shot so fast in 
my life, even in real combat. Jesus, 
things never got this wild, even in 
Vietnam. 

I found the techniques for shooting 
from moving vehicles totally fascinating 
as well as completely logical and amaz
ingly effective. I had little experience in 
this particular type of pistol-shooting 
previously , and, if my perlormance after 
instruction is any example , a guy can 
really make things miserable for assail
ants while trying to get away from them 
in a vehicle! 

One more thing: if you don't think a 
pistol, particularly a .45 auto, can take 
a man out at 80 meters , under field con
ditions ... come to Gunsite and watch! 
I witnessed several successful attempts 
at this , including my own , during the 
"jungle lane" exercises. Interested? 
Come to Gunsite and see it yourself. 

The courses of instruction at Gunsite 
are continually observed, evaluated , and 
improved by Jeff Cooper and the Gunsite 
staff, resulting in the best possible 
instruction in any given technique at 
all times. Jeff isn 't a wall-flower by any 
means, and he not only welcomes, but 
solicits better ways to accomplish an 
objective. Students' input on these 
matters is the best way to attain such a 
level of high competence apd is the 
cornerstone of the success of API instruc
tion and the reason for its continued 
growth and success . 

To sum it all up, Gunsite is truly 
"The Most Advanced Sidearm Training 
Center in the World." Hell, no other 
place even comes close! Its creator/ 
operator, Jeff Cooper, is unquestionably 
the Master that we expect him to be in 
this highly specialized, nebulous, relative 
field where life and death hang in the 
balance, based on man's skill-at-arms. 
Everyone who possesses or carries a 
sidearm for its intended purpose owes it 
to himself to spend the time and money 
to attend all three of API's courses. I 
guarantee it will be the best investment 
you can ever make and will increase your 
chances of survival in a fight 1000 per
cent. Go to Gunsite and learn. You'll 
live to appreciate it. 

SouthWest Africa Update 
Continued from page 53 

The bottoms of the bodies or hulls of 
these vehicles are V-shaped, with the 
bottom of the "V" facing the ground . 
This type of configuration deflects 
blast and heat effects from an exploding 
landmine. A compartment in the bottom 
of the V-shaped hull is filled with water
also to absorb blast and to serve as a 
blast coolant. All seats are fitted with 
helicopter-type seat belts. Passengers 
who have not "buckled up" have been 
thrown 30 yards when their vehicle has 
hit a landmine. 

The South Africans have also devel
oped a number of Star-Trek-looking 
mine-clearing vehicles with such color
ful nicknames as the "Praying Mantis" 
and the "Grasshopper." I had a chance 
to observe these vehicles but they also 
are classified and so no photographs or 
specifications. 

Since the introduction of these new 
mine-proofed vt;:hicles, six of them have 
hit landmines but there have been no 
casualties. 

MOUNTED INFANTRY IN A 
COIN ROLE 

I had hoped to ride with the South 
African mounted il).fantry. Ul).fortunately, 
by the ti!lle we choppered into their base, 
they had been called out on an operation. 
This war, like all others, waits for no 
one, not even SOF. 

As dusk begal). to fall, the small troop 
of horsemen returned. After grooming, 
feeding and watering their horses, 2nd 
Lieutenant Pieter Alberts, CO of the 
mounted infantry section assigned to 
this particular operational base, joined 
myself and other S .A. troopers for a 
barbeque where we discussed the merits 
of horses in combat. 

Lt. Alberts entered the army in Janu
ary 1977 and after completing the 
"Junior Officer's Course" was commis
sioned . As he had an equestrian back
ground-his parents manage a resort 
and stable-he was assigned to the SA 
Army's Equestrian Center, for a six 
month course. After completing said 
course , he spent several weeks receiving 
intensive CI training at a forward train, 
ing base in South West Africa before 
moving to his present assignment . 

All equestrian trainees receive the 
same basic training with horses no matter 
what their background has been or what 
their skill level is. 

And basic means just that. A trainee 
first learns to bridle, saddle, mount, and 
groom his horse. Concurrently, he learns 
how to "maintain" or care for his horse 
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in the field and how to get the most out 
of the animal. Each man also learns the 
rudi!llents of bush medicine, as it is 
seldom that the troop is within call of a 
vet when on ops. 

''The advantages of horses are they are 
mobile and fast. Also, you have better 
visibility from the back of a horse. " 
Alberts continued, "As the old saying 
goes, 'The infantry fights upward, the 
cavalry downward.'" 

As the trainee becomes accustomed to 
riding, he is ta4ght PT while mounted 
and learns to jump a variety of obstacles 
--ditches, fences, brush,etc. He learns to 
control and direct his horse with his 
thighs, leaving his hands free to operate 
his sidearm. I tried riding on a ranch 
in Rhodesia with a FN in one hand and 
reins in the other. It's difficult at best. At 
a trot or gallop, well ... 

''Every horse has different characteris
tics and responds differently in various 
situations ," Alberts commented. "To 
obtain maximum efficiency when on 
operations, all trainees keep the same 
mount through the six months' training 
period and during their tour in the op
erational area. In other words, the 
trooper and horse remain as a team up 
to 15 months, assuming neither are 
injured. 

An example of the use of the speed 
of the horse was demonstrated when one 
mounted unit cut tracks of a band of 
terrs at dawn that was already 24 hours 
old. Before nightfall, the mounted 
infantry had caught up with and engaged 
the fleeing terrorists, inflicting several 
casualties . 

"Normally," Alberts continued, 
"we do everything an infantry man does, 
only on horseback. Teamwork is impera
tive. You must be able to anticipate what 
your mates are going to do. 

"The section leader is supposed to 
make the decision regarding counter 
ambush response, but many times we 
react instinctively . Once dismounted the 
well trained horse will move out of the 
danger area and wait for his rider. We 
normally only use semi-auto fire from our 
FNs on horseback." 

The major disadvantage of using 
horses is that they are living creatures; 
they do get sick. And it takes five or six 
months for a horse/ rider team to obtain 
maximum efficiency . 

As SOF staffer Venter mentioned in 
a previous article descr~bing ops in 
S.W.A ., motorbikes have been success-

fully incorporated in the COIN opera
tions. The 250 cc scrambler type bikes 
are used to pursue terrs when they are on 
the run and/ or have a long lead. They are 
also used for reconnaissance. Trackers, 
who follow terr spoor, can read spoor 
while riding their bikes. One exceptional 
tracker can read a very plain set of tracks 
while zipping along at nearly 40 mph! 

When chasing down terrs, the bikers 
will move ahead to establish contact. 
Riders and saddled horses, ready for 
immediate deployment , follow in vans 
pulled by four-wheel drive trucks. 

" You must remember that our horses 
are not used in actual combat unless it 
can not be helped . They are used primari 
ly as a means of transportation. If, how
ever, a horse section is ambushed, the 
immediate reaction drill procedure calls 
for us to charge the ambush position
if the range is 20 to 30 meters . We then 
dismount and move back to engage the 
enemy. If the ambush is triggered at 
a greater range, the unit dismounts to 
engage or may attempt to flank the 
enemy on horseback. We are also ui;ed 
on follow-up operations and as a blocking 
force . 

FIVE MAN ARMY 
CALL THE PROS ON YOUR NEXT OILWELL FIRE OR MAJOR 

TRAIN DERAILMENT. WE'LL STOP YOUR OILWELL FIRES AND 
CAP THEM· EVEN UNDER FIRE. 

"PROVEN SUCCESS WORLD WIDE" 

-

~HE WILD BUNCH 
-
-

BLOWOUT SPECIALISTS 
OILFIELD FIRE FIGHTERS 

MAJOR TRAIN DERAILMENT HAZARDOUS 
SERVICES 
CALL OR WRITE: 

HOW(f\R\1 GR(f\!YTWARN, OftR9-\CflV<E 1\'19-\N-AG<ER 
CfH<E WIVD <BUNCH <BLOWOUCf & W<ELL CONCfROL CO. INC. 

BOX 1194 
ROCK SPRINGS, WYOMING 82901 

TEL: (307) 362-8820 TWX: 910-949-5090 
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GREAT GIFT!! 

SURVIVAL! 
FISHING KIT 
This is the REAL THING carried in US Air Force survival 
vests-current issue! Cbntains all sorts of special fishing gear 
in a sturdy waterproof case-over 50 items, including flies, 
hooks, line, spinners, and a "Survival Fishing" manual. 

These are rarely available! We only have a limited 
supply-first come, first served. 

$16.SQ Postpaid 
Size: 4 5/8" x 2 13/16" x 1 1/8" 
Wt.: 6.5 oz. 

Each (three for $44) 
A MUST FOR EVERY 
SURVIVAL KIT! 

T eANITECompa y 
P.O. BOX 375, PINOLE, CA 94564 14151 758-0640 

COMMANDO 
WATCHBAND™ 

INDESTRUCT ABLE 
NYLON BAND WITH 
EXCLUSIVE CRYSTAL 
COVER STRAP! 

PROTECTS YOUR WATCH AND CONCEALS 
NIGHTTIME GLOW! 

Manufactured from Mil-Spec Type VIII 1 % " Web 
and rot-proof thread. Velcro strips secure cover 
and are used for the unique Double-Locking wrist 
band, preventing accidental loss under the hardest 
of use. Choice of O.D., A.F. Grey, Black or Blue. 
Send wrist circumference measurement. 

GUARANTEED OR YOUR MONEY BACK. 
ONLY $5.00 postpaid 

KNIFE POUCH 
Constructed of the same Type VIII Nylon 
Web. Protective flap secures with Velcro 
and keeps knife safe . Fits all belts, 
including G.I. Pistol belt. Choice of O.D., 
A.F. Grey, Black 9r Blue. DON'T BE 

WITHOUT ONE! 
NOW $3.25 ppd. 

r rder these action products by sending your check or .Money Order to: 

Brigade Quartermasters, Ltd. 
Post Office Box 108-L 
Powder Springs, Georgia 30073 (Ga ReS1dents add tax) 
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The Cavalry Rides Again ... 
Continued from page 63 
the pinto was hit in the arm. " We waited 
-no fire came from the draw. We 
couldn ' t lie here all night and I felt the 
chance now of flanking fire was minimal 
... we'd see! 

"Get ' em on their feet, and let's go." 
The line of troops on either side of me 

advanced toward the kraal ahead by al
ternate bounds. Green tracers from an 
AK ripped through the roof of one hut, 
setting the thatch on fire. The terr was 
firing from the base of a hill , to the rear 
of the village . SLRs from the left flank 
of our skirmish line answered, their 
orange streaks mingling with the green 
from the Kalashnikov. 

Cpl. Grey kicked open the door to a hut 
and started to throw in a grenade, b i.It 
checked when an African, his three 
wives and four children started howling. 

"Get them outside and down," I 
yelled. 

The Catholic Peace and Justice Com
mission would love an excuse to scream 
ab_out so-called "atrocities." The only 
"atrocities" I'd seen were the ones the 
terrs were committing daily against 
Rhodesians, both bla<ik and white . 

Grey motioned the waiting mob out
side the hut and got them down in the 
prone. In the glare of the flames from 
the huts, several figures ran into the 
bush. 

Grey yelled, "Mirah! (the Shona word 
for halt)." They kept running. 

I fired double tap automatic, eight 
rounds. One figure dropped. 

Behind the kraal was high ground I 
wanted to get on. 

The troops were moved up the hill 
ov.erlooking the village that was now 
burning. When thtj adrenaline wo_re off 
and first light came, fatigue really set 
in. We swept the area at first light. 
Empties and loose AK rounds were lying 
in the draw. 

Tracks indicated the terrs had bomh
shelled. All led into the rocks. I didn't 
feel like five terrs warranted calling in 
Fire Force, especially since the possibil
ity of t racking was so remote. We start
ed walking back to St. Benedict's . 

I waited outside the priest's office. The 
young African girl who operated the 
switchboard asked in a shaky voice, 
' 'Was that y~ur people firing last night?" 

"Yes, we had some problems. " 

When the priest came out he was all 
smiles. " How about some breakfast, 
Major?" Ham and eggs, coffee, toast 
and Bushmills' later but absolutely no 
questions about the firing. 

At no time did he even mention the 
ambush. I found out that the sounds of 
the firing and grenades were heard as 
far as Royal Visit Ranch. St. Benedict's 
was only three ks from the ambush. 
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S/ Major Richardson showed up with 
transport and took us all back to Royal 
Visit. 

The ne~ day I went into JOC Ruscape 
to report. After speaking with the Com
mander, I went to the hospital to get my 
peopJe treated. I was toid I had a 
"cracked rib." 

When we returned to Royal Visit I 
requested an aircraft to do a fly-over to 
see iJ the horses could be spotted. No 
lu.ck. We would continue opera~ing as 
infantry until the horses showed up. 

The local African bus service ran from 
Mtoko, 1.1orthwest of us near the border, 
to Salisbury. Intelligence stated terrs 
were moving on these buses. I received 
pern\i~sion to initiate spot checks on 
the buses and set up road blocks. 

Sever~! days after the ambush, we 
stopped a bus north of a farm c.alled 
Three Rivers. A thorough search turned 
up nothing, but I noticed two chidlren 
at the side of the road turn and dart off 
into the bush in the dir~ction of the 
beer hall, only a click south of us . The 
bus was released and we drove to the 
beer hall in Mr. Van Aard's truck. 

A cordon was thrown ai;ound the beer 
hall and the Africans inside were moved 

outside for an l.D. check, women on one 
side, men on the other. I walked around 
the back of the building behind trooper 
P. Green who was called, naturally, 
Green pea. 

Suddenly, four teenagers burst from 
a hut next to the beer hall. They sprinted 
for the bush about 20 yards to our front. 

Greenpea yelled, "Mir-ah," but they 
didn't pause in mid-stride. 

Over the sights of the 9mm Star, I 
could see the sweaty back of the tallest 
youth, as he reached the bush. The law 
says, "shoot." They were running from 
troops during a search operation, ignor
ing a challenge to halt. Greenpea beat me 
to it, ripping the bushes with SLR fire , 
my 9 mm rounds following his. We ran 
to the bushes but instead of bodies, we 
found a steep drop down to the meadow 
eight feet below. The fire had riddled 
branches waist high, but the Africans 
were running like deer for the woods, a 
hundred meters away. 

Two other troops ran up and opened 
fire on the Africans. I had holstered the 
9mm and unslung my SLR. A moment 
before both youths reached the trees I 
squeezed off one round from a kneeling 
position. With four of us firing , it was 

hard to tell. One youth went down, rolled 
over, and plunged into the bush . The 
second went down, pitched forward, and 
disappeared into heavy undergrowth . 

I tried to get up and couldn 't . I felt 
something grating in my right side and 
breathing became a real job. 

Going to the hospital in the farmer 's 
truck, I couldn't find any position I 
could comfortably sit in . There was no 
need for an X-Ray. I had three broken 
ribs. 

The JOC Rusape Commander came to 
see me. He'd had a conversation with my 
C.0. in Salisbury, requesting I be given 
sick leave and on my return , to give me 
additional troops and horses in order that 
St. Benedict 's and Weya TTL could be 
given the attention they both deserved. 

Walking like a 90 year old , I left the 
hospital and boarded a South African Air
ways jet for Jo'burg and the States . 

Jn the next issue of SOF, ''Mike ·' 
Williams will write of his service in 
Rhodesia 'sfamed Grey's Scouts. 

DRIVE JIMMY UP THE WALL! 
Remember the Canal! And make sure the voters re
member, too, with this two-foot-by-three-foot wall 
poster featuring Panama's Dictator, Omar Torrijos. 

Acquire several of these two-color (black and 
yellow . . . to match the streaks running down our 
politicians' backs) which are sure to be a collector's 
item. Ideal for display between now and 1980-es
pecially wherever people congregate (offices, gas 
stations, stores, meeting halls, truck stops, lodges
your own den or family room). 

~---------------------• Y-ES, I'd like to hang Omar and Jimmy on my wall. 
I Rush me poster(s) at the rate of 1 for $1. 75; 5 for 
I $6.75 (save $2); 10 for $12.75 (save $4.75); 15 or 
I more $1 each (plus $1.25 PER ORDER to cover 
I handling, special mailing tube and postage). 

'I RUSH_POSTER(S). 
I COST OF POSTER(S): $ ___ _ 
·· - PLUS $1.25 HANDLING, ETC.: $1.25 
I TOTAL CONTRIBUTION ENCLOSED: $ __ _ 
I (check or money order payable to Florida Conser-
1 vative Union [a nonpartisan, nonprofit corporation 
I organized under Florida laws} ) 

I Name: I Addres-s: ___________ ___ _ 

I City, State, Zip: ____________ _ 

(c) Copyright 1978 Florida Conservative Union, Inc. 

I MAIL COUPON WITH CONTRIBUTION TO FCU, 
I c/o SOF Magazine, Box 693, Boulder, Colo. 80306 
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~ ~ oro~ Triflon 
~czS . by Chuck Taylor 

As Jong as men have made, possessed, 
and used machines, they have faced the 
problems of lubrication and cleaning. Not 
unexpectedly, advances of the state-of
the-art in both areas have been repeated
ly made , but, still, much remained to 
be accomplished. 

.Some of the big problems have been 
the nasty habit of protective lubricants 
either evaporating from exposure to heat , 
frietlon, or the elements, or mixing with 
a contaminant agent, such as with car
bon or dirt , and forming an egregious 
compound of sludge that is the bane of 
anyone who works with machinery. 

When the problems of protection, 
cleanihg, and lubrication are applied to 
the field of combat weaponry, they as
sume critical proportions , since the very 
salvation of the ·user of the weapon 
depends on not only his ability to effici-

Typical metal surface enlarged 20,000 times to 
revea l "hill and valley" irregularities of sur
face. Conventional lubricants fail to effectively 
iill and permanentl y occupy these microscopic 
depressions, thus allowing scarring to occur 
when surface is subjected to friction. 

ently utilize his weapon, but also the 
reliable functioning of that weapon. This, 
of course, is why we clean guns in the 
first place: to maximize the inherent 
reliability of the weapons system. 

Over the past several decades , signifi
cant advances have been made in this 
vein, but , unfortunately, although the 
advances were unquestionably improve
ments, they left a great deal to be de
sired. 
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Probably the most notable advance of 
the past 20 years was the coming of the 
military lubricant/cleaner known as LSA. 
Those of you either in current military 
service or recent past service are quite 
familiar with it. LSA is a good sub
stance. It lubricates well, and, up until 
now, was the only thing that could keep 
an M-16 functioning reliably, particularly 
in tropical or abusive environments. 

Six months ago, a cleaner/lubricant 
known as Tri-flon was provided to me for 
testing and evaluation. I was assured 
by the Tri-flon people that it was the best 
product of its type ever created. Natural
ly, I thought that those were pretty large 
assurances , the kind that have a habit 
of going sour when the going gets 
rough. For this reason, I have mercilessly 
tested Tri-flon for a rather Jong period 
to determine how effective it really is. 

Tri-Flan Teflon ® with boundary film is 20,000 
times actual size, demonstrating evening-out 
effect Tri-Flan gives all metal surfaces it 
occupies. Boundary fluid displaces moisture. 
Teflon ® particles displace microscopic space. 
Combination provides as smooth a non
abrasive surface as is pQssible to achieve. 

Well, my conclusion is that it is 
dynamite! My original test vehicles were 
an Ingram MlO cal. .45 SMG, a S&W 
M76 cal. 9mm SMG, an Ingram Mll 
cal. .380 SMG, an Ml Thompson SMG, 
two custom Colt .45 autos, a Browning 
BSS 12-gauge shotgun, and a S&W M60 
cal. .38 Special "Chief's Special" revol
ver. Tri-flon worked so well on the above 
guns that I decided to give it the acid 
test. I thoroughly cleaned and dried my 

German MG42 cal. 7.92mm LMG and 
treated it with Tri-flon. The '42 has a 
cyclic rate of over 1200 rpm, and gen
erates a bunch of motion of moving parts 
and friction of metal bearing surfaces. 

Upon the initial firing of the gun, the 
cyclic rate was noticeably higher, due to 
the reduced friction and increased 
lubrication of bearing surfaces and mov
ing parts. 

Similar results had previously been 
noted with the Ingram SMGs and the 
Thompson. Functioning of the handguns 
was improved, and it was found that, 
after thoroughly treating the weapon with 
Tri-flon, it was, subsequently , much 
easier to clean . . . an added and much 
welcomed bonus , as far as I'm con
cerned! 

Tri-Flon exceeds even the toughest 
U.S. military weapons specs. For ex-

Tri-Flan Teflon ® particles, without fluid 
boundary film, are enlarged 20,000 times to 
show "bearing-type" filling effect of sub
micron size particles. Millions of these parti
cles are suspended in each milliliter of Tri
Flon. 

ample , it has an operating range of 
-50 degrees F . to +475 degrees F., 
and will even operate for a short period in 
the 750 degrees to 800 degrees F. range 
long after other lubes have evaporated 
down to hard films. In terms of lubricity, 
the military specifications call for fric tion 
surfaces to be loaded to 250 lbs . psi 
running for four minutes without any 
galling. Under those conditions, Tri
Flon has performed at upwards of 
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Author found Tri-Flon to be best cleaner/lubricant he'd ever used. Now uses it exclusively on 
all guns, from pistols to LMGs. 

1200 lbs. psi for 20 minutes. The ability 
for a lubricant to protect a metal surface 
against rust or corrosion is generally 
tested in a 5% salt spray chamber. 
Accordingly, military specifications of 
100 hours is an extremely difficult test. 
Tri-Flon is rated at a phenomenal 168 
hours on the low end. Other military 
specs include a minimum resistance to 
galling under 1250 pounds of pressure for 
four minutes, with a lmm scar. 

' 

Tri-flon lasted 22 minutes and only 
left a .64mm scar! For corrosion resis
tance, the military prescribes that it 
must last 30 hours in a five percent salt 
water solution. Tri-flon lasted 165 
hours! As a cleaner, Tri-flon removes 
100 percent of all unburned varnish 
(found in modern gun powders) and 
primer salts , so it can be readily utilized 
for most all tasks the gun owner can 
create, and perform in a superior manner 
to all known products. 

What makes this stuff tick? Teflon® , 
suspended in a liquid solution. In fact, 
one millimeter ofTri-flon contains several 
million particles of Teflon® . Putting the 
statement into perspective, a micron is 
1/1,000,000 of an inch . .. and a red 
blood cell is about 10 microns in diamet
er. Well, that red bfood cell is 30 times 
larger than one Teflon® particle, as used 
in Tri-flan. 
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The accompanying photos tell the story 
of why Tri-flon is a superior lubricant. 
It has the ability to fill in the miscroscopic 
" hills and valleys" in the host metal 
which are caused by its being worked by 
machines. This , in turn, allows bearing 
surfaces to move with greatly reduced 
friction, which, naturally , increases the 
life of the weapon or machine, and allows 
it to function many times more smoothly 
than it could otherwise. 

This same ability to fill in also enables 
Tri-flon to preclude corrosive elements 
and common grit from penetrating into 
the metal , and causing not only func
tioning and machine-life problems, but 
also cleaning and maintepance hassles. 
Once a gun is treated with Tri-flon, it 
is much easier to clean because of this 
fact . 

I admit that I'm . impressed with this 
stuff. It doesn 't wash away in the rain , as 
do conventional oils and LSA, it doesn 't 
have the bulk that LSA has, or the 
resultant mess of application, and it 
cleans and lubricates better than either ! 
As far as I'm concerned, it's the best 
product of its type now in existence. 
When _you try it, you'll agree. This is 
a product that you can bet your life on. 

A TEXTBOOK BY E.R FENJOHN 
ABOUT THE PROPER usr; OF A 
HAND GUN TO DEFEND A HOME 
AND ITS OCCUPANTS 

HARDCOVER 
ILLUSTRATED 

SEND 

$4.95 PLUS 30• POST AGE 
TO: 

GOLD ST AR PUB. CO. 
DEPT. SF-4. 90 CRICKET A VE 

ARDMORE, PA. 19003 

Ninja 

Ninja Combat System 
A Training Manual $6.00 

Ninja Equipment Catalog 
Featuring Night Suits, Tabi, Shuriken, 
Manrikis , Knives , Garrotes, Blow 
Guns, Books, Tear Gas and more . 

Ninja 
P. 0. Box 28222 

Atlanta, Ga. 30328 

- $l.00 
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AN/COM ELECTRONICS 
INTRODUCES 

THE SUCCESSOR TO 
THE AN/PRC-6 

THE AN/PRC-6T 
AN ALL SOLID STATE VERSION 

OF THIS WORKHORSE 
PORTABLE THAT SETS A NEW 

STANDARD OF PERFORMANCE 
& RELIABILITY 

• UP TO TEN TI MES THE LIFE OF 
OF THE BATTERY/TUBE MODEL 

• TAKES STANDARD OR 
ALKALI DE 'D' CELL 

• UP THE RANGE OF STANDARD 
AN/PRC-6 

• GREATER RECEIVING 
SENSITIVITY 

• RUGGED WATER PROOF CASE 
REBUI LT TO MIL SPEC 
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• ACCEPTS STANDARD PRC-6 
CRYSTALS 

REFINISHED TO GOV'T SPECS 
CONVERTED TO ALL SOLID 

STATE 

$150.00 
ALL ITEMS SHIPPED PREPA ID 

AN/COM 
ELECTRONICS 

5521 CLEON, NORTH HOLLYWOOD, 
CA 91601 (213) 769-5518 

STEELE ON KNIVES 
Continued from page 28 
something distinctive in the way of 
native knives, but most are not of great 
collector's interest in this country. 

Q. A federal officer recently had 
occasion to use a standard push dagger 
with a spiked tri-corner blade for a skull 
penetration and ended up shattering four 
bones in his hand. I mentioned this to 
Wayne Goddard, and he has worked 
out a handle design which would di's
tribute impact force more evenly and in 
accordance with natural contours. 

E.G. Brooker, Cincinatti, Ohio 
A . Thanks for the information on 

Wayne Goddard's push dagger with the 
orthopedic handle. I don't recommend 
that anyone stab into the skull, which 
is the hardest bone in the body, but it's 
nice to know that one could do so without 
disintegrating his hand. 

Q. I am writing to tell you about boar 
hunting as practiced in Australia. I am 
not talking about the guys who just shoot 
them with high powered rifles , 12-bore 
solids, etc. I am talking about killing 
them with a knife. I go out regularly, and 
I admit I carry a gun in the vehicle, as 
do my fellow hunters, but you do not 
need a firearm if you have good working 
dogs. The dogs , usually Bull Terriers , 
Grey Hounds , Stag Hounds , etc., grab 
the pig by the ears. It may take three to 

six dogs to hold a really big pig; then the 
hunter cautiously approaches and stabs 
the pig in the heart behind the front leg 
or cuts its· throat. The dogs are a sight 
hete: they armor them up to protect the 
chest against the boar's tusks. Even so, 
we had a dog the other day that got hit 
in the main neck vein, died iii. five min
utes. G. R. Angel, N.S.W., Australia 

A. Thanks for the information. This is 
essentially the way we hun't boar in 
Hawaii, although the Hawaiian dogs are 
not nearly so big and are not armored. 
I understand the Maori in New Zealand 
also stab wild boar, although they pro
voke thein to charge onto their blade, 
much like the Germans did in the 15th 
century. The German knight used to 
brace his boar sword against one knee 
to meet the charge. However, this 
technique was practiced only on smaller 
boars or sows, since a large boar could 
easily rip the sword from his hands. It 
is always best to approach a boar from the 
side or back, especially when using a 

· small weapon like the six-inch Randall 
Model 1 I used in Hawaii. Using a boar 
sword Hirschfanger or boar spear like 
most Germans did is much safer because 
of the added 'distance froin the target. 
British officers in India used to lance 
them from horseback, which is safer 

. still, except for the danger of falling off 
one's horse. m 

NOW YOU CAN CONVERT YOUR 27A1 OR 27 AS 
THOMPSON TO FULL AUTOMATIC 

NO PARTS TO BUY 
NO MACHINING 

ONLY MINOR CHANGES 
EASILY DONE IN MfNUTES 
CYCLIC RATE 1200 RPM 

SEND $24.95 FOR INSTRUCTIONS 
H&H 

P.O. BOX 296, DEPT SF, PENPLETON, IN DIANA 46064 

ORDER TODAY! Prompt Delivery. 

TJte .. W""lly Pully••! 
100% PURE °VIRGIN WOOL Imported from England! 

A rugged , heavy rib knit , super warm OUTDOOR 
SWEATER. Ideal for Backpacking , Hunting. Boat
ing, Skiing , & a ll cool weather activit ies. 
Long used by the British SAS Commandos and 
Parachute Regiment as a more serviceab le jacket 
replace m ent. Match·ing cotton / pol yes ter Twill 
shoulder & e lbow patches reduce piling , snagging. 
and abrasion wear. Crew neck design for added 
comfort. E xtra long body prevents " ride-up ". Home 
washab le . 
Sizes 36 to 46. Women 's S , M. L. Choice of Olive 
Green . Blue-Grey or Royal Navy Blue . Money back 
guarantee . M .C .. B .A.C ., Checks. M .0 .. and C .O .D. 
Phorie orders 404-943-9336 (24 hr. service) 

BRIGADE QUARTERMASTERS, LTD. 
P.O. Box 108· L 
Powder Springs. Ga. 30073 

PLUS $1 .50 POSTAGE 
GA. RES. ADD . TAX . 
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The Wlld Geese Fly Again 
Continued from page 57 

a good cause-and a high fee. But his 
prime motive is that of success. His 
loyalty and devotion to his men know no 
bounds. 

A point made by more than ony ob
server on the set is that Burton ' s char
acterization is almost a take-off of former 
Mere leader Mike Hoare. Both men main
tain that the similarity is incidental; 
those of us who remember the Congo 
from the old days ·maintain that the 
similarity is more than co-incidental. The 
two men even look alike! 

Hoare 's imprint on the film comes 
through forcibly. The choice of the old 
mere veteran as a technical advisor by 
Producer Evan Lloyd was indeed a wise 
one, for Hoare, more than most other 
mere veterans, knows what it is all 
about; The W:ild Geese leiwes the viewer 
in no doubt of that! 

Hoare had a few comments of his 
own while on the set. Says he of meres: 

"There is an old saying that one volun
teer is worth ten draftees. And thjs is 
particularly true of soldiering. In my own 
British Army career I always had in my 
unit a large proportion of gruiriblers and 
grousers who just didn't want to be there 
anyway. 

RHODESIAN 
ARMY 

"But in a good mercenary outfit , 
they're all there because they want to 
be. All right, the motive is probably the 
high money they earn, but they all want 
to do it . They 're all volunteers. So you 
can train them at tremendous speed. 

"Another big incentive for them, of 
course , is when you tell them with 
perfect truth, 'Right lads , you've got six 
weeks to train , then we go into action. 
So if you don't get it right by then the 
chances are you 'II qe killed stone dead!' 
So they make sure they do get it right!" 

Hoare even had -an opportunity to 
compliment one of the hired "meres"; 
this time Ian Yule who served · with 
" Mad" Mike in the Congo. 

Yule's contribution was spectacular. 
With Bren gun blazing, he rushed into 
action "killing" half-a -dozen enemy 
soldiers. Then, running out of ammo he 
threw down the Bren, picked up a 
Thompson, and blazed away, finally 
throwing a couple of grenades with his 
free hand. 

He then picked up and fired a bazooka , 
eventually rushing forward again, pick
ing his way across the now piled-up 
"bodies" of the enemy force. Director 
Andrew McLaglen shouted "Cut," 
adding, " That was great, Ian ." 

Colonel Hoare walked across to Yule 
on the set, stared him in the eye, and 
said: "I don't know whether to court-

SOLD1tER Of 
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martial you or give you a ruddy medal 
for that exhibition, Yule . . . " Both men 
then broke into laughter. Now wags 
who were on the unit are calling the actor 
Ian " To Hell and Back" Yule. 

Then there was the time that black 
star John Kani (who jointly won Broad
way's coveted "Tony" Award with 
Winston Ntshona a couple of years back) 
was stealthily advancing towards an 
enemy soldier. He lifted his knife to 
slit the man's throat. "Cut, " called 
director McLaglen again. 

An interesting piece of current news 
did emerge from the set of the film , 
concerning Colonel Mike Hoare . 

Hoare, formerly commander of S 
Commado, is considering forming a 
private anti-hijacker squad. His "rat 
catching" force would be non-political 
and would comprise contracted meres 
who would be hired by airline companies 
or countries . 

The former mere officer ~onsiders it 
essential that such a mercenary team 
should be completely non-political to 
negate the terrorists' political activism. 
Hoare is making no further comment at 
this stage on this fascinating project 
since secrecy is obviously of paramount 
importance. · 
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The Push Dagger 
· By Crawford 

A Personal dcrensc weapon and collcc1o rs item 1hat 
increases in value the longer it is owned. 

Each knife is inJividuall y hand made fro m the fincs1 
materials using cai"eful craftsmanship 10 crcaic a one-of-a
kind masterpiece. 

lllc hand le is solid brass. The blade is J" long made from 
440C high carbon srainlcs:, steel, mirror polished. Each knife 
come:, wilh a leather sheath li11cd with a clip. It can be worn 
in your boot, on a bell or carried in a ladies purse. 

All of rny knives arc g11<1ran1ced. If you arc not satisfied 
return it for a full refund. 

Price $50.00 plus $2.00 postage & insurance. 
To reserve yours send a small SJ0.00 deposit. Your order will 
be confi rmed immedia1cly. Delivery is about 4 wcck·s. 

For furt her informa tion and cata log of fight ing knives 
please send $1.00. 

Crawford Knives 
205 N. Center 

West Memphis, Ark. 7230 1 
(50 I) 735-4632 

RUGGED ORIGINAL 

FALLSCHIRMSPRINGERSTIEFEL 
GERMAN PARATROOPER BOOTS 

IMMEDIATE AVAILABILITY 
Prize jump boots for all Airborne personnel. Rugged 
beyond compare. Smooth black leather with a 
patented lacing system. Lined with supple calfskin 
and padded for protection. Closed tongue. Water
proofed. Double-stitched. Non-slip rubber heel and 
half-sole over leather base. European sizes 39-47 
(US6-12) REGULAR & WIDE ONLY. MC and BAG 
accepted. Phone (404) 943-9336 today! U.S.A. & 
A.P.O. Addresses only. 
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Send payment to: 

BRIGADE QUARTERMASTERS LTD. 
P.O. BOX 108-L, POWDER SPRINGS, GA. 

30073 

SPECIAL OFFER - $79.95 
AVAILABLE SOON! 

SPECIAL JUMP INSERTS 

COMBAT 
PISTOLCRAFT 
Continued from page 26 

The argument still goes on as to 
whether the Colt Gold Cup is a good 
choice for practical shooting. The cur
rent mo'dels now have full weight slides 
like the standard Government model 
and handle much more easily than the 
old lightweight slide models. If you pur
chase a Cup, I seriously recommend that 
you get a spare rear sight retaining pin 
or two. They will drift out or break while 
firing full power loads. The front sight 
has a nasty habit of shooting off after 
extended firing. The best way to go is 
to send your Cup to Jim Hoag, 8523 
Canoga Ave., Canoga Park, Calif. 91304, 
for his Low mount Bo-Mar sight installa
tion. His replacement ramp front sight 
is silver soldered in place and does not 
shoot loose. 

Terry Hudson, Crown City Arms, P.O. 
Box 1126, Cortland, New York 13045, 
offers a very good line of .45 auto pistol 
parts. For those needing Colt parts, 
Commander hammers, recoil buffers, 
speed safeties, those hard-to-get high 
fixed Micros, he stocks extra power re
coil springs for the .45 and frame and 
slide kits. I recently installed one of his 

lightweight frames under my Colt .22-.45 
conversion kit. This gives me a full time 
practice arm that is ideal for basement 
practice or training sessions with begin
ners that must first get the feel of the big 
gun without the fear of .45 recoil. Also 
the .22-.45 conversion kit is nice for prac
tice during the winter months when brass 
recovery is hampered by deep snow. 
Some people may regard the .22-.45 
kit as a nonsense item, but watching 
John Davis of Illinois demonstrate his 
gives one new faith in the low cost .22 
practice ammo. 

Bill Ives of Pachmayr Gun Works gave 
me a new set of the improved .45 Signa
ture grips for the M1911 Colt that they 
now offer. This final version seems ideal 
with the toe of the front strap now re
moved, the magazine catch area relieved, 
and the front panel reinforced to pre
vent stretching that was so common on 
the early model. Pachmayr now offers 
an arched version of their neoprene 
mainspring housing that really provides 
a good gripping surface. It is gratifying 
to see the people at Pachma:yr make the 
needed changes that were required for 
the Signature grip to become the better 
product that it now is. 

,, ATTENTI 
~\..\.. MOUNTAINEER, POLICE, FIRE, RESCUE, " S.W.A.T.", MILITARY 

or>-\>\> QUICK RELEASE s(t,?s~ ~~~{h~~t~EAT $25.00 
O~ ~~ ADJUSTABLE LEG AND WIDJ..t!._"7"1~ T REVERSIBLE LEFT OR RIGHT HAN 

~ · oc- .~~ 

I REGULAR RAPPELLING jt!>;~J AUSTRALIAN RAPPELLING 
MADE TO RIGID SPECIFICATIONS BY GOVERNMENT MANUFACTURERS 

NYLON WEB TO WITHSTAND 10,000 LBS. 
11 15 FT. NYLON RAPPELLING POINT ANCHORS $10.00 

~1 USE AROUND ANY STATIONARY OBJECT· TREE, ROCK FORMATION, 
~~~~·! CHIMNEY. ETC. ~ 10,000 LBS. TEST 

\.\• ALSO AVAILABLE: 7/16" NYLON RAPPELLING ROPE 
120 FT. LENGTHS $50.00 

(SPECIAL ORDER OF VARIOUS LENGTHS ON REQUEsn 

WRITE TO: 

JIM PHILLIPS 
P.O. BOX 168. DEPT SF. WILLIAMSTOWN. N.J. 08094 

$2.00 POSTAGE & HANDLING CHARGE ON ITEMS 

WHO KNOWS NOW AVAILABLE: 

TYPE I - For .22s & .22 L R 

WHAT 
EVIL .. 

Prepare yourself 

Mini Derringers - 11.95 

TYPE II - For Small 

Frame Autos: Colt, 
Bauer, etc. - 14.95 

TYPE I ll - For 

with Shadow Systems' 
ultra-concealable rig for 
mini derringers. The soft 
black leather pocket wraps around 
your ankle, leg, wrist or arm and is held 
securely in place with a Velcro closure. 
You'll never know you have it on . .. 
'till you need it. 
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TERRAIN& 
SITUATION 
Continued from page 22 

The Service Ace is new to the market 
place and in short supply. Yet, in view of 
the advantages it offers, this .22 version 
of the Government Model might be well 
worth the wait. For more information, 
write Colt Firearms, 150 Huyshope Ave
nue, Hartford, Ct. 06102 USA. 

***** 
Penetrating a barricade is one of the 

most difficult shooting situations. The 
KTW Armor Piercing ammunition to a 
large extent obviates this problem. 
KTW ammo is not only distinctive in 
performance, but distinctive in appear
ance as well. The truncated cone-shaped 
bullets are green-the color of pea 
soup. Their effect on various types of 
barricades is impressive. 

It is irresponsible to advocate shooting 
at people through walls and doors except 
under the most controlled situations. 
Otherwise, liability to innocent parties 
can easily result. Per force a high veloci
ty load, armor-piercing rounds fired 
indiscriminately can miss the mark and 
travel relatively great distances and still 
effect lethality. For this and a number of 
other reasons , except under extra-

VIEI'NAM JUNGLE BOOT 
GENUINE G.I. ISSUE 

(AMERICAN MADE) 

SPECIFICALLY DESIGNED FOR RUGGED 
OUTDOOR USE IN HOT CLIMATE. FINEST 
COMBAT, HIKING OUTDOOR BOOT 
DESIGNED. 

CHECK THESE FEATURES: 
1. LIGHTWEIGHT 2. STEEL REINFORCED 
SOLE 3. NYLON WEBBING SIDES & TOP 4. 
LEATHER INNER-SOLE 5. BLACK LEATHER 
TOES & HEELS 6. NYLON LACES 7. NON-SKID 
HEAVY-DUTY CLEA TED RUBBER SOLES. 
REGULAR OR WIDE WIDTI-1/FULL SIZES ONLY/SIZES 6 
THRU 14/NEW MERCHANDISE 

BLACK LEA TIIER COMBAT · 
BOOT 

CONFORMS TO U.S. MILITARY SPEC. 
MIL-B-43481 

REGULAR OR WIDE WIDTH/FULL SIZES ONLY/SIZES 7 
TIIRU 12/NEW MERCHANDISE 

YOUR CHOICE - $34.95 PER PAIR 
POSTAGE & HANDLING: U.S. $1.50 PLUS 7% OF 
ORDER/CALIF. RES. ADD 6% SALES TAX/FOREIGN 
$3.00 PLUS 7 % OF ORDER. 

PLEASE NOTE: 
DO NOT CONFUSE THESE GENUINE ITEMS WITH 
CliEAP. INFERIOR IMPORTS OFFERED ELSEWHERE. 

SEND S.A.S.E. FOR PRICE UST 
PLEASE SEND YOUR ORDER WITH PAYMENT BY 
CASHIER CHECK OR BANK MONEY ORDER TO: 

L.T. GRISAMORE ENTERPRISES 
3869 WAYNE CO_URT. DEPT.SF-4 RIVERSIDE. CA 92504 
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ordinary circumstances, KTW Armor 
Piercing ammo sh~uld not be carried 
except as auxiliary loads. 

Available in a wide range of calibers
.25, .380, 9mm, .38, .357 and .45 ACP
there is a KTW load for every popular 
undercover or service gun. 

In conjunction with Hal Butz and his 
Gun room Police Wea pons Instructional 
Team, we tested several of these KTW 
loads on a '/•-inch armor plate at 21 feet. 
This is one of the most severe tests for 
armor piercing ammo since even the 
manufacturer recommends its use 
through spaced thickness of metal or 
wood or other material. 

9mm Parabellum loads fired from a 
double action Bererla auto incurred very 
pronounced dimpling of the metal 
surface .. _38 Special loads had relatively 
similar effect. .45 ACP loads did little 
dimpling, rather leaving the distinct 
impression that a ballpeen hammer had 
been wielded against the surface by some 
giant. When the magnums were trotted 
out, the results were most dramatic. 
Using a four-inch Python, complete 
penetration was achieved. · 

Contrary to popular mythology , armor
piercing loads will not in most instances 
stop a car when fired into the engine 

45' Spotting Scope 
22x60mm 
$117.00 ppd. 

II . 

Brown Telescopics 
558 Mitter Drive 

Elgin, Ill inois 60120 

SECRETS OF MODERN KNIFE 
FIGHTING 

BY 
DAVID E. STEELE 

David Steele 's long awaited book on knife fighting 
leaves no room for disappointment. Steele analyzes 
every detail of employing the knife in combat, 
including underwater knife fighting, and utilizes 
step-by-step " how to" photos . An addition he 
describes, compares and evaluates fighting 
techniques of the middle ages and the techniques 
of Jim Bowie, John Styers , and Rex Applegate. 
Steele also evaluates a wide assortment of knives 
from all over the world. 

CHAPTERS INCLUDE: 
• The Fighting Stiletto 

• Sheath Styles & Sharpening Stones 
• Improvised Weapons 

• Knife Fighting Past & Present 
• AND MUCH MORE! 

145 PAGES/215 PHOTOGRAPHS 
HARDCOVER: $15.95 EACH PLUS 

. $1.00 P&H 
SOFTCOVER: $9.95 EACH PLUS 

$1 .00 P&H 
(Colo. Res. Add 3% Sales Tax) 

ABOUT THE AUTHOR 
David Steele holds a Master 's degree in Police 
Science. He served as rifle and pistol instructor for 
the National Rifle Assoc. , and as supervisor for the 
Police Weapons Center Project at the International 
Assoc. of Chiefs of Police. Steele, an accomplished 

fencer, has written several books on small arms. 
ORDER.TODAY FROM: 
PHOENIX ASSOC., 

P.O. BOX 693. DEPT. S-4. 
BOULDER. COLORADO BD306 

Precision Made 
8 Shot .22 Cal. 
Tear Gas Non-Lethal 
Revolver - No 
Federal Firearms 
License Required. 

Send $24.98 =~0~~ 
NO COO SPLfASE llSURlO MUVERY 

DEFENDER 
DEPT. A2900 

The NEW Incomparable 

S"IN-U~Q 
A un ique leg-sheathed knife wi th a 
Velc ro closure system for utmost 
concealability. The 4~ ounce suede 
leg wrap is so comfortable you'll fo r
get it is there. The polished blade, 
hollow-ground knife is superbly 
hand-crafted of heat treated 440-C 
steel. Knife unit is 5" long, Yi6' thick 
and weighs less than 2 ounces. A 
functional tool for outdoorsmen, or 
as a weapon for personal defense & 
evasive tactics- easily removed for 
instant use! The SKIN-000 comes 
wit h an ex tra suede sheath with 
Velcro closure adaptable to boots, 
pocf<etbooks, or anywhere! 

ORDER YOURS TODAY! 
Complete w i t h 
two sheaths: 

plus $1.00 for postage and insurance. 

PHONE 404-943-9336 (24 hour service) 

BRIGADE QUARTERMASTERS LTD. 
P.O. Box 108-L 

Powder Springs, Georgia 30073 
DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED 
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block. They will, however, allow firing 
at an adversary who takes cover ins de or 
behind an auto body, behind heavy 
wooden doors, a store counter, or similar 
cover object:> . 

KTW bullets are also available in a 
wide variet y of rifle c~nl)e•·o; ·~,.,r 1 tl 
or custom loading. b ecause ot t eir 
extreme penetration, KTWs would be 
ineffective man stoppers in a standard 
shootout situation. When use0 for their 
intended purpose, however, the KTW 
rounds are highly effective. Available to 
police and other authorized persons only, 
for more information write: KTW Inc., 
710 Forster Park Rd. , Lorain, OH. 440S3 
USA. 

***** 

If anyone asked me what my favorite 
television show is , I'd easily answer, 
"The Prisoner." A decade ago, ITC. the 
British prod!lcing and distributing g iant, 
first released the strange blending of 
science fiction and secret agent fare. 

Over the ensuing years, the 17 episodes, 
starring Patrick McGoohan, have been 
shown at colleges and universities, run 
anq re-run on various commercial sta
tions everywhere, and are now enjoying 
a resurgence of popularity on Public 
Television stations throughout the 
country. McGoohan plays a secret agent 
who n::signs. He is kidnapped and taken 
to a Utopian Village where everyone is 
known by a number rather than a name
his is Number 6. The Village syste
matically invades privacy, deperson
alizes day-to-day life , attempts to bend 
minds, break hµman wills and substi
tute Big Brother paternalism for freedom. 

" The Prisoner" has a definite mes
sage. Ten years ago, today, years into 
the future- it discusses the personal 
freedom of man in the most basic of 
terms: the struggle to be a free individual · 
in a society where individualism is 
stamped out like a disease. One reason 
the show is a cult object and a continual 
subject for discussion and interpretation 
is that it fulfills a criterion we normally 
associate with art- it mirrors life. Lest 
~e are quite careful, as social legislation 
proliferates and government more boldly 
invades our personal lives, the plight of 
Number 6-"The Prisoner"-might soon 
inirror our own lives all too well . 
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SNIPING FACTS ... 
The Editor. SOF Ma P.azine : 

I he a.-1 :. .. i: on ~ "'l ' •!;, • na uie u:,c •Ji' 
larger calibers for long range is good 
(SOF, Sept. '78), the first solid stuff I've 
s,, ,, 1 on '' "''ou::rr · · »1 n ·r! ri11rrr ·~. '.',. 
in Kor a d heatd of Cap . Brophy 's .SO 
gun experiments. When I was with 700th 
Ordnance (4Sth Div.), the armament shop 
had a hyb id .;>0 MG barrel/PTRD rifle , 
but no one then with the unit knew much 
of its use. There was a tank in the divis
ion burned out by ·1se of a J 4.S rifle , 
though. It could hurt at close range . 

The German Pafr.318 AT cartric e 
wa~ n 't exactly a 131 1111 , though it oi 
almost match our .SO MG round. It may 
have been developed from experiments 
fol owing t he T.u. F. 11achine gun of 
1918, but the only rounds near the .SO 
in German use were the aircraft 13mm, a 
smaller cased job, and the lSn m, a near 
.60 caliber with hig11 velocity, used in the 
MGlSls . 

Capt. Brophy's observations on the 
care of sniping gear sound like 1916 over 
again. Our attention to sniping is after 
the fact, usually .... 

The seemingly permanent lock-in to 
the Mousegun and the varmint calibcred 
S.56mm means that sniping in future is 
not a Nice To Know but a Goddamn Must 
for the U.S. Our kindly foes have buckets 
of Ml891 bolt actions (sniper rifles, 
natch) , and it is claimed they have at 
least one sniper in the Soviet army to 
each platoon, and since he carries a 
Dragunov SVD, he is in position to hurt 
us badly. Study of our ammunition 
allowances shows the brilliant fact that 
sniping allowances are optional during 
peacetime, mandatory in mobilization. 
This is a crock. It is during peacetime that 
we have the t ime to learn and the instruc
tors to do it. We should have permanent 
sniper training schools and they should 
be backed up to the hilt . . .. 

We cover the same ground , making the 
same mistakes, due to lack of continuity. 
Back in W.W. II we made up sniper rifles 
hastily from war production arms. The 
MlC and D did not have glass pedding 
and the maintenance of accuracy in the 

· Ml was not understood. After 194S, we 
forgot. Jn 1950 we dragged our l 94S arms 
out in haste. In the 1960s Springfield 
Armory went down the drain, shot down 
by the slide rulers, and in the haste to 
scrap all the useless things, the develop
ments on M14 sniping rifles seem to 
have gone with SA. An ordnance machin
ist in 'Nam got a Bronze Star for develop
ing Ml4 scope mounts in the field, 
doing work already done by Sprii:igfield 

before the VN War! He deserved his 
m · ~,; , but som one llig e · up deserved 
the Purple Shaft for total failure in office. 

I think if someone dra "'~ed LTC Brophy 
u1.1. tnt,,; recred ust auL! u.S::,tg11c Jiffj lo 
work out a good sniper weapon with 
available means of today, he'd qe able 
ti: '·' '1~·· r'-: ' ttr>r ·• . ,. ' he M21 sniper 
and the M700 and s·mttar rifles to work 
on. Glass bedqing was not in use on the 
Ml in 1954, and some of the scope 
~ights now in .sc were not even th ught 
of then. It is possible that someone could 
develop a long range sniping rounq, 
11. ing not the .SO BMG round , but the 
shorter .SO used in the M8 spotting 
rifles. This case with proper slugs , such 
as some makers provide today, would 
give a use!"ul round w11h a better range 
than the .30 and less kick than the BMG. 
Use of Hydra Coil stock units could make 
it less damaging to shoot. LTC Brophy 
back in his Korean ays was a fairly 
husky type, but I expect after a few 
rounds he needed to visit a Japanese 
masseuse and have his sore shoulder 
walked on for an hour or two . .. . 

In time of peace, prepare for war-
wh ich we never do . 

Sincerely, 
John P. Conlon 
CW3 OARNG (Retd.) 
Newark, Ohio 

ON GUN CONTROL ... 
Gentlemen: 

I have just read the November '78 
issue of SOF and was appalled when I 
read "America's Gestapo in Action." 
Up until now I have been an inactive 
member in the war against gun control. 
But wheq I read what had happened at 
the San Jose Gun, Coin, and Antique 
Collectors' Show, it was the final straw 
necessary to get me motivated. I am 
going to do everything within my power 
to see that all forms of gun control are 
permanently rem'oved. My effort alone 
will make little difference, but if we all 
get off our dead asses, just maybe we 
can make a miracle happen. 

Thankfully, 
PFC Douglas M. Walker, Jr. 
Fort Riley, Kansas 

SOF "REAL AMERICANA" ... 
Gentlemen: 

I wish to express my profound apprec
iation for your fine, unique magazine. 
It 's "Real Americana"! 

Soldier of Fortune represents a very 
real American minority (albeit an en
dangered species)-Patriotic Americans 
with a fighting spirit. Your magazine is 
the standard bearer for those noble 
qualities Patriotic Americans cherish 
most: duty', honor, courage, loyalty, and 
the will to win. 

Continue<:! 011 page9·1 
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BULLETIN 
BOARD 
Continued from page 14 

simple reason that it is more economicl),I 
to enlist individuals who arc:! already 
trained and experienced in their special-
ty." . 

Captain Lee stated that the Rhodesian 
Army ~ould accept regular infantry m~n; 
that they would consider anyone with 
previous experience , depending on their 
needs at any specific time. 

"There 's always a problem in recruit
ing by mail," Lee stated. "Therefore, 
we require an individual to pay his own 
transportation costs if he is accepted. 
We reimburse tlie volunteer three 
months after he enters the service . We 
have had instances wher!! we have paid 
ari individual's airfare from the U.S., 
only to have him decide he didn't like us 
and turn around and return. There is no 
exception to this policy at present.'' 

Lee suggested that interested parties 
include documentation of previous 
service (DD 214) with their request for 
an application; that . the material for
warded should be ·certified true copies 
instead of original documents. "We also 
require a copy of the individual's birth 
certificate or a photostatic copy of the 
personal data that appears in his pass
port. Upon receipt of this, we will forward 
an application and medical form.'' 

"It is our . policy to answer corres
pondence within 48 hours. However, on 
occasion I have received letters from in
dividuals stating they had written us 
three times but had received no reply. 
I would assume this is because there is 
unsatisfactory mail service between the 
U.S. and Rhodesia." (SOF assumes that 
there are individuals in the U.S. Postal 
Service who purposely destroy mail 
going to or coming from Rhodesia.) 

Lee recommends that instead of writ
ing to the Rhodesian Recruiting Officer 
that one shou.ld· write ''The Secretary, 
Private Bag 7720, Causeway, Salisbury, 
Rhodesia. The people at headquarters 
will forward any mail so addressed to 
us. " 

LEGION UPDATE DELAY . .. 
Because our comprehensive coverage 

of the current situation in Southern 
Africa has pre-empted the editorial space 
slotted for Major John S. Arvidson's 
analysis of the French Foreign Legion, 
this Legion article will appear in the 
next issue of SOF. 

HOLOCAUST AGAIN .. • 
Although the media continue their 

policy of non-speak on genocide in Cam
bodia, concerned individuals and organi
zations are beginning to speak out in 
the United States. 

The Cambodian Association of Amer
ica, whose headquarters are at 2226 East 
Anaheim Street, Long Beach, California 
90804, is the most prominent of these 
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groups. Protesting the Khmer Rouge's 
systematic extermination of nearly 
3,000,000 Cambodian men, women and 
children, over YJ of Cambodia's popula
tion, and Cambodia's having been turned 
into a gigantic slave labor camp, the 
organization declares, "Inaction, silence, 
indifference, and complacency were con
tributing factors to the deaths of 
6,000,000 Jews in Germany. History is 
now repeating itself. We are a non
partisan group made up of individuals 
who share the common feeling that we 
cannot, in our own conscience, remain 
silent on this issue. We seek only to 
address ourselves to the present and 
continuing holocaust.'' 

Despite such grassroots concern , the 
major media are still suspiciously silent 
about Cambodia's tragedy , leaving 
reporting to smaller groups, such as 
The Washington Press, a publication of 
Accuracy in Media , Inc ., 777 14th Street, 
NW, Washington, DC 20005, which re
cently pointed out national media non
coverage of a 12 June 1978 Cambodian 
rally in the nation 's capital. 

The rally was held by Cambodians 
from all over the United States, who 
gathered on the steps of the Capitol in 
Washington to appeal to Congress and 
the American people to help save Cam
bodia from Communist genocide. 

Members of Congress who addressed 
the group, expressing their outrage at 
what is taking place in Cambodia, fo
cluded Senator Robert Dole (R-KS), 
Republican vice-presidential nominee in 
1976, and Congressman Robert Dornan 
(R-CA), who criticized Senator George 
McGovern and former Congresswoman 
Bella Abzug. Dornan also challenged 
other .members of Congress to come out 
of their offices and hear the cries of the 
Cambodian people on the Capitol steps . 

Although the protest meeting had been 
well advertised in advance by press 
releases sent to the media in Washing
ton, DC, and both NBC and ABC had 
camera crews there, no footage was 
shown on the air. (Ed. note: perhaps NBC 
stands for ''News Blackout Corpora
tion.") 

Last July 9th, SOF staffers Tom Rei
singer and Tom McGregor were guests at 
a picnic sponsored by the Cambodian 
Association of America at Long Beach, 
California. Honored at the gathering was 
Cambodian Marshal President-In-Exile 
Lon Nol who held a news conference 
attended by reporters frorri the Los 
Angeles Times and other large area 
newspapers and television stations. 

During the conference the President 
thanked the United States government 
for its help to Cambodian refugees and 
regretted that the Congress of the United 
States and President Carter, who had 
publically stated on 21 April 1978, 
"America cannot avoid the responsibility 
to speak out in condemnation of the Cam
bodian Government, the worst violator of 
human rights in the world today," had 

not seen fit to deploy any efforts to stop 
the killing in Cambodia. 

SOF is joining individuals concerned 
with Cambodia 's fate and is organizing 
a fundraising campaign to assist Cam
bodian resistance forces operating inside 
that Southeast Asian nation. Readers 
are invited to contribute financial dona
tions to this most worthy cause. Even 
as little as $1.00 would be of help. 
Please give whatever you can as soon as 
you can. Contributions will not be chan
neled through any bureaucratic organiza
tion. Your money will reach the destina
tion where it will do the most good. 
Think it over: any help begins with you. 

SOF CONTEST WINNER ... 
John M. DuPont, Jr., of Picayune, 

Mississippi, is the winner of SQF's 
September Detonics .45 contest. Con- . 
gratulations ! 
KEPI BLANC ... 

Subscription to official monthly publi
cation of French Foreign Legion can be 
obtained by writing Kepi Blanc, B.P. 
78. 13673 Aubague. France. Year 's sub
scription airmail 125 francs or approxi
mately $48.00. Published iri French. · 
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HOUSE OF BLADES is 
proud to prese nt the 
Silver Falcon · a rugged. 
modernistic knife. This 
is a top quality lockback 
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Overdrink For Survival 

Marines participating in PALM TREE 
exercises at MCAGCTC (Marine Cprps 
Air Ground Combat Training Center) 
use the Israeli system of "overdrink" to 
prevent heat casualties. During four 
MAU-sized live-fire support coordination 
exercises conducted last summer, only 
minimum heat casualties were sustained. 
The exercises involved combat-equipped 
Marines engaged in vigorous tactical 
maneuver during the day in heat often 
ranging to Heat Condition IV. 

The "overdrink" system overhydrates 
a Marine's body to prevent dehydration. 
The system requires Marines to drink 
water every 30 minutes \.'Then engaged in 
physical activity dt1ring hot weather. The 
system makes it mandatory that Marines 
drink water at !east every hour. Ample 
water supplies must be made easily 
available. Drinking water thus becomes a 
command responsibility and must be 
encouraged or directed by small unit 
leaders. 

In years past it was erroneously be
lieved that troops could be conditioned 
to operate with reduced water suppljes 
in desert and tropical regions. The old 
system of water discipline was often 
strictly enforced with the goal of water 
conservation based on the premise that 
water supplies would not be available 
in combat. Water rationing was practiced 
to toughen the troops . 

Commanders from the past will re
memper that water discipline and ration
ing did conserve water. They may also 
remember that heat casualties were 
frequent and often numerous. Thus, the 
casualties suffered from lack of water 
were actually self-inflicted. Enemy fire 
power did not cause the casualties. An 
uninformed and unrealistic command 
policy did. 

Today the documented research of 
the Israelis and others to include the 
pioneering work of E. F. Adolph and his 
a~sociates in 1947 proves that men can
not be conditioned to operate effectively 
with reduced water intake. This research 
further reveals that in the desert a man's 
natural thirst will compel him to drink 
only about o/Js of the amount of water he 
actually requires to be alert and active. 
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by lvbjor D. LPrice 
The following article is reprinted, by 

permission, from the June 1978 issue of 
the Marine Corps Gazette. 

Man cannot store water. When working 
in heat, the 2 112 million sweat glands of 
man's skin secrete perspiration. Man 
draws moisture from his blood. In con
trast, the camel draws moisture from its 
tissues . The Joss of moisture from man's 
blood results in dehydration and an upset 
in the body's electrolyte balance. · Heat 
cramps, heat exhaustion, and heat 
stroke soon follow. 

Once man commences to sweat, his 
total body fluid content begins to deplete. 
About 2/Js of the human body consists 
of fluid. As fluid loss increases, tnental 
alertness and physical response de
crease. Researchers agree that the ap
proximate losses in body fluid (shown in 
the accompanying box) will cause the 
listed minimum effects. 

EFFECTS OF LOSS 
OF BODY FLUID 

% OF LOSS ,EFFECT 
2 V2 % .. . . . ... Dehydration commences. 
5% .......... Nausea. 
6-10% ....... Giddiness, headaches, 

limbs itch. 
15 % ... . ..... Death imminent in 90 

degree weather. 
25% .. . .. . ... Death even in cool 

climates. 

Finally, research points out that ac
climatization and physical conditioning 
are not significant factors in whether or 
not a maf! will become a heat casualty 
if he lacks an adequate water intake. 
Regardless of whether a Marine can score 
300 on the PFT, if he loses much over 
10 percent of his total body fluid , he will 
certainly become a heat casualty and 
will be ineffective as a combatant. 

How much water does a Marine re
quire when operating in the desert 
during summer months? Most survival 
manuals, military field manuals, and 
U.S . Park Service literature cite the 
figure of three gallons per man per day. 
But consider the Marine infantryman in 
a MCAGCTC exercise carrying full field 
gear, including helmet, armored vest, 
and gas mask, who is practicing over
drink. Experience at MCAGCTC shows 
that under Heat Condition IV Marines 

consistently consume between five and 
six gallons a day in the summer. This 
figure is not unusual. Adolph's research 
indicates that in the earLy '30s construc
tion workers on the Hoover Dam located 
on the Colorado River between Nevada 
and Arizona consumed up to 6112 ·gallons 
of water a day. 

Based on these statistics, the 
MCAGCTC staff believes that no heat 
casualties is a realistic goal that can be 
achieved via the overdrink method. 
Commanders who strive for this goal, 
however, must be a, ware of two major 
factors: water weight and man load. 
For example, a galloq of water weighs 
a little over eight pounds. Thus five 
gallons weigh over 40 pounds. There 
are four quarts or canteens per gallon. 
Five gallons equates, therefore, to 20 
canteens of water. A Marine cannot be 
expected to carry 40 pounds of water 
during an exercise. (S.L.A. Marshall 
points out in his The Soldier's Load and 
the Mobility of a Nation that the total 
weight of a fighting man's clothing, 
equipment, ammunition, weapon, water, 
and ratiop.s must not exceed 40 pounds.) 

Prior to leaving for the field, a Marine 
can cons11me two quarts of water with
out great discomfort. He can carry four 
full canteens with his web equipment, 
if required. Where the additional 16 
canteens or foqr gallons will come from 
can only be answered by the G-4. We can 
only say that the water must be pro
vided. 

In summary, the three major factors 
that affect Marines in the desert are: 
climatic temperatures, physical exertion , 
and body water. A commander cannot 
control the weather, and his mission 
often dictates the amoµnt of physical 
exertion required of his troops. Qf the 
three factors, the commander has the 
tnost influence and control over the 
replenishment of body water in his 
troops. In the end, a sensible command 
policy which emphasizes the proven over
drink method and is supported by an 
aggressive logistics system that will 
move water forward can result in zero 
heat casualties in any clime and place 
where Marines operate. 
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SOF Interviews 
General John K. Slnglaub 
Continued from page 31 
that make a good leader in the military 
are at times irreconcilable with corpora
tion or management ethics. That officers 
have been taught to consider themselves 
and .self-promotion before the integrity 
of the unit, the Army as a whole or of the 
country. In a sense, they see the Army's 
modem leadership as being the same as 
in corporations, aggressive, nonethical, 
and concerned with the buck rather than 
the country or their manpower. "In an 
effort to learn modem business logistical 
management techniques, we have also 
picked up the ethics or lack of same in the 
military.'' 

enough don 't understand that the effec
tiveness we should be measuring is war
time effectiveness , not peacetime effec
tiveness. And if these are civilian ap
pointees without any military back
ground, I question whether they are able 
to make a valid decision on the effective
ness of the system. They tend to think of 
it only in terms of today' s activity or 
tomorrow in a non-wartime situation. 

hundred battles and you know how men 
react , and how the enemy will react 
when applying certain pressure on him. 
That's the military mind and it's deni
grated by these managers , these super 
managers that McNamara introduced. 
They write out the people part of the 
whole equation because it can't be 
quantified . But in fact , the Army is 
people , and managing people under 
stress in battle is what makes a good 
officer . It doesn 't make any difference 
whether or not he can compute the cost 
versus effectiveness of a given system; 
when you get into battle you haye to 
have good weapons , but the most impor
tant thing is that you have good people 
and that they are well led . So I think there 
is an element there, and I have partici
pated in some seminars at Fort Leaven
worth a few years ago on several occa
sions in which I had the opportunity 
to talk directly with some of the younger 
officers , captains and majors , and I 
have to say that in the first case I was 
startled, shocked by the perception some 
of these officers had of the senior leader
ship and what it takes to get ahead. 
They had in their minds the idea that 
integrity had been eliminated from the 
qualities needed to be a good officer. 
SOF: That goes .back to the business 
management scheme. 

H~w do you feel about the officer 
corps today, and do you agree with their 
assessment? 
SINGLAUB: I think there's certainly an 
element of truth in that. I have expressed 
concern through the years that this great 
emphasis on management that came 
about with the McNamara era, the idea 
that we could manage an armed force 
applying the techniques of big business , 
just doesn' t hold up in the execution. In 
my view, the ideas of system analysis 
have some benefits , but the trouble is 
that the people that are making the 
decisions on whether it is cost effective 

SOF: And you feel that this permeates 
the officer corps too? 
SINGLAUB: Yes, because we've been 
teaching systems analysis, because we 've 
placed such great stress on numbers; if 
you can 't reduce it to numbers , it obvi
ously isn 't true . That it doesn 't make any 
difference whether you have fought a SINGLAUB: That's right and that ' s a 
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very alarming thing to me. I found that 
these officers had the idea that the 
amounts of i11tegrity were inversely 
proportional to the rank. I had to es
t~blish or perhaps re-establish the idea 
that the first apd most important quality 
of an arrped forces officer is integrity and 
c9mpassion for your subordinates. 
~OF: What do you think about the new 
aU-v()IUQ~eer action army? 
SINQJ,AUBi There is this problem 
we're having with many of our young 
soldiers coming into th~ armed forces; 
they're coming i,JI being sold on the idea 
that they 're going to a job, the goal of 
which js to learn a skill for use later. 
Well, if they go in with that idea, that 
they aren'~ joinin.g the Army to do things 
the Army needs thern to do , to make the 
Army b'etter a11d make it capable of fight
ing wars and winning them, we're going 
to have le~s than fully motivated soldiers. 

Many of the senior leaders of the Army 
tqday complain to us at Forces Command 
that the qu~lity of the enlisted soldier is 
less now than in a11y previous period, 
less than when we had the draft . But 
when you look at the s~atistics, and of 
¢ourse the civilians in Washington are 
looking at these statistics, you can say , 
! 'oh, no, this is a much better group 
because we have fewer category four 
people. We have more high school 
gradµates than ever before." Of course 
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we don 't have that good leavening of 
college graduates that we had under the 
draft , but, nevertpeless, when you mea
sure by normal statistics it appears that 
the Army is better than it ever was. 
But when it gets down to performance 
you find that they lack motivation and 
that's a function perhaps of the recruit
ing sell that they've had. It ' s also a 

"There Isn't any question that their tanks are 
superior to the M-60 tank, which la the only 
one we have. We have a good tank on the 
drawing board but It hasn't been produced." 

function of the high schools or the whole 
educational system in the U.S. today . 

I'll challenge you to find anybody in 
any of the schools in this area who's 
ever failed a grade. You can't fail 'em 
now. Teachers tell me that. We are 
graduating young men and women who 
are illiterate. Today the Army has had to 

change the writing in our field manuals. 
We had them at the eighth grade level 
and it's too high. We're now having to 
go to the fifth grade level to take care of 
all these pigh school graduates. That's 
not a problem of the Army, it's a problem 
for the Army. 
SOF: How do you feel about the rotation 
of individuals to iµid from ove11!eas as
signments and/or war vet1lus the con
cept of unit reassignment? Should a ~an 
stay with the unit he is trained in? Why 
or why not? · 
SINGLAUB: In terms of the efficiency 
of the unit and probably in terms of 
winning battles, it would be best if an 
individual came into a unit and stayed 
with that unit his whole life. The Indian 
Army does that; the guy's recruited into 
one company and stays in that same 
company for the terrp of his service. It 
increases the efficiency, I think it im
proves the morale, the esprit, but it 
certainly limits the opportunities for the 
individual because he's stuck with the 
promotion opportunities of that specific 
unit rather than the total force . 

SOF: How about during wiµ-? 
SINGLAUB: Well, in time of war, there is 
a desire on the part of the personnel 
manag~rs to give relief to those who are 
in battle. Now, you could rotate units 
back into the reserve as we did in World 
War U. A guy would join a unit and gen-
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erally speaking he would stay with that 
unit unless he was wounded or there was 
a requirement for his skills in some other 
activ-ity and he was transferred out. 
Many, many enlisted as well as officers 
spent the whole war with the same unit 
and the units were more efficient. 

When we went to the Korean War we 
had a female named Rosenberg, I think 
that was .her name, as the Assistant 
Secretary of Defense for Manpower arid 
Reserve Affairs. It was her idea that we 
should not draft tJ:te.se people and keep 
tliem ih for the duration plus, that there 
would be a rotation system. So we de
veloped a point system and once a person 
achieved. 36 points he could be rotated 
back to the States. Under this system the 
turnover was just·horrendous . 

It was just as bad in Vietnam only we 
didn't make any distinction between a 
giiy who was being shot at daily and a guy 
who was serving in a. rear area as we had 
in Korea. You know there was some rea
son for this, as you could get shot in one 
of these rear areas, too. But the rota
tion that that produced through a unit
in the time that I was there, almost 21h 
years, I would see units get ambushed at 
the saine place time after time because 
their institutional memory disappeared 
under this type of rotation plan. All the 
leaders had gone , and they didn ;t know 
about that particular village and what 
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could happen if you went into it the way 
they went into it, and so the units weren 't 
very efficient with such a rapid rotation. 
I think that units turned over completely 
in much less than a year. 

So I believe that unit rotation in time 
of war is the best. I would like to see a 
unit stay together. 
SOF: One writer says the U.S.S.R. leads 
the U.S. in the critical fields of quality 

"The TOW Is a superb weapon system for 
knocking out tanks, but we don't have enQugh 
of them . . . . II will be many years before we 
are able to give the Koreans ... these TOW 
mlsslles In the quantities they need." 

and quantity of electronic warfare. We 
have traditionally given the Soviets the 
lead in quantity' claiming that we make 
up for it in quality. How do you feel about 
this~ 
SINGLAUB: I would have to agree With 
that assessment that they have achieved 
both quantitive and qualitative superiori-
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SOF: Do you feel this is critical? 
SINGLAUB: I do. 
SOF: They hold the edge in this area. 
Why? 
SINGLAUB: The system analysis · people 
have come in and prevented us from 
building a communications network that 

"I think the most serious problem affecting 
the military .. .' is the way In which the Admin
istration Is trying to politicize the military." 

would function in time of war. I think 
in Korea we have a perfect example of 
that. We have a very, very efficient · 
communications network to enable us to 
communicate from our units on the line 
to Seoul ;rnd from Seoul down what is 
called the backbone communications 
network over to Japan and then it goes 
into satellites or onto cables and so forth. 
That's vulnerable not only because it's 
not encrypted right now, they can 
monitor it, but also because it 's a shot
a VHF shot across the Straits of Tushima 
between ~orea and Japan. Soviet ships 
monitor that. They sit right in there and 
read everything we talk about. None of it 
encrypted, it 's too costly . They say it 's 
too costly. 

More important, it's all above ground. 
All the communication centers with great 
elaborate computers that are so efficient 
in speeding up the traffic and so forth, 
they ' re all sitting on top of the ground 
to be knocked out with a .45 caliber pistol, 
a subject that I've taken up with the 
people from OSD and the Army Com
munications Agency and the Defense 
Communications Agency. It is so damn 
dumb that any simp.le-minded person 
ought to be able to figure out those 
critical communications relay stations 
should be underground , inside a moun
tain, or at least protected in such a way 
that a guy with a grenade or a .45 pistol 
can't go up and put us out of business . 
It really is a weakness ano the fact that 
we rely on that, we don ' t have land lines ' 
to resort to, l think makes us very , yery 
vulnerable in a real war. But I'll tell you , 
in peacetime it's a beautiful system. 
Can't beat it. Only troµble with it-it 
enables the President to speak to division 
commanders or lower, and °I don't think 
that's particularly good. 
SOF: It should go through the chain of 
command? 
SINGLAUB: That 's right, even in the 
Vietnam War, it was not uncommon at 
all for General Johnson, l mean President 

Johnson, to call and talk directly to a 
division commanqer. And in the instance 
that we had in 1976 jn Korea, the people 
at the National Command Center, some 
of those appointed officials, not in the 
military chain of command, not even 
military trained were calling out and 
demanding that they be able to speak to 
the people in the joint security area. 
Well, I just told our communications 

· officer that I would see that he was 
thrown out of the Army if he allowed one 
single call to pass tnroug)l headquarters. 
When they would call up from Washing
ton, he would use some technical reason 
for why he wasn ' t allowing them to go 
through. But if I'd allowed it as Chief
of-Staff, we 'd have lost control and some
body who had no responsibility wquld 
have been issuing instructions in the 
Pentagon directly up to the guy who's 
eyeball-to-eyeball wit_h the enemy. 
And that's the way to lose wars. 
SOF: McNamara started that in the '62 
missile crisis, didn't he? 
SIN~LAUB: He did. He did it again in 
'65 in the Dominican Republic situation. 
He and- his subordinates way down the 

"Many of !he senior leaders of the Army to
day complain ... that the quality QI the en
listed soldier is less now than in any previous 
period, less than when we had the draft." 

chain were insisting on talking to platoon 
leaders in Santo Domingo, the guy 
out on aQ outpost. And, of course, the 
meddling by these. same people in the 
Mayaguez incident were some of these 
faceless, nonelected appointees in the 
National Military Command Center. One 
because he was a civilian appointee and 
an Assistant or Deputy Assistant Secre
tary of Defense came in and was ordering 
the pilot-he was actually talking to the 
pilot who was flying a mission over the 
Mayaguez, and he says, "Now, make 
another pass at that ship and see if you 
can identify whether the individuals 
standing on the bow are caucasians or 
orientais." You know that's the type of 
thing t!ie pilot would have reported any
way-but hei:e a civilian in the Pentagon, 
without regard to the whole chain of 
command, was issuing instructions to a 
pilot and, of course , you know, the 
l\4ayaguez situation was just-it was a 
great thing for the nation because we 
needed some kind of victory after 
the Vietnam surrender to boost morale , 
but the way it was handled by the civilian 
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side was nearly a total disaster. I mean , 
we, in my personal opinion, we lost 
lives there unnecessarily because of 
meddling. 
SOJ:f: The Israeli War showed that the 
Soviets had weapons, anti-tank weapons, 
that can be f"Ired from undercover, inside 
vehicles, bunkers, without exposing the 
gunner while the U.S. does not. It is 
often assumed that the Rus!iians are 
def"Initely ahead of us jn tanks, but are 
they also ahead of us in anti-tank 
weapons as well? 
SINGLAUB: There isn't any question that 
their tanks are superior to the M-60 tank, 
which is the only one we have. We have a 
good tank on the ·drawing board but it 
hasq 't been produced. Again, we're sav
ing mol).ey and they , the Soviets, have 
had three if not four generations of tanks 
in the time that we've fielded the M-60. 
The M-60s are older than the .troops that 
are manning them right now. 

Now, in the anti-tank; missile area , I'm 
not prepared to say · that the Sagger or 
the Swatter anti-t11nk missile that the 
Soviets _have are superiqr in quality to 
our TOW and Dragon systems. 
SOF: H!>w about quantities then? 
SINGLAUB: Quantities, I think they 
probably have a superior quaqtity of 
them. We are producing more TOWs, 
more Dragons, and they are going to 
troops. The TOW is a superb weapon 
system for ~nocking out tanks , but we 
don't have enough o.f them, the produc
tion line is very low. It will be many 
years before we ai:e able to gi1.'e the 
Koreans , for example, these TOW 
missiles in the quantities that they need. 
We have an immediate threat just across 
the DMZ. So, genera.Uy speaking , I'm 
prepttred to grant superiority in tanks and 
in armored perso11hel carriers. But I'm 
not prepared to say that qualitatively 
their anti-tank weapons are better · than 
our TOW system. 
SOF: Okay, in control of the air, again 
we go back to the Israeli example. I keep 
referring to that, of course, because they 

"The capture of the Pueblo in 1968 undoubt
edly gave a great boost to the Sovi11t electronic 
warfare capability." · 

were using some of the latest Soviet and 
we were using the latest American equip
ment. I kpow it personally because they 
stripped our best F-4s off, the ones that 
had just come off the factory line and 
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hauled them off to Israel and we didn't 
even have F -4s that had the proper ECM 
to go to war if we needed to when the 
alert came through. But again with 
Israel, the Soviets with superior anti-air 
weapons formed a "bubble" over their 
armored units. Allied aircraft could not 
penetrate until tanks and artillery 
knocked out the anti-air weapons. A 
NATO scenario calls for Army to fire at 
radars and jiam them, making a corridor 
through which Allied aircraft flying at 
less than 200 feet could penetrate to hit 
enemy taiiks and get out. The Army and 
the Air Force have not coordinated this 
activity. There is very little training 
along these lines. 
SINGLAUB: If you're talkihg about air 
defense rather than control of the air, I 
will give the Soviets superiority. They 
have more missile systems than we have. 
Their SA-2, SA-3, SA,6, 8 and so forth, 
these are complementary systems. Un
fortunateiy, with our systems analysis, 
we have to select one system and-and 
go all for that. We don't have any over
lapping systems, you see, so that if a 
means can be devised of spoofing or 
evading our Hawk missile system , then 
they're through us, you see, because we 
don't have anything that i.s on a little 
different technology to fill the gap. 
SOF: The author of that' piece went 
through what he calls the "Rain Dance." 

He says that every time they came up 
with some of the subjects, the answer 
was, "Well, in three to five years we'll 
have this system or that system," and 
he says they're always planriing wars 
three to five years in advance but not 
using today's technology and today's 
systems. 
SINGLAUB: That's right, the preseht 

"The system analysis people have come in arid 
prevented us from building a communications 
network that would function in time of war." 

civiliap leadership in the Department of 
Defense , you know, is largely a proouct 
of McNamara. Secretary Brown is Secre
tary qf Defense now and was one of 
McNamara's fairheaded boys and worked 
not only in DDR&E but also then became 
Secretary of the Air Force, so he is really 
well trained in some of these McNamara 
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techniques. They tend to count weapon 
systems that are on the drawing board 
rather than systems in the hands of 
troops. As far as I'm concerned it 's 
simply not an argument to talk about 
our XM-1 tank opposed to the T-72 be
cause by the time we have the XM-1 
tank out on the field I don 't know what 
tank thcry're goi)lg to have. But it's. prob
ably going to be a better one. Is the 
M-60, which is what is in the hands of 
our troops, equal to or better than the 
T-72? And the answer to that question is 
no , it isn't. 
SOF: In fact, keeping along those lines, 
ju~t for your information, the joke going 
around NATO that these men reported 
was that the U.S. plans to fight a war 
in Europe by flying imaginary troops in 
nonexisting airplanes to airbases already 
destroyed at the command of head
quarters that no longer exist . 
SINGLAUB: Well , there is sufficient 
truth in that to remove the humor from 
it, I'm afraid. 
SOF: What action should the U.S. take 
in regards to Africa, specificaliy in Rho
desia, South Africa, South West Africa 
and Walvis Bay? What is the significance 
of Africa? 
SINGLAUB: The 'significance of Africa is 
the natural resources that they possess 
that the western world needs . The Soviets 
are anxious to ge t this, not in all cases 
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because they need those resources, but 
becimse they kriow if they can deny them 
to us, they can achieve some of their 
aims. 

About 50 percent of free-world petro
leum moves through the Gulf of Aden and 
now the Gulf of Aden is under the control 
of the Soviets. They occupy both Yemens, 
and they have Babel Imendeb, .which is 
the strait between Ethiopia and the 
Arabian Peninsula. It's a very narrow 
strait, very easy to control, and both sides 
of that are now controlled b;v the Soviets. 

I think that the Soviets and their sur
rogates are playing a very interesting 
game. I think that the disinformation 
which is being disseminated about 
Southern Africa, placing all emphasis on 
an emotional black-white basis, is very 
clever on their part, because it's easy to 
sell that type of emotionalism. Our 
Ambassjldor to the United Nations has 
been a great participant in this. disinfor
mation program. For him to say that the 
Cuban troops are addh1g stability to 
Africa and to support the Marxist re
gimes in Mozambique anci some other 
places and to try to blame some of the 
assassinations that took place in Rhodesia 
on lap Smith is shocking. 

SOF: He was running around killing bis 
own inissionaries? 

SINGLAUB: That's just what the world 
thinks now, because our Ambassador has 
said it publicly and it's going to take a 
long time before the real truth of what's 
going on in that part of Mica comes 
out. I'm not an expert bi that part of the 
world, but it doesn't take a grejlt genius 
to kriow that the tack that our U .N. 
Ambassador has taken is Wrong and it 
certainly doesn't take any great genius to 
kriow that the resources. in that part of the 
world are so essential to the· western 
world that we have . to ·get serious about 
it and solve some of the tiroblems there. 

We can't 1:1se a.s the motivation for our 
policies in Africa the emotions of fear and 
guilt. Those are not appropr~ate in.deal
ing in international relations. They're 
not even ii.ppropriate for an individual. 
The United States needs to work with the 
British, and others to come up with a 
solution that takes into account the 
aspirations of the blacks in Africa and at 
the same time doesn't allow the emotion
alism that the Soviets are advocating to 
take over. . We have to recognize that 
because a leader is black does not mean 
that he is preserving hum.a~ rights. We 
only have to look at a few of the leaders 
in Africa now to see that the suppression 
of human rights is greater under those 
black leaders than it ever was under the 
more compassionate colonial administra
tion. 
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Iblph Shamiliang Aciven±urer To Inventor 
The Man Behind Tekna 

In this 'throwaway ' era, quality has 
taken a backseat to marketing: every
thing from nosewipes to engine blocks 
can be discarded with impunity. Where 
then does one find old fashioned crafts
manship coupled with reliable tech
nology? The answer seems to be in small 
concerned companies, usually proprietor
ships , dealing in specialty items. They 
can be located with a little patience. Be
cause most professional adventurers 
would rather have a state-of-the-art 
product than an also-ran, we like to 
share knowledge of products or processes 
that qualify as excellent value for money. 

If you have bought "bargain" whiskey , 
clothes, guns or cars, then you already 
know you usually get what you pay for . 

At 1977's NSGA (National Sporting 
Goods Association) Show, I encountered 
a small , dedicated company called Tekna. 
Tekna makes underwater specialty pro
ducts of such excellent quality and de
sign , that I made a mental note to re
search them more thoroughly . 

On a recent swing through northern 
California , I called Ralph Shamlian , 
Tekna 's founder and president, and 
asked if I could inspect his plant. He 
agreed. 

Located in Menlo Park, the factory was 
pretty much what I expected. It, like the 
products it produces , is compact and 
functional. After getting the deluxe 
tour, I asked Shamlian how he became an 
inventor. Shamlian is many things , but 
he ain't shy. He gave me a giant mug of 
Lap Sang Su Chong tea, explaining that 
Winston Churchill liked it because it was 
the only kind he could taste over his 
famous stogies. And led me away from 
production noise into his overstuffed 
office. Not overstuffed furniture , mind 
you , simply brimful of artifacts from a 
creative mind . Prototypes and pre-pro
duction models abounded . Artist 's 
conceptions of future projects dominated 
one wall , a workbench the other. 

Shamlian 's background typifies 
that of the professional adventurer. 
Born in Seattle and raised in Santa Cruz, 
he became interested in martial arts as a 
high school senior and received his judo 
brown belt in just seven months . He 
wasn't good at and didn ' t like team 
sports . After high school, he studied 
Kung Fu and Shoto Kan karate for about 
a year and a half and earned a brown belt 
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Above: Shamlian in shorinryugi (uniform)_. He 
now teaches other instructors subtler points of 
his art. 

in the latter during that brief tiine. He 
began competing. in tournaments, but 
they were poorly disciplined in those 
days ; thus he returned to judo until late 
1968. He quit martial arts in 1969 when 
his instructor died. In 1975, he returned 
to martial arts , reviewed several schools , 
and settled on one that emphasized 
fighting. His instructor was former 
Middleweight National Champion, 

Below: Tekna 's new regulator. Compactness 
and reliability are strongpoints, claims in
ventor. 

Shorirt-Ryu fourth dan (degree) Tony 
Reyes. 

Shamlian, who has the energy of an 
ocean-going tug, devoted himself entirely 
to the discipline and became a Sho 
Dan (first degree) black belt in a mere 
23 months. He is working toward Ni 
Dan (second degree) and is teaching un
armed knife and gun defense to karate 
students and teachers. 

Shamlian attended San Jose State 
College , studying business and philo
sophy, and graduated in 1969. He had 
thoughts of law school , but got in
ordinately drunk with a Navy buddy one 
night and decided instead to build a 
small submarine. Asked if either had 
experience in sub building, Shamlian 
smiled. They did some intense research 
and six months later constructed a work
ing sub in an egg-warming shed in the 
middle of a pasture. 

Some big money boys heard of the 
venture and bankrolled the inventors. 
Within five years , Farallon, as it came to 
be called , was grossing $2 million a year 
and was awarded six patents . Shamlian 
and associates developed five types of 
diver propulsion vehicles (DPV) currently 
in use by 14 military forces, including 
oui· own. 

Tekna, founded in 1976, is doubling 
every year. Tekna's philosophy? Simplify 
and miniaturize all gear without reduc
ing strength or reliability. "We prefer no 
moving parts ," explained Shamlian, 
''failing that, we settle for one moving 
part. " 

Tekna produces a small but growing 
line of specialty underwater gear . Two 
compact flashlights, Tekna-Lite TM and 
Tekna-Lite II,TM are of most interest to 
the general buying public. The former 's 
small size belies its power. It contains 
four ni-cad rechargeable penlight bat
teries and the on/ off " switch" is nothing 
more complicated than rotating the lens 
assembly'!. turn. 

The Tekna-Lite II™ houses two stan
dard penlight batteries. A flashing bulb, 
supplied with the flashlight , serves as an 
emergency beacon. In all other ways it 
resembles its big brother. 

At the factory, I was allowed to try and 
break either flashlight. I began by throw
ing both models against the nearest wall. 
Nothing broke. Next I tried to stomp one 
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into submission. Nothing broke. I finally 
took a hammer and managed to put a 
hairline crack in the body of the smaller 
flashlight. I was not able to shatter the 
LexanTM lens. I was given a sample of 
each to test over time and will report 
further on them about six months down 
the road. 

Next most interesting to the general 
buyer is a small, stainless sheath knife. 
The knife (as yet unnamed) reflects 
Shamlian 's many hundreds of hours 
spent underwater. Its compactness is 
evidenced by an overall length just shy of 
eight inches, with the blade about 3 V2 
inches . Classic dirk (dagger) design was 
chosen for all round utility. A thong can 
be attached in one of the lightening holes . 
Stainless stock approximately 7 I 32 
inch thick makes the knife sturdy , but not 
bulky. The sheath, still in the pre-pro
duction stage is made of exotic plastic 
and will have a quick-release feature. The 
sheath will have spring-loaded keepers 
for its velcro straps. The spring load
ing is intended to accommodate pressure 
changes. 

Tekoa makes two types of diving 
masks, two types of snorkels , some 
unique fins, and has just developed a new 
and compact pressure regulator, which 
can be field stripped in a couple of 
minutes. Also, claims Shamlian , the 
spring can cycle half a million times with-
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Above: Head-on view of manned DPV. 

Below: Working model of Diver Propulsion 
Vehic!e used by ours, other armed forces. 

out failure. Since these devices are too 
specific for most readers, you are urged 
to write directly to the factory for speci
fications, etc. 

But the newest and perhaps most 
interesting happening at Tekna is still on 
the drawing boards. A full line of un
breakable flashlights for law enforcement 
and sophisticated sportsmen will be 
available soon. If these flashlights are as 
well made as Shamlian 's other pro: 
ducts, he will have to build a larger 
plant. 

Shamlian, at the request of the Re
public of Korea Armed Forces , trained 
tactical groups (equivalent to our SEAL 
teams) in 1972 on use of DPVs and 
specialized anti-personnel weapons fo~ 
underwater recon/ transport and also 
taught individual armed combat. He then 
went to Taiwan, again ~t government 
behest, to train their troops. Shamlian 
shoots small arms when time permits and 
gunsmiths as a hobby. He is on the 
Board of Advisors, Nation~I Association 
of Underwater Instructors , ancl is Chair
man , National Scuba Advisory Com
mittee. Not too shabby for a man just in
to his 30s . TEKNA, Dept. SF, 3549 
Haven Ave., Menlo Park , CA 94025. 
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The Ninja 
Ninja: the undisputed masters of un

armed and armed combat. Ninja: the very 
name synonymous with invisibility, 
stealth, ;md blackgarbed silent death! A 
title not easily lived up to! 

A jpint design of Blackie Collins and 
Cq!"is Mcloughlin, Armament Systems/ 
Product, Unltd., produce the Ninja. The 
Ninja weighs 4'12 ounces. The blade is 
four inches long and one inch wide. 
Overall length is eight inches. The blade 
is hand hollow ground and constructed 
from 440-C steel. The handle is injection 
moulqed, using "Lexan," which is 
utilized in bullet proofing systems. 

It is supplied with an extremely 
interesting sheath and free size shoulder 
harness. The sheath is constructed of 
black leather and has a slip-over belt 
loop, which is retained on the sheath 
by a buckle. The buckle is also utilized 
in the free size shoulder harness mount
ing system. 

The shoulder harness system is of 
the back "X" type and may be worn 
lefj: or right. It is simple to put on or 
remove.' Once in position, a sliding 
keeper is centered between the shoulders 
and the free end of the harness strap 
passed through a loop on the opposite 
h(\rness end strap. The two meet just 
forward of the arm pit of your choice. 

One 'simply unbuckles the belt loop 
retaining strap from the sheath. Holding 
the sheath in a verticai position, you pass 
the free end of the harness strap through 
the buckle to the cjesired height and the 
Ninja is secured . 

Being slightly forward and having the 
tip of the s'cabbard just level with the 
pit, in an inverted carry position, results 
in an extremely fast withdrawal. 

Aside from the unique, versatile 
shoulder harness ·and sheath, its most 
intriguing aspect is the retetitioll system. 
A leather-covered metal tab extends 
approximately 11/2 inches from the mouth 
of the sheath. Approximately Yss of an 
inch from what one would consider the 
leading edge of the quillioq shoulder is 
a steel sleeved hole moulded into the 
handle. Projecting from the tab is a steel 
pin which , when the Ninja is sheathed , 
indexes into the handle hole perfectly. 

Drawing is performed by grasping the 
handle and simply pressing the tab 
away from the handle , simultaneously 
withdrawing the Ninja. When the knife 
is · reinserted into the sheath , the edge 
of the guard or quillion area will con
tact the locking stud. At this moment, 
the thumb again presses the tab away 
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from the handle, and the blade slides to 
rest with the stud again perfectly indexed 
in the stud hole. 

A few repetitive draws and one in no 
time feels comfortable. As the Ninja 
instructions state : "Practice makes per
fect." 

In weight, dimension, and availability, 
Gerber Mk I and Morseth #8 boot knives 
will probably come to mind first in com
parison with the Ninja with most readers . 
The Morseth #8 is a well-constructed 
knife. The Morseth laminated blade is 
well known; the #8 has a 64 Rockwell 
hardness and is available with red , 
green, or black micarta handle. 8 '14 
inches overall , one inch wide with a 
4Ys-inch blade, it weighs 4.5 ounces, 
but it invol\'.es a one-year waiting pet iod 
;md an outlay of around $85 .. 00. With 
the economy being what it is , 11eed I 
say more! Also, the #8's sheath is in
adequate, requiring owner ingenuity 
and thought. 

Before the Ninja was produced, the 
Gerber Mk I filled a gap that had been 
around for a long time. 83/.i inches over
all , Jls inch wide , 4 Ya-inch blade length 
in the stiletto fashion, the Mk I comes 
with a good sheath, with a thumb-break 
release, which features a clip that readily 
attaches to boot or belt. I have a medium 
hand span, and find its ha!ldle too small. 
I usually wrap mine with " 550" cord
or for the non-jumpers-parachute 
suspension line. 

At currently around $38.00, it is 
undoubtedly closest to the Ninja in size, 
weight, and price. I've owned five , 
given most away as gifts overseas , the 
last to a young veteran of the Entebbe 
R(\id. A Gerber Mk I did me excellent 
service , incapacitating two muggers on 
a rainy night two years ago. I'm sure 
the Ninja w01.1ld have served me equally 
well if it had beert available. 

One note on the Gerber Mk I sheaths. 
Beware of English bulldogs residing in 
Missouri! While visiting Dan Snyder , 
Civil War historian and knife buff, 
formerly of Roswell, NM, his bulldog, 
Lady, totally consumed my Mk I sheath 
with the exception of the retaining clip 
and thumbbreak reinforcement tab . 
At last report, Lady was wagging about 
in search of more casually laid down 
Gerbers. 

The Ninja is new, radical in concept, 
and at $44. 95, including the shoulder 
harness, deserves more than a cursory 
lopk. It's good, fills the hand well, and 
likewise should fill your needs adequate
ly. 

The Ninja is available from Armament 
Systems/ Products, Unltd. , P.O. Box 
18595, Atlanta, Georgia 30326, and from 
Phoenix Associates, P.O. Box 693. 
Boulder, Colorado 80306. 
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MILITARY STUFF 
1000s of things: GUNS, JACKETS, BOOTS, 
METALS, RIBBONS, WINGS & RINGS+ OUT
DOOR STUFF - SEND 50¢ ($1 for 1ST 
CLASS) for over 50-page catalog to: KEN 
NOLAN, HQ 10, 16901 Milliken, POB C-
19555, Irvine, CA 92713. (714) 556-6262. 

COVERT INTEL 
LETTER 

Describes trends in assasinations, 
espionage, mercenaries, international 
violence, karate. 

SAMPLE/$1.00 or $9.00/12 ISSUES 
ATIENTION MERCS - at your own 
risk, discreet quarterly, inti. listing 
of your speciality. 

Subscr.ibers - $1.00/year 
Non-subscribers - $3.00/year 

No middleman - all contacts direct 

HORI ZONE 
Box 67, SI. Charles, MO 63301 , U.S.A. 

Brand n'ew! Made for the U. S. Armed 
Forces--not foreign copies. Satis faction or 
your money back. 

U. S. Military Knives 

~ 
Marine Corpe Combat Knife: 7" parkerized 
blade. The handle and shea th are trea ted 
with preserva ti ve lo prevent fungus, rol. 
elc. Order No. 1-F-112. $12.95 each. 

~--~iiQ ni• 
Air Force Sun·i••al Knife: 5" saw-backed 
blade of tough parkerized steel. leather 
handle and hammer bull. Lea ther sheath 
with l anyard and sharpening stone. Order 
No. 1-F-110.$11 .50each . 

U. S. Army Machete: Made by Ontario for 
the U.S. Army. 18" parkerized blade. Order 
No. 1-F-105. $7.50 each. 

COMMANDO! 

Limited supply from British Mil it ary 
contract overrun. NATO contract number 
stamped on the guard. These brand new 
knives are the genuine, original British 
Commando pattern designed by the famous 
Captain Fairbairn. Comes with original 
metal tipped sheathe. Order No. 1-F-113. 
$18.95 each. 

Send $1.00 for complete catalog. 

We ship your o,rder some day received• 
Please include $1 00 per order for shipping 

ATLANTA CUTLERY CORPORATION 
Box 839 QI Conyers. Georgia 30207 

Order Anytime' (4041 922·3700 
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Continued from page 79 

I believe most of your readers will 
agree that America must put her own 
house in order. Communists, traitors an\} 
their stooges must be rounded up and 
banished from our shores. Then and only 
then can the U.S.A. give her friends in 
Rhodesia, South Africa a~d· elsewhere 
the full military and financial support 
they so desperately need. 

To accomplish this, we may indeed 
need a second American Revolution. 

A Vietnam Vet for Victory , 
Jim Davis 
Orlando, Florida 

WALLET e HOLSTER 
for Hi-Standard Derringer 

Looks Like Regular 
Wallet on Outside: 
Packs a 2-Shot 
Punch fnside! 

ONLY $14.50 
POSTPAID 

CUSTOM-MADE 

For Other Derringers 
Send Self-Addressed Stamped Envelope lo: 

sandalmaker 
De pl S. 1334 Wes I wood Blvd . Los Angeles. CA 9002~ 

*SPECIAL* 

Individually Crafted And 
bered Soldier Of Fortune 
Buckles In Solid Bronze 
Only $14.95. 

Num
Belt 
For 

These buckles are made by Lost Wax Products. 
Each buckle is made in wax and the wax is 
placed in a mold, then melted out of the mold 
and the moulten bronze is poured in, after 
which each bronze buckle is ind ividually 
pol ished and numbered. The Buckles were 
designed by W. R. Vielehr , and carved by 
E . K . Field , both of whom are nat ionally 
exhibiting sculptors. 

ORDER YOUR COLLECTOR'S 
ITEM TODAY 

Send Check or Money Order to: 
PHOENIX ASSOCIATES 
PO BOX 69~ DEPT SF 
BOULDER COLORADO 80306 

NUMRICH ARMS CORP. ' 
Box SF 8 , W. Hurley, N.Y. i249l 

LEARN 
The New Pistolcraft 

At Jeff Cooper's 
API Training Center. 

The American Pistol Institute is now accepting 
applications for training of police, military and 
civilian students (with proper credentials) at the 
new 120-acre training center. Basic course 
teaches you to shoot caref~lly and quickly; to hi! 
single, multiple and moving targets ; to move cor
rectly; to maintain continuity of 11ction; tE> re
spond properly to the unexpected; and much 
more. l..lnique, proven teaching method ~uickly 
imparts the decisive ~kills of mooern defensive 
pistolcraft. 

FOR 8-PAGE BROCHURE, SEND $1 to: 

The American Pistol Institute 
BOX 401-F, Paulden, AZ 86334 

LEARN AT HOME 
IN SPARE TIME 

NO PREVIOUS EXPERIENCE NEEDED-
As a 11aun professional" you will be an expert in ballistics and 
reloading. Know how tp a·ccurize, customize, repair almost any 
firearm; custom-make ammunition. rechoke 
shotguns, lit and finish stocks. Know where 
to buy rifles, pistol~. shotguns and acces
sories at lowest wholesale prices! 

Start your own business full or spare time, 
or work in gun ~hop, sports or discount store 
for firearms manufacturer, distributor or 
i111porter. Survey shows that 57 .8% of grad
uates seeking employment have found 
jqbs or started their own business. 

START MAKINq MONEY 
ALMOST IMMEDIATELY! 

GUN PP.O "CAREER KIT" No cost, 
-""""-- No obl igation. No sa lesman will call. 

f7·Trai':f11;-r;;;"t;;; ;:;,,~ 'ihr::uhi1-:u;-'si:d;r' - - - - - I 
I North American School of Firearms, Dept. RSOA8 I 
I 4500 Campus Drive, University Plaza, Newport Beach, CA 92663 I 
I Rush me information telling how I may qecome a GUN PRO. . I 
I NAME AGE __ I 
: ADDRESS I 
I CITY STATE ZIP _ _ _ I 

~-------------------J 
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(~l .. 1\SSil~ll~ I) 
REQUIREMENTS 30¢ per word per insertion, includ
ing name and address-minimum charge $6.00. Copy 
must be accompanied by remittance. Mail to SOL
DIER OF FORTUNE CJassified, P.O. Box 693, Boul
der, CO 80306. Insertion will not be made without 
payment. We reserve the right to delete or change 
any copy which we determine to be objectionable. 
Please type or print all ads. We do not furnish proofs. 
Include name and address in co_unting number of 
words. Post office, zip code and state, each count as 
words . Abbreviations such as A .P., 20mm , U.S. , etc . 
each count as one wbrd .. Hyphenated words are 
counted as two words. 

WORLDWIDE JOB OPPORTUNITIES! H igh Pay, 
Skilled or Unskilled . Live like a King. Thousands of 
Openings. Complete Information on Countries, 
Wages, How to Apply . $3.00 for all_! Employment 
Services, P.O. Box 91156, Tacoma, WA 98491. 

WANTEO: Employment as mercenary in Latin 
America. Letters in Portuguese or Sp<!nish. Contact 
Gigante, Box 560, 80.000-(;tba.-Pr., Brasil. 

W .W . II GERMAN NEWSREELS of the great battles 
on Super 8 sound film , complete and· uncut from 
original source materials. Send for iree brochure. 
International H istoric Films, Box 29035, Chicago, IL 
60629. 

CONSPIRACY DIGEST -World 's most sophisticated 
journal . for conspiracy researchers . Sample $2.95. 
SUPPRESSED TRUTH REVIEW: catalog of rare 
pooks on cdn~pi racy theory of history. $1.00. Box 
766-A, Dearborn, Ml 48121. 

BECOME PART TIMI: GUN DEALER! " Obtaining 
Federal Firearms License·" complete information 
(il lustrated 1978 Edition)-$1 .00! "Gun Dealer 's 
Directory of Wholesalers '' responsive , interested 
sources (guaranteed)-$1.00! "Concealed Weapon 
Permits" apply right first time-$1 .00! ALL THREE 
BOOKLETS-$2.50! MESAJ Drawer 9045-FN, 
Steamboat Spr ings, Colorad? ll0477. 

ILLUSTRATED VIETNAM GOVl'. SURPLUS cata
log, including a photo booklet, "Viet~am Photos. " 
All for $2.00 and postpaid. War Shop, RD #1 , Box 
154, Milford , DL 19963. · 

AIR SUPPORT & AIR DEFENSE control , fixed wing 
&helo. All aspects aviatio~ operations . Jay, 15118 
118th Trail , Jupiter, FL 33458.· (305) 746-276a. 

PILOT, 30, commercial. helicopter, instrument , 
ASEL, AMEL. 4,800 hrs. toial . 1,800 hrs. combat 
flying Vietnam '67, '69. Hazar8ous f lying·experience 
ih Bells, Alouettes , etc. Marksman hand and shoul
der wea~ons. SCUBA experience. Desire employ
ment as me~cenary-adventurer . Will travel any
where, anytime, you pay travel expenses. Have 
passport ~rid foreign experience. Write S. Douglas, 
P .0 . Box 8451, Salt Lake City , Utah 84108. 

VAST STOCK of b. P. arid hard to find books on the 
art of war. Many on meres' activities. Lists issued 
regularly. $1 .00 ea. Refuridable wiih purchase. 
Chas. Arinegan, P.O. Box 291 21, L.A., CA 90029. 

UNDERGROUND STORAGE-of firearms and val
uables., old I new methods of underground security; 
plus PL,AN\)! Only $1.00. MESA, Drawer 9045-FC, 
Steam.boat Springs, qolqrado 80477. 

THE REPUBLIC OF VIETNAM is an action-packed 
new hardcdver book by Harold R. Morbz. M ust read
ing for patri,otic., def(lnse-minded Anierical)s, notably 
SEA and Vietnam veterans. Includes photos . Order 
now an.d get your cppy personally autographed by 
the author. Send $10.00 to H . R. MOROZ, P.O. Box 
3i3, Franklin Square, NY 11010. 

CAMOUFLAGE CLOTHING, Portuguese Angola 
type, French airbbrne issue, Algeria Lizard pattern 
smocks, pahts, bigeard caps. Indonesian green / 
camouflage reversible smock. Iran ian leafy pattern 
su it similar to W .W . II U.S.M .C. in patterh . Malayan 
suit. Several types of Waffen SS spotty pattern 
reversible smocks, pants (genuine). Patterns from 
all bver the world always in stock. EMBLETON , 25 
Southwell Park Road, CAMBERLl:Y, SURREY, 
ENGLAND. 
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FOR SALE OR TRADE: Rhodesian badges, emblems, 
uniforms. Other inquiries invited. Cpl . Joe Smith , 
16 Ledo Court , Corner 7th Ave. and Selous St., 
Salisbury, Rhodesia. 

FOR SALE OR TRADE: Rhodesian militaria. Write 
Jake Taylor, 78 Denhigh Ave., Belvedre, Salisbury, 
Rhodesia. 

WANTED: SWAT manuals , urban warfare informa
tion. For SOF research project. Contact ed itor, 
SOLDIER OF FORTUNE, Box 693, Boulder , CO 
80306. 

1979 ONCE FIRED REMINGTON PLASTIC EMPTY 
SHOT SHELLS in brass express 23/d inch 12 and 20 
ga. Also 410 ga. in 3 inch at $12.50 per 500 or $24.00 
per 1000 or $69.00 per 3000 or $1 10.00 per 5000-
Zip codes above 55000 add $1 .50 per each 500, above 
90000 add $2.50 per each 500-New York delivery 
add tax-Continental U.S.A. shipping only . Send 
S.A.S.E. or 75e for complete 1979 list and prices to 
C&D Sport Shop, 510 Francis St. , Herkimer, NY 
13350. 

BRASS KNUCKLES-GENUINE! Not a mickey
mouse imitaiion! Heavy, solid brass' $15, 2/ $25. 
No checks! Atlantic, Box 12627-S, Charleston , SC 
29412. 

SILENCERS-Write for Bulletin Number one. 
Explains theory and practice. Send only $3.00 to 
RPL, Box 2085, Carolina, PR 00630. 

DEPENDABLE PISTOL, RIFLE CLIPS. Made in the 
U .S. For up to date production list send $2.bO cover 
charge. Other countries send sufficient for Air Mail . 
D & E MAGAZINES MFG., P.O. Box 4579-B, 
Downey, CA 90241 . 

WANTED: Need photography to go with your news 
or action story? I have the abil ity to fi lm BOTH sides 
of any story. Have passport , wi ll travel. Reasonable 
rates. Don C. McKay, 13453 McCumsey Road , Cl io, 
M I 48420. Phone 1-313-686-2387. 

MIDWEST SURVIVALISTS retreat acres at af
fordable prices , survival training, survival news 
letter , more. Live Free, Inc., P.O. Box 743, Harvey, 
IL 60426. 

ATTENTION : Covert l.D. Tags, in dual languages 
with Notification System . Choose your code name for 
this black anod ized metal tag. Also Mail Forward ing 
and Key return Systems. FREE Details: ADVEN
TURERS INTERNATIONAL, P.O. Box 2002, Mission 
Viejo, CA 92690. 
TWO CAPABLE COMMANDOS: combined 20 years 
mi litary-68 months lnfantry/Rangers /S.F. lndo
China; long range penetration , hunter-kil ler; high 
risk " dirty work" mission wardens. Ace Operations, 
1007 Stewart #19, Seattle, WA 98101 . 

CAMOUFLAGE CLOTHING South African P.A.T. U. 
suit , French Algerian Lizard pattern suit , French 
airborne and Foreign Legion jackets, British air
borne smock, Portuguese Angola sui t , West German 
splinter pattern postwar sui t (not common border 
guard issue), Indonesian reversible jacket. Many pat
terns from all over the world . Write your specific 
wants. Embleton , 25 Southwell !?ark Road , Camber
ley, Surrey, England. Phone (area code 0276) 63006. 

NEW PALADIN CATALOG. Comprehensive list of 
U.S. and foreign books: guns, silencers, unusual 
weapons, knife fighting , survival, guerrilla warfare, 
explosives, demol ition , ordnance, self-defense, 
technical manuals, field manuals, field crafts . Many 
unusual , hard-to-find books. Send $2.00 for fasci
nating catalog . Paladin Press, Box 1307-SFC, Boul
der. Colorado 80306. 
LE MERCENAIRE! An intelligence newsletter 
written by and for meres and men looking for action. 
Keep on top of trends and hot spots. A must for the 
pro. Sample $1.00 or $9.00 per year . 540 Charles 
St. , Aurora, IL 6050_6_. __________ _ 

GENUINE BRASS KNUCKLES. 6 solid oz. of the real 
thihg . No cheap imitations, these heavy weight 
sluggers are cast in pure, g leaming Brass. Just right 
for the collector of fine military hardware. Yours 
for only $12.95 post paid. Send to : "KNUCkS," 
Dept. A , P.O. Box 81022, Atlanta, GA 30366. 

"REMEMBER KOLWEZI" vinyl bumper stickers 3 
for $1. Small window stickers 10 for $1. WHITE OAK, 
Dept. SF, P.O. Box. 7095, Montgomery, AL 36107. 

CASH FLOW, mult iplying process. A program that 
works while you 're away. Full details, remi t $1 2, 
noncheck, refundable to P.O. Box 83, Valier, PA 
15780. 

WANTED-Collect ibles and contacts re: Foreign 
Leg ion; French Colonial ; China Service; Mercenaries. 
Gene Christian, 3849 Bailey Ave., Bronx, NY 10463. 
SIEGRUNEN-The Waffen-SS H istorical Journal. 
Photo-illustrated . 4 Issues $5.25. Landwehr , Bbx 70, 
Mt. Reuben Rd ., Glehd?le, Oregon 97442. 

WANTED-MERC WORK. 4 years armor (Brit.) 
Ferret-Centurion. Para and S.A .S. freefal l courses. 
Blasting cert. 6 years in Africa, Canad ian and Brit. 
passports. Excellent health. Seeks work in Alric.a. 
Contact: G. Martin, 205-800 Wolseley, W innipeg , 
Manitoba, Canada R39167. 

HAVE OVERPOWERING SELF-CONFIDENCE IN 
40 DAYS through graphotherapy (simple handwriting 
alteration) ! Clinically tested internationally and prov
en effective. Get tough mentally first ! $5.00 for the 
guts of 30 years of research. Satisfact ion guaranteed . 
Psycho-Graph s, 9701 Wilshire Blvd. , Sui te 710, 
Beverly H ills, CA 90212. 

HOROSCOPES CAST, know the future, understand 
the past. Do you have a powerful Mars? Find out ! 
Two day service. Ken Rozika, Box 142, Hazleton , 
Indiana 47640. Phone 812-784-2281 . 

BULLET-PROOF VESTS. Light weight Kevlar, 
totall.y concealable. Protection Lip to and including 
44 Mag . point blank. Custom fit available. $90 and 
up. Rennwaffe, Inc. , P.O. Box 2116, Pikevil le, KY 
41501 . 

LEAR-JET S.W.A.T. _TEAM available ahY.where in 
the world 24 hrs . Anti-hijacking , anti-kidnapping , 
anti -terrorism, medi-vac, all forms. of protection . Fly 
anything , anywhere, anytime. My plane or yours. 
Swift , silent , and confidential transportation of per
sons or proper ty. Will outrun most fighters . CAP
TAIN M IDNITE, P.O. Box 11365, Las Vegas, NV 
891 11 . 

ANTI-TERRORIST PROTECTION SERVICE: Let 
us protect you from kidnap and assassination. Pro
tect yourself and your family. Contact: Mr. Cupid , 
P.O. Box 431 , Perrysburg, OH 43551 . 

SURVIVAL/SELF-SUFFICIENT LIVING with the 
right tools, foods and publications. Gerber knives, 
Mountain House freeze-dried and Long Li fe de
hydrated foods packed for long-term (10-15 years 
plus) storage, lightweight customized Medikits, 
pocket water fil ters and much more. Send $2.00 
(refundable with first order) for color il lustrated 
catalog to: ALIA, INC., Box 8411 , Dept. SF, Ashe
ville, NC 28804. Inquiries regarding customized 
" Survivbr Cache" kits welcomed. 

SURVIVAL I COMBAT I SELF-DEFENSE I WIL
DERNESS LIVING I GUERRILLA WARFARE .. . 
books I manuals. Largest catalog of its kind- $1.00 
... Ken Hale (SOF-100), McDonald , Ohio 44437. 

1978 iNDY PACE CAR CORVETTE. New, stored, 
all options $25,000.0d. Dave Kish : days 713-768-1211 , 
evenings 713-753-2990. 

COUNTER-TERRORIS_M-Tactics recommended by 
U.S. Dept. of Justice, State Dept. , CIA. Latest 
federal research findings. $4.00. Alpha-1 , 2411 2 
Pandora, El Toro , CA 92630. 

SAN FRANCISCO ASSISTANCE & INFORMATION 
-Send Self Addressed Stamped Envelope with brief 
of assistance or information desired . If we do not heip 
or provide information , no charge. Write: ASSIS
TANCE & INFORMATION SAN FRANCISCO, P.O. 
BOX 29205, San Francisco, Californ ia 94129. 

ADVENTURERS-clandestine and concealed weap
ons systems and survival aids for your profession or 
hobby. New catalog, brochures and listings of pro
fessional quality equipment and books. Send a dol lar 
(refundable) to: A.S.P., P.O. Box 18595-S, Atlanta, 
GA 30326. 
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EXOTIC MATERIAL-makes possible non-metal 
knife in classic double edged boot knife design ; 
makes an excellent " letter opener," " fingernail 
cleaner" etc. $15.00 includes knife , shipping and 
insurance to : A.S. P. , P.O. Box 18595, Atlanta, GA 
30326. 

BRASS KNUCKLES-just like the ones you lost way 
back when . . . except these are al uminum. $6.00 each 
or 3/$15.00 to : A.S.P. , P.O. Box 18595, Atlanta, GA 
30326. 

KNIFE THROWING: SPORT . . . SURVIVAL 
DEFENSE-by Blackie Collins is the most informa
tive book you ' ll ever f ind on this subject. For your 
copy, send $5.00 plus 50e postage to : A.S.P., P.O. 
Box 18595 , Atlanta , GA 30326. 

HIDE-OUT RIG is the attachment that you've always 
wanted for wearing your extra/backup knife or gun 
holster on your ankle or forearm for concealed carry . 
The rig is made of comfortable suede leather , is 
adjustable, and fastens positively with Velcro. To 
order send $5.00 to: A .S.P. , P.O. Box 18595 , Atlanta, 
GA 30326. 

MAD MAN'S BOOK OF FORMULAS: How to make, 
step-by-step goodies like knockout drops , exp.losives, 
si lencers, poisons and many others . A must in com
pleting your library. Second Printi ng at $9.95. Act 
Now. Jim Multaler, 1858 West Arrow St. , M ilwau
kee, Wisconsin 53204 . 

CANNON AND HOBBY FUSE, 3/32" diameter, 
waterproof. New, different , better , 10 feet $1.00-
34 feet $3.00-58 feet $5.00 postpaid. Other goodili)S . 
Catalog 25e. Zeller Enterprises, Drawer W-2X, 
Wickenburg , AZ 85358. 

SUBMACHINE GUN SHOOTS BBs! Hard hitting at 
3000 RPM ! Powered by freon or compressed air . 
Kill small varmints or practice automatic weapons 
techniques safely and economicall y. Legal. NO 
MINORS! $31 .95 postpaid with 15 day money back 
guarantee ! Send cashier 's check or M .O. only to: 
ACS, Box 6782SF , B 'ham, AL 35210. 

Fll EE Become A Gun Dealer in Your Own Home! 
lnstru~t ions , App lication Forms; $2.00 or FREE with 
ATF New Gun Dealers 23 Chapter Instruct ion 
Course; $4.95, Federal Fi ~earms Laws; $2.00, Your 
State Gun Laws ; $2.00 Dealers Directory 500 Whole
salers; $3.50, Weekly Bookkeeping Book; $4.95, 
Dealers Firearms or Ammunition Record Book; 
$4.95 ea., Class Ill License Manuals, Forms; $3.00, 
How to Obtain Concealed Gt.in Permits; $2.00, How 
to Make Legal Explosive Bullets; $2.00 NEW 1979 
Book Catalog Listing Hundreds of Books on: Sur
vival , Self-Defense , CIA Materials , Ordnance , etc ., 
$1.00 Refundable , FREE Brochure, Add 10% for 
1st Class Postage, Cal if. Residents Add 6% Tax , 
W.R. Reddick , 1923H Abbott , San Diego 92107. 

Ex FIAG OFFICER wiih many years of e!'perience 
in military adventure. Aviator parachutist , ground 
mechanized electronic warfare and urban tactical 
infiltration countermeasure. Contact Evans Godwinth 
212-255-3195. 

I AM INTERESTED in one or more meres , with 
knowledge of South America , espeCiall y Parag uay. 
(212) 298-3322. 

TASER WEAPON SYSTEM-FIRST ALTERNATIVE 
TO HANDGUN . Retai l /Wholesale . Distributor/Deal
er inquiries invi ted . Enclose S.A.S .E. Quality Crea
tions , 2801 Biscayne, Youngstown, Ohio 44505. 

S.W .A .T. & MERC. custom made nylon web gear, 
rap. harness, ammo. belts , knife sheaths. Lg. SASE 
for info. Webbing Inc., 2601 N. Trosper Or., Okla . 
City, OK 73161 . 

TRANSPORTATION AVAILABLE: Can export/ 
import hardware, anytime anywhere . Transactions 
held in strictest confidence. R. 0 . , P.O. Box 9786, 
Towson , MD21204. 

SPARE TIME MONEY mailing our circulars . Start 
immediately . Can-Do lnterpri ses, Post Office Box 
6334b, Augusta , GA 30906. 

SELL GUNS! Sensational part or full time income! 
Free information and free dealer catalog! MESA , 
Drawer 9045-FR, Steamboat Springs, Colorado 
80477. 

NAZI WAR SOUVENIRS! Includes Daggers, Swords , 
Helmets , Flags, Uniforms, everything! Illustrated 
catalog $10.bill (refundable) . Disco, Box 331-X, 
Cedarburg , W I 53012. 

SURVIVE IN ANY HAND-TO-HAND ENCOUNTER! 
Effective unarmed, kni fe , st ick and close-in com
batives requires more than mere " techniques"! You 
need COM BAT-PROVEN Tactical Skills! Excl usive, 
authentic manual , " THE TACTICAL SKILLS OF 
HAND-TO-HAND COM BAT (SELF-DEFENSE)" 
could save your life ! No-nonsense, designed for 
COM BAT, not sport. Send $7 cash or money order 
to: Bradley J . Steiner, 6060 North 7th Street, No. 58, 
Phoenix, Arizona 85014. 
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CERTIFICATES, parachutists , firearms qualification, 
Vietnam death cert. , combat vet , and care and 
maintenance of firearms cert. Any 5 t.or $5.00. Cash 
only . 4315 East pavison , Detroit , Ml. 48212. 

ARMY VET RANGER-mere and clandestine mis
sions. Valid passport. All repl ies acknowledged. R. 
Bussher (J.C.), Box 22, Uncasvi lle, CT 06382. 

WANTED: Smal l automatic pistol , .22, .25 , etc . Good 
condition. Reply with price / description. Randall 
Liebeck , Box 405, Marion , NC 28752. 

RETREAT PROPERTY-Tax Shelter-Inflation 
Hedge- Agricultural Venture -Recreational Vaca
t ion Home. All of these objecti ves may be met in a 
sing le project located in a Southeastern state. Seek
ing interested individuals or families willing and able 
to make moderate investment for self-suff1c1ency or 
financial reasons. Detail s available . on request. All 
inqu iries st rictly confidential. Ragnarok, 85 Cross
over Road , Fairport , New York 14450. 

EASY M ONEY, 4 reports : telling how to rnise 
$10,000 overnight , getting credit and loans , get rich 
enjoying yourse lf , making big money wi thout work
ing . All 4 reports now on ly $5.00. Send cash , check 
or M .O. to Easy Printing , 4315 East Davison , Detro it, 
Ml 48212. 

NEW WRITERS: Unpublished Manuscripts? Agents 
for Sports , Recreat ion , Judo, Military. Authors: _We 
market your published books. Free information ; 
State interest. New Age World Services and Books , 
cl o Sports Editor, P.O. Box 3086, Huntington Park , 
CA 90255. 

EX-MARINE VIET COMBAT exper. with recon. 
Interested in employment with mercenary unit. G.S. 
cl o 1122 Sheridan , Bay City , MI 48707. Apt. #3. 

AIRBORNE AND PARACHUTING INSIGNIA col
lected - all countries. Best prices paid . Contact : 
Peter Heims, Til t Corner , Stroke Road , Cobham , 
Surrey , England KT11 3BQ. 

NEW PALADIN CATALOG . Comprehensive list of 
U.S. and foreign books: guns, silencers , unusual 
weapons, knife fighting , surv ival , guerri lla warfare , 
explosives , demolition , ordnance , self"defense , 
technical manuals , fie ld manuals, field craf ts. Many 
unusual , hard-to-fi nd books. Send $1.00 for fasci nat
ing catalog . Paladin Press , Box 1307-SFC, Boulder , 
Colorado 80306. 

INTERESTED IN S.M .G.s? A firearms research or
ganization is offering full-scale schematic drawings 
and instructions for the construction of a first quality 
S.M.G. Features: 17" length, 9mm or .45 ACP, 550 
RPM , finger-tip take down, quick-change barrel , 
silencer , $7. Full -scale machinists drawings for MAC 
10 LOWER RECEIVER , $3. R&R Enterprises , Box 
385, Jefferson , SD 57038. 

MAN AMONG MEN: Be One. Get your copy of 
" Green Beret" Handbook. Send $4.95. Spectre , P.O. 
Box 312, Oept.-1A, Ayer , MA 01432. 

ORIGINAL French Foreign Legion Unit Insignia, 
heavy metal .and enamel : Fi rst Reg iment of Infantry 
(Mexican eagle) or 13th Demi Brigade, $20.00 each. 
DEEP RI VER ARMORY, 5700 Star , Houston , Texas 
77057. 

MAD MAN 'S BOOK OF FORMULAS: How to make , 
Step-by-Step goodies like knockout drops , exp losives , 
silencers , poisons , letter Bombs , and many others. A 
must in completing your library. Second Printing at 
$9.95. Act Now. Trisha Ostrowski , P.O. Box 049769, 
Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53204. 

PROFESSIONAL PERSONNEL, experienced in 
covert operations, investigative techniques , special 
forces operations, and personal protect ion , are 
ava ilable for short term , high risk assignments. 
Con tact: D. W. , P.O . Box 761 , Mobile, Alabama 
36601. 

HAND-TO-HAND COMBAT TECHNIQUES PULL 
NO PUNCHES-DISPLAY NO M ERCY! Now you 
can master the TACTICS that make the techri iques 
effective in a life-or-death fight! Order the priceless 
combat/survival manual , " THE TACTICAL SK ILLS 
OF HANO-TO-HAND COMBAT (SELF-DEFENSE) " 
beft>re your life is on the line! Send $7 cash or money 
order to: Bradley J . Steiner, 6060 North 7th Street , 
No. 58, Phoenix , Arizona 85014. 

EXPLOSIVES MADE EASILY, cheaply from farm 
fertil izer . Blast dugouts , stumps , rocks. Instructions 
$2.00, DeFost , Box 995, Prince Albert , Sask., CAN
ADA S6V2P3. 

FREE , news on Rhodesia and Africa. Read the 
PATRIOT for ALL the news plus many records and 
tapes that you cannot get ANYWHERE else. Send 
for free assortment. Rev. James Betts , P.O. Box 
2345, Overland , Missouri 631 14. 

AIRBORNE /elite unit books our specialty. free list. 
The Battery Book Shop , P.O . Box 3107H , Uptown 
Station , Nashville, Tennessee 37219. 

BERLIN IS UNIQUE! Exceptional book-documen tary 
on the most fantastic, historical and unlucky city in 
the world and its famed wall. " It Happened at the 
Wall " : 168 pictures , 11 3 pages , paraphrased in 5 
languages. Watch and li ve the atrocities perpetrated 
by the Vopos , the impossible escapes, in a scenery 
of international plots and spies. Not sold anywhere 
else in the world but in West Berlin . Limited offer . 
Immediate sh ipment. $12.50 check or M .O. to Tony 
Zant i , USBER (BASC) , APO , N.Y. 09742. 

" CONGO MERCENARY " is for sale in Amer ica for 
the first time. Col . " Mad " Mike Hoare, this cen
tury 's most famous mercenary , tell s. the full story of 
his command of the mercenary Fifth Commando in 
the Congo. Send $15.00 to Free Companion Press, 
Box 542, Sugar Land , Texas 77478. 

LEARN TO FOOL POWER METERS for survival. 
Completely undetected. Complete information and 
diagrams on how others have stopped and slowed 
down home and apartment power meters. Very con
troversial! Hurry ! Power Services, Box 415SF, 
Watkinsville , GA 30677. 

UNBELIEVABLE BARGAIN! Ask any numism<!t ist ! 
Authentic Kaiser 's devaluation banknotes. Original 
certificates of German postwar bankruptcy for 
m illions marks , are over 50 years old . Just a few 1000 
escaped the fire . Extremely rare in the States. Easy 
to resell to hungry collectors. Package contents 
50, 20, 10 million mark certificates plus 5 misc. 
bills for thousands of marks , some Nazi era , some 
Kaiser 's era. Limited offer , immediate shipment. 
$25.0b , check or M.O. to Tony Zanti , USBER (BASC), 
APO N.Y . 09742. 

U.S. MARINES AIRBORNE SHIRTS with gold recon 
parachute insignia. T-shirts , $5.50, sweatshirts , 
$8.50, gym shorts , $5.50. Add $1.00 for P&H . Bro
mack En t. , 756 12th St. #A, Manhattan Beach, CA 
90266. 

S.W.A .T. -COMBAT shotgun magazine extensions. 
Increase firepower . 7 shot (18 " barrels), 8 shot (20" 
barrels), for Remington 870, 1100, Winchester 1200, 
Browning A5, only $18.00 postpaid . 10 shot (26" 
barrels) for 1100s, 870s , 1200s only $36.00 postpaid . 
Police Equipment Sales, 130 McKinley , Elmhurst , 
IL 60126. 

POLICE BURGLAR ALARM: sleep secure in any 
room (with door), opening oi door sets off powerful 
siren; $5.95 + 1.00 PP & Hdlg. Write: J . Bolger , 
Dept. SF , 14813 Dorrance, Bridgeton, MO 63044 
(Dealer inquiries invited) . 

REMAiL SERVICE-Confidential Remails , 50e 
per letter. Canada or U.S.A. Williams Remail Serv
ice , Box 835 , Adelaide St. , Toronto, Ont. , Canada. 
M5C2K1. 

VETERANS OF VIETNAM! LISTEN UP !! Now you 
can receive the appreciation which you never got 
while you were there! We did it for them ! A Diploma 
style Certificate ·thanking you for your contribu tion 
to South Vietnam 's fight against World Communism , 
for the hardships you endured for them. Space 
provided tor your name, rank , unit and period of 
service. Frame it! Put it up for all to see, and don 't 
be ashamed , because you did your part when cal led 
on by your country! They also make a nice gift for 
your friends. $12 .95 plus $2.00 Postage and handling 
to: Operation " Country Fai r ," P.O. Box 3014, Rex
dale Station " B," Rexdale , Ontario , Canada M9V 
2G2. 

ADVENTURER: 25, former U.S. Arm y, Vietnam 
veteran. Familiar with most weapons . Qualifications : 
marksman. Well educated. Seeking employment as 
Guard , Soldier , Messenger-Courier anything 
with advent ure , travel, and reasonable financial 
income. Security background . Prefer contract work , 
but all offers considered . Avai lable to travel im
mediately with transportation and expenses paid . 
Contact : " Inferno," c/ o R. Teske, Jr. , 1 Grafton 
Street , Millbury , MA 01527 , 617-865-461 2. 

MAD MAN 'S BOOK OF FORMULAS: How to make, 
step-by-step goodies like Knockout Drops, Explo
sives , Si lencers , Poisons , Letter Bombs , and Many 
others. A Must in Completing your library. Second 
Printing at $9.95. Act now. Jim Multaler . 1858 West 
Arrow Street , Milwaukee , WI 53204. 

MILITARY FIGHTING KNIVES & bayonets for sale 
by private collector . Send 50e for descriptive li st to: 
Robert Mesecke , P.O. Box 258, Ridgewood , NY 
11227. 

WANTED-EMPLOYMENT. Two years infantry , 
armor (Canada) Weapons specialist-9mm to105mm , 
Ferret to Centurion. Parachutist , marksman , climber . 
Bodyguard , sold ier , advisor , anything that offers 
adventure , money , travel. D.B . 1731 Longueu il , 
St. Bruno , Que. , Canada J3V 4E9. 

SURVIVAL WIRE SAWS. Three Interwoven 20" 
Silicon Steel blades. $4.33 Money Orders. Select Line 
Sa les, Box SF391, P.C., HI 96782. 
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NAZ I-Collectors M-43 Style 
Black S-S Caps. O nl y $14.00 
Postpaid. Order your size NOW. 
Our 224 page fully ill ustrated 
cata log on ly $2.00 (free with 
order). 

Over 40,000 Items in Stock 

W .W. #2 Lid. (f) Box #2063 
St. Louis, MO. 63 158 

JUNGLE TENT HAMMOCK 

'' 
1 

• Secrets, . . . . Learned 
Long Ago in the Orient · . .. " 

$hadow Systems' 
own brand of custom made 
Nunchl!cks, fo r law enfo rcemen t 
personnel or anyone who needs an extra 
hand . They' re hand fi nished of indestructible 
black Micarta and double strung for extra 
strength and control. To order yours . send 
$17. 95 plus a dollar for shipping and 
insurance to : 

SHADOW SYSTEMS 
P.O. BOX 28222 
ATLANTA, GA. 30328 

BUMPER 
STICKERS , , 
2 FOR $1 

~'~ '\+~~~;" 
'. ~~~"~ ~ V Send check or money order to: 

S.A.R. 
P.O. BOX 34-1728 
CORAL GABLES, FLA. 33134 

~ .. "TME 
POWER 
TO CLOUD 
MEN'S MINDS" 
... or at least make an attacker 
change his mind!!! Stronger 

••• 

f11ace, more effective than tear gas, 
Chemical Shield® instantly and com
plet~ly incapacitates one or a number of 
attackers. Nc;iw-protection in your hand 
whenever you have your keys with you . Easily 
carried in the hand, this non-lethal weapon will 
send a stream of protection into an attacker' s 
face, causing unbearable agony. Floors of tears 
will stream up from his eyes. He will have diffi -
culty breathing, double up, and be wholly .& 
incapacitated. You can escape unharmed. ~ 
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To Order 

Send $9.95 + $1.00 Postage to : 

SHADOW SYSTEMS 
P. 0. BOX 28222 - SOF 

ATLANTA, GA. 30328 
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Climb aboard! 
Here are the deadly alrcraft ••• hard·flghtlng 

1111 ~ .. infantrymen ••• raging naval battles ••• 
~· yours to thrill to when you choose 
~U .~~ from this outstanding selection . .- a of military books 

9134 $39.80 
2 vols. co~nt as 2 selections-----~-----

4283 SI0.95 

4010 2 vols. 535.00 
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Sst92~~ ...... ,. ..... .... 

5702 $14.95 

Tank 
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1842 $12.95 3152 $12.95 1453 $8.95 
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5629 2 vols. S25.75 2592 $10.95 
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2170 $12.50 4812 $12.50 6585 $12.95 6924 2 vols. SI 7.50 

r------- ---------, 
Military Book Club I 

I Dept. SR-382. Garden City. N.Y. 11530 
Please accept my application for membership in the Military 
Book Club and send me the 4 books whose numbers I have 
printed in the boxes below. Bill me only 98~ plus shipping and 
handling. I understand that I need buy only 4 more books at 
regular low Club prices during the first 2 years of my mem
bership to complete my purchase commitment. My, member
ship will be subject to the terms and conditions presented in 
this ad. 

No-risk guarantee: If not delighted alter examining my 4 
selections. I may return the books within 10 days. My mem
bership will be canceled and I will owe nothing. 

Note: If you select AIRWAR, write the number in 2 boxes. 
then choose 2 more selections. 

Mr. 
Mrs. ___ _ _ ___________ _ 

Miss 
Address _ ___________ Apt. No. __ 

City __________ ___ ____ _ 

State Zip ___ _ 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

Members accepted m U.S.A. and Canada only. Canadian members will 
be serviced from Toronto. Offer slightly different in Canada. 24-MlOO 

L----------------~ 

J\ny 4 books for only 98C 
with membership 

Man the bombsight of a B-24 sent to knock out oilfields at 
Ploesti. Zigzag up a buroing beach on D-day, clearing the way 
with hand grenades' af)d mprtar fire. Keep your eyes peeled 
for enemy periscopes In the North Atlantic. Fight alongside 
tank commanders. fighter pilots, gunner's mates and tough 
dogface soldiers in Africa, the Pacific, Europe, Korea and 
Vietnam. 

Now you can thrill to all this and more with the outstand
ing books shown and described on this page. They're yours 
through the MILITARY BOOK CLUB, which offers big savings 
on the kind of books you love. Just choose your firs! four 
volumes and mail the application below. Send no money 
we'll bill you. 

How the Club works 
Alter your membership's accepted, you'll receive your four 

books for 98¢ plus shipping and handling. If you are not 
satisfied. return them within 10 days, cancel your member
ship, and you owe nothing. 

Once you've purchasod just four books during your first 
two years of membership you may resign at any time. 

About every four weeks (14 times a year) you'll receive. 
free, the Club's magazine describing the coming selection and 
alternates, which save you up to 30% off publisher's edition 
prices. 

If you want the selection, do nothing, it will be shipped to 
you automalically. If you want an alternate, or no book at all, 
indicate your preference on the order form and return it by 
the date specified. That date allows you 10 days to decide. If 
you receive an unwanted selection because you had less than 
10 days, return it at our expense. There is a shipping and 
handling charge on all books shipped. 

The Military Book Club offers its own complete, hardbound 
editions sometimes altered in size to fit special presses and 
save members even more. 

More books to choose from 
1701 Hislory of lhe Second 
Wo~d War. B.H. Liddell Hart. 
Every major battle. 
Pub. ed. $12.50 

5843 Sovie! Air Force Since 
1918. Alexander Boyd. Detailed 
account of growth of USSR's air 
power. Illus. Pub. ed. $10.95 
6601 Stonewall in lhe Valley. 
Robert G. Tanner. Jackson's mas
tertul campaign in vivid detail. 
Illus. Pub. ed. Sl0.00 

2121 Lultwalle: A Hislory. 
Edited by Harold Faber. Fascinat
ing story of the sell-defeating 
world of lhe Luftwalle high com
mand. Pub. ed. S15.00 1255 Submar ines. Richard 
3053 Thunderbolt at War. Garrett. The metamorphosis of the 
William N. Hess. Stirring story of submarine. An exciting contribu
the World War II daylight bomber lion to the history of naval war-
escort, the "Jug:· Pub. ed. Sl0.95 fare. Illus. Pub. ed. $14.95 
Note: Prices shown are publisher's edition prices. 
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